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Abstract 

The significance of rotating machinery spans areas from household items to vital industry 

sectors, such as aerospace, automotive, railway, sea transport, resource extraction, and 

manufacturing. Hence, our technologised society depends on efficient and reliable operation 

of rotating machinery. To contribute to this aim, this thesis leverages measurable quantities 

during its operation for structural-mechanical evaluation employing Operational Modal 

Analysis (OMA) and the prediction of Remaining Useful Life (RUL). 

Modal parameters determined by OMA are central for the design, test, and validation of 

rotating machinery. This thesis introduces the first open parametric simulation dataset of 

rotating machinery during an acceleration run. As there is a lack of similar open datasets 

suitable for OMA, it lays a foundation for improved reproducibility and comparability of future 

research. 

Based on this, the Averaged Order-Based Modal Analysis (AOBMA) method is developed. 

The novel addition of scaling and weighted averaging of individual machine orders in 

AOBMA alleviates the analysis effort of the existing Order-Based Modal Analysis (OBMA) 

method by providing a unified set of modal parameters with higher accuracy. As such, 

AOBMA showed a lower mean absolute relative error of 0.03 for damping ratio estimations 

across compared modes while OBMA provided an error value of 0.32 depending on the 

processed order. At excitation with high harmonic contributions, AOBMA also resulted in the 

highest number of accurately identified modes among the compared methods. At a harmonic 

ratio of 0.8, for example, AOBMA identified an average of 11.9 modes per estimation, while 

OBMA and baseline OMA followed with 9.5 and 9 modes, respectively. Moreover, it is the 

first study, which systematically evaluates the impact of excitation conditions on the 

compared methods and finds an advantage of OBMA and AOBMA over traditional OMA 

regarding mode shape estimation accuracy. 

While OMA can be used to evaluate significant structural changes, Machine Learning (ML) 

methods have seen substantially greater success in condition monitoring, including RUL 

prediction. However, as these methods often require large amounts of time and cost-

intensive training data, a novel data-efficient RUL prediction methodology is introduced, 

taking advantage of distinct healthy and faulty condition data. When the number of training 

sequences from an open dataset is reduced to 5%, an average prediction Root Mean Square 

Error (RMSE) of 24.9 operation cycles is achieved, outperforming the baseline method with 

an RMSE of 28.1. Motivated by environmental considerations, the impact of data reduction 

on the training duration of several method variants is quantified. When the full training set is 

utilised, the most resource-saving variant of the proposed approach achieves an average 

training duration of 8.9% compared to the baseline method. 
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1 Introduction 

This chapter introduces the thesis by giving the background of its main research field as well 

as the associated relevance and motivation. Contributions and publications directly related to 

the thesis are also listed. Finally, an overview of the thesis is given in terms of chapter 

structure and content. 

1.1 Wider scope and relevance of the research area 

The wide availability and reliable operation of rotating machinery is crucial for many areas of 

our every-day lives. It spans industries, such as power generation; petrochemical production; 

manufacturing; road, air, and sea transportation; heat pump and air conditioning/refrigeration; 

aerospace; hard disk drives; textiles; and home appliances [1]. Throughout this chapter and 

subsequent chapters of this thesis, the focus is primarily on the aviation industry for the sake 

of specificity and conciseness, although the discussed topics and contributions remain 

generally applicable to a wider range of rotating machinery applications and industries. 

The main domains of this thesis are subdivided into Operational Modal Analysis (OMA) and 

the prediction of Remaining Useful Life (RUL) of rotating machinery, which falls under the 

domain of predictive condition monitoring. Both fields deal with the evaluation of rotating 

machinery but have distinct relevant use cases. While OMA outputs modal parameters with 

primary use in the design and verification of rotating machinery, condition monitoring is 

concerned with providing information regarding the current or future machine condition, 

which is most relevant during the life cycle and towards the anticipated end-of-life or fault of 

the monitored machine. 

1.1.1 Operational Modal Analysis (OMA) 

The dynamic response of any mechanical structure is characterised by its modal parameters, 

like the mode shapes, damping ratios and eigenfrequencies (also known as natural 

frequencies or normal frequencies). Modal parameters play a major role during the design of 

mechanical components as well as system performance design, where the dynamic 

behaviour of multiple components must be considered at various operating conditions. Modal 

parameters, which are estimated from measurements of a physical structure, also serve to 

improve corresponding numerical models used in the development of new designs. This is 

achieved by model validation and model updating, where modal and material properties of 

the numerical model are compared and optimised to approach the characteristics of the 

reference physical structure. Otherwise, numerically estimated eigenfrequencies can often 

deviate at magnitudes around 30% from the physical structure due to difficulties to accurately 

model influencing factors such as the stiffness and mass distribution, boundary conditions, 

and non-structural components [2]. 
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Modal parameters can change over the lifetime of a structure as they are influenced by the 

mechanical interaction of components, boundary conditions, temperature, and humidity [2]. 

Additionally, in case of systems with non-proportional damping or non-linear response, 

loading conditions representative of the final application scenario must be ensured for 

meaningful modal results [3]. Therefore, modal parameters derived during operating 

conditions of the tested structure are especially valuable. Operational Modal Analysis (OMA) 

must be employed to determine modal parameters of operating systems, since the excitation 

forces are unknown. This excitation is caused by the machine operation itself and in case of 

rotating machinery in particular, it can be caused by unbalance, rolling bearing elements, 

meshing gears, combustion and aerodynamic perturbations. This is the main difference to 

Experimental Modal Analysis (EMA), where the input excitation is known as in the case of 

shaker or hammer impact testing. 

 

Figure 1-1: Relationship between input X and output Y as a function of frequency ω - 
broadband excitation with flat spectrum (top), excitation with input harmonics (bottom) 

In order to compensate this absent information, classic OMA methods presume the excitation 

force to have a flat broadband and zero mean frequency spectrum, i.e. the characteristics of 

white noise [4]–[6]. This is illustrated in the top portion of Figure 1-1 and is typically an 

appropriate approximation for civil engineering applications, where wind and traffic 

excitations suffice such conditions. In contrast to that, rotating systems generate 

predominantly harmonic, narrow-banded perturbations (bottom left of Figure 1-1), which 

violate this assumption and can therefore result in errors. For example, harmonic peaks can 

be falsely interpreted as structural modes and distort or mask estimated parameters of actual 
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structural modes [7]. These issues become more dominant the closer a harmonic and 

structural mode are located to each other [8], [9]. 

The issue of high harmonic amplitudes in the input force spectrum becomes more relevant in 

the context of transportation electrification. This is because additional sources for non-

periodic excitation, e.g., due to friction or combustion, cease to exist with the reduction of 

components in electric engines compared to conventional combustion systems. This is even 

more severe in mechanical spinning tests, where components are tested in laboratory 

environment without contributions from other engine subsystems or wind, which would 

increase the level of random excitation. At the same time, spinning tests provide great 

potential for the acquisition of relevant modal parameters because of the tests’ close 

representation of the rotating components in their final operating condition as opposed to 

measurements performed on stationary parts. 

1.1.2 Condition monitoring 

Increasingly strict requirements for fuel efficiency, environmental impact, and noise reduction 

motivate the development of new engine technology. In the domain of the civil aircraft 

industry, this has led to a trend of increasing turbofan diameters with high bypass ratios, the 

use of advanced materials and material treatment methods, more complex fan blade 

geometry, and geared multi-shaft engine configurations. Among others, these technologies 

are employed in the UltraFan engine, which is currently under developed by Rolls-Royce and 

expected to power future aircraft in the 2030s [10]. In spite of an increasing complexity of 

designs and tight operating margins [11], engine life cycle costs and safety remain top 

industry priorities. 

Both related factors, cost and safety, are the main motivation for the development and 

utilisation of condition monitoring of turbofan engines [12]. Staying in the theme of civil 

aviation, it is shown that the aircraft engine is the primary and still increasing driver of 

maintenance cost in relation to total airline maintenance expenses, amounting alone to 41% 

in 2014 with an increase to 47% in 2018 [13]. 

Condition monitoring can be subdivided into diagnostics and prognostics tasks, with the latter 

being especially promising for anticipated benefits. As such, condition monitoring is expected 

to reduce cost by optimisation of planned maintenance through tailored logistics, inventory of 

spare parts, scale of repair work, and scheduling capacities based on evidenced need [12]. 

The fact that approximately 70% [14] of planned maintenance activities aimed at fault 

identification resulted in no findings emphasises the potential of condition-based 

maintenance. At the same time, approximately 20% to 35% [14] of aircraft unavailability 

during maintenance was due to unplanned maintenance. This is an overproportionally large 

amount in relation to the smaller share of aircraft affected by unplanned maintenance, which 
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makes an unplanned maintenance case much more costly than a planned maintenance case 

on average. Therefore, condition monitoring also provokes a wide interest from aircraft 

operators to reduce unplanned maintenance [14]. The prospect is to employ condition 

monitoring based on acquired operational aircraft data to identify previously unpredictable 

faults, allowing to plan and resolve these faults in time. Implications for cost and safety 

(including risks to human life) are enormous with the potential to prevent events such as 

unscheduled engine removals; component faults with secondary damage to subsystems; 

decreased efficiency due to faults such as engine bleed leaks, faulty active clearance, or 

variable geometry actuators [12].  

The domain of data science in combination with automation and ML-based algorithms are 

seen by the research field as well as the aviation industry as foundational technologies to 

address the stated challenges [12], [14]. 

1.2 Original contributions of this work 

The contributions of this thesis can be summarised into the following points, which cover the 

evaluation of state of the art in Chapter 2 and the main contributions from Chapter 4, 

Chapter 5, and Chapter 6. 

• The initial contribution of this thesis is an evaluation of the state of the art in 

existing literature from the perspective of OMA and RUL prediction for rotating 

machinery. This covers a review of the broad range of methods for OMA and 

auxiliary signal processing of rotating machinery in Subchapter 2.1, followed by 

Subchapter 2.2 with a more specific evaluation of OBMA under various tests and 

comparison cases. The review work of Subchapter 2.1 [15] and Subchapter 2.2 [16] 

was published as separate dedicated peer-reviewed conference papers. Next, 

Subchapter 2.3 evaluates the landscape of existing open vibration datasets from 

rotating machinery and gauges their applicability in the fields of OMA and (predictive) 

condition monitoring. Finally, Subchapter 2.4 investigates the potential of modal 

parameter-based condition monitoring and evaluates the state of the art in RUL 

prediction by ML methods. 

• The first open simulation dataset for vibration signal processing and OMA of 

rotating machinery during acceleration is introduced. The developed dataset 

contributes to more reproducible research and facilitates comparability between 

independent studies by providing a benchmark problem. Three varied operational 

parameters are included in the dataset to provide a foundation for parametric studies 

of future and existing methods. In addition to the time-series acceleration response of 

the simulated structure, the simulation source code is made publicly available with the 

intention to enable extensibility and adaptation of the dataset for future research. The 
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dataset is an extension of the simulation setup first introduced by the thesis author in 

a peer-reviewed journal publication [17] and is covered by a separate paper 

submitted on 06/08/2022 for peer-reviewed journal publication [18] along with the 

proposed open-source dataset [19].  

• The novel method Averaged Order-Based Modal Analysis (AOBMA) is 

introduced and evaluated along with Order-Based Modal Analysis (OBMA) and 

a general OMA method during transient order excitation in a parametric 

comparison study. Compared to the existing OBMA method, the introduced AOBMA 

method provides a unified set of results with a higher consistency of accurate results. 

The accompanying parametric comparison study validates the AOBMA method. 

Furthermore, the impact of the excitation conditions in terms of harmonic order and 

random excitation amplitudes on the compared methods is evaluated. This gives new 

insight for the interpretation of results and selection between the compared methods 

depending on present excitation conditions. The novel AOBMA method and 

parametric comparison study underwent a peer review process and resulted in a 

journal publication [17] by the thesis author. 

• A novel methodology for data-efficient Remaining Useful Life (RUL) prediction 

from a limited number of run-to-failure training sequences is introduced. The 

presented approach allows to improve model generalisation, leading to higher 

prediction accuracy when the number of training sequences is significantly reduced. 

Several implementations of the proposed methodology are evaluated and compared 

in terms of prediction performance and training duration depending on relative 

training data reduction. This work is based on a Neural Network (NN) architecture 

and the Mahalanobis Distance (MD) metric, which were introduced and demonstrated 

in a previous peer-reviewed journal publication [20] of the thesis author. The gained 

results from the RUL prediction study aid an informed selection between the 

compared methods depending on the availability of training data and computational 

resources, which can be related to requirements for energy consumption and the 

permissible environmental footprint. The novel methodology for RUL prediction and 

findings from the associated comparison study resulted in a peer-reviewed journal 

publication [21]. 
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1.4 Structure and outline of the thesis 

This subchapter gives an overview of the thesis structure and outlines the main content of 

each chapter. A schematic illustration of the thesis structure is given in Figure 1-2. 

 

Figure 1-2: Graphical structure and flow of the thesis 

Following this chapter, the existing state of the art is evaluated in Chapter 2. Existing 

methods to facilitate OMA despite disturbing harmonics from rotating machinery are 

evaluated in Subchapter 2.1. For cases in which the excitation is dominated by harmonic 

forces and in which random force contributions are insufficient to excite structural response, 

a transient acceleration or deceleration run is required to distribute the excitation force and 

achieve structural response over a broad range of measured frequencies. The OMA method 

titled Order-Based Modal Analysis (OBMA) is an existing method, which was developed for 

this purpose and proved in various case studies detailed in Subchapter 2.2. 

However, certain limitations and unknowns are still linked to OBMA as identified by 

Subchapter 2.2. This includes the requirement of OBMA to analyse tracked orders 

individually, which produces fractured sets of results with added ambiguity and higher 

variance of modal parameter estimations. Furthermore, the existing body of research shows 

a lack of direct performance comparisons between OMA methods in general, including 
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OBMA in particular. At the same time, there is no systematic study analysing the 

performance of OBMA across a range of varied excitation conditions. A reason for this 

circumstance lies in the lack of suitable open datasets, as discussed in Subchapter 2.3. 

The first part of Subchapter 2.4 evaluates the domain of condition monitoring in terms of 

existing methods based on modal parameters. However, besides the mentioned use cases 

of modal parameters, modal parameter-based condition monitoring methods have not been 

successfully demonstrated for predictive condition monitoring and are currently not suitable 

for most practical applications due to the required testing conditions. In contrast to that, ML-

based predictive condition monitoring methods are proved in various applications of 

operational rotating machinery and are shown to achieve state-of-the-art performance as 

shown in the second part of Subchapter 2.4. However, the required amount of run-to-failure 

training sequences is a limiting factor for these methods since these data are time and cost-

intensive to obtain, which is also supported by the overview of available datasets in 

Subchapter 2.3. 

Chapter 3 provides the relevant terminology and acts as a reference of theoretical 

introductions to methods utilised in subsequent chapters of the thesis. 

Chapter 4 develops an open-source simulation dataset of a structure excited by a rotating 

force at a simulated machine acceleration. The time-response in the dataset is provided at 

varying parameters, such as measurement noise, levels of harmonic and random input 

amplitudes as well as machine acceleration rate. This also addresses the gaps highlighted in 

Subchapter 2.1, Subchapter 2.2, and Subchapter 2.3, such as the lack of OMA comparison 

studies. The proposed dataset facilitates reproducibility and comparability of work both in this 

thesis and future research in this area. 

In Chapter 5, this dataset is utilised for a comparative study on OBMA and on the impact of 

various operating conditions in terms of harmonic and random excitation amplitudes on 

estimation results. The findings of this study aid result interpretation and provide guidance for 

the application of OMA and OBMA at transient acceleration runs. Furthermore, several 

limitations of OBMA identified in Subchapter 2.2 are solved by the proposed AOBMA 

method, which results in higher accuracy of estimations compared to OBMA. Aiding clarity, 

AOBMA results are also comprised of a single set of results in contrast to the fractured result 

sets of OBMA. 

Chapter 6 introduces a novel methodology for RUL prediction of rotating machinery, which is 

a significant task in predictive condition monitoring. The proposed methodology addresses 

the issue of the required training data amount demonstrated in Subchapter 2.4 by utilising 

data of entirely healthy and faulty condition data and employing data fusion of individual 

dataset features. The impact of this contribution is an increase in prediction accuracy when a 
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fraction of the original training sequences is available, which was demonstrated using an 

open dataset of simulated turbofan engine degradation. The chapter also analyses the 

associated reduction of training time and thus computational resources, which is a further 

benefit with implications for energy consumption and environmental sustainability. 

Finally, Chapter 7 draws overall conclusions from the research work presented in this thesis 

and gives recommendations for future research directions. 

It should be noted that an additional novel method was published by the thesis author and is 

marked by a dashed border in the bottom right of Figure 1-2. It is based on the Virtual Sensor 

Network (VSN) technology and allows to identify the functional integrity of machine controller 

hardware [20]. While this thesis does not focus on this additional method, it is considered 

complementary to the proposed RUL prediction from Chapter 6. While the RUL prediction 

quantifies and predicts the degrading machine condition, the VSN-based method evaluates 

the functional integrity of the machine controller and can provide redundant controller outputs 

in case of detected malfunctioning due to hardware defects, software bugs, or malicious acts 

like sabotage/hacking. In addition, the VSN-based method provided supporting proof of 

methods later employed in the RUL prediction contained in this thesis, including the MD, 

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) NN, and Autoencoder (AE) NN. 

Figure 1-3 provides a more detailed graphical summary of the discussed contributions and 

core chapters of the thesis. 

The present chapter introduced the research field of this thesis and presented the outline of 

the thesis’ structure and conducted work. The motivation for the research area was 

introduced based on the relevance of the evaluation of rotating machinery at different stages 

of the machine life cycle (incl. the design, test, and in-service phases) for a more reliable, 

efficient, and safe machine operation. 

The next chapter is dedicated to an exploration of the current state of the art in the 

introduced domains to identify research gaps and thereby to provide a foundation and further 

motivation for the research work presented in course of this thesis. 
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Figure 1-3: Graphical structure and summary of the thesis core chapters 
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2 State of the art in existing research 

After the previous introductory chapter gave the background, overarching motivation, and 

outline of this thesis, the present chapter provides a critical review of the current state of the 

art in existing literature. The following subchapters are concerned with distinct aspects 

regarding the physical evaluation of rotating machinery. 

Subchapter 2.1 covers a wide range of methods for OMA and auxiliary signal processing 

methods with applications for rotating machinery. This subchapter resulted in a peer-

reviewed conference publication [15]. Based on the identification of the most relevant 

methods and their limitations in Subchapter 2.1, the next Subchapter 2.2 focuses on the 

OBMA method for analysis of transient acceleration or deceleration machine runs. This 

subchapter gave rise to a further peer-reviewed conference publication [16]. Subchapter 2.3 

then investigates the existing landscape of publicly available vibration datasets of rotating 

machinery since suitable data is a foundational pillar for the development and verification of 

methods, including OBMA and condition monitoring methods. Subsequently, Subchapter 2.4 

covers existing research in the field of condition monitoring by modal parameter-based 

methods, followed by the current state of the art in predictive condition monitoring methods, 

which are mostly ML-based. The final Subchapter 2.5 is used to summarise the main findings 

and conclusions of Chapter 2 to set out the path for the remaining chapters of the thesis. 

2.1 Operational Modal Analysis (OMA) in the presence of 

harmonic excitation from rotating machinery 

This subchapter covers OMA methods, which consider or have been tested in conditions 

containing harmonics in the input excitation, since this is a main characteristic of rotating 

machinery vibration. The following subchapters classify the methods based on the approach 

of how harmonics are considered within the respective methods. This subchapter resulted in 

a peer-reviewed conference publication [15] by the thesis author. 

The objective of this subchapter is to provide a review of current methods that can be used 

for OMA of rotating machinery. The methods’ strengths and limitations are highlighted to 

assist an informed decision between methods to be applied and to outline areas for further 

research. 

2.1.1 Methods not specifically adapted for input harmonics 

There is a variety of OMA methods, which do not specifically account for harmonics 

originating from the input load. Nevertheless, several of these methods were tested in case 

studies dedicated to the methods’ application in such conditions and show considerable 

performance in certain use cases.  
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Stochastic Subspace Identification (SSI) Methods 

Stochastic Subspace Identification (SSI) algorithms form a family of time-domain OMA 

methods and benefit from a large application experience in research and industry. 

In 2015, Yang et al. [22] performed a comparison of three parametric time-domain OMA 

methods in the presence of harmonics using a simulated system with 5 degrees of freedom 

(DOF). The authors note that system responses, which can be attributed to harmonics in the 

excitation can be considered as non-structural modes with a theoretical damping value of 

zero. However, the following limitation should be noted with regards to simulation data 

instead of signals from actual operating machinery: It is observed that measurements of real 

systems result in damping ratios of harmonic peaks that are greater than zero and can reach 

values which inhibit a distinction between real structural modes and virtual harmonic modes 

[23], [24].  

The covariance-driven Stochastic Subspace Identification (SSI-COV) showed the lowest 

performance as it detected the least amount of actual modes and produced spurious double 

poles instead of a single pole at frequencies with strong resonance response in the output. At 

the same time, the projection-based, i.e., data-driven Stochastic Subspace Identification 

(SSI-DATA) provided the best results with relatively clean stabilisation diagrams, most 

accurate detection of harmonics in terms of frequency and damping values close to zero. 

SSI-DATA was the only of the compared methods to correctly determine both the structural 

(34.5 Hz) and harmonic (34.6 Hz) mode at close proximity. This capability of the SSI-DATA 

method was also reported by Jacobsen in 2006 [7]. From the same signals, the Instrumental 

Variable (IV) method determined solely the harmonic as a stable pole, while the SSI-COV 

method failed to establish a stable pole throughout multiple model orders at either of the two 

peaks. The IV method showed less clean stabilisation diagrams compared to SSI-DATA. 

Although it detected less spurious numerical modes compared to SSI-DATA, it also showed 

less actual modes as stable poles [22]. 

The results are largely supported by a previous comparison study from 2001 [5], where the 

same OMA methods have been compared at the presence of pure white noise without 

harmonics in the excitation input. Even though the study found no observable differences 

between the performance of SSI-DATA and SSI-COV in the conducted simulation, the 

authors note that the SSI-DATA algorithm is numerically superior. However, the downside of 

higher computational cost, required by SSI-DATA, is reported as well [5], [25]. Similar to 

results of the previously discussed study, the IV method showed worse results in the 

estimated mode shapes and required a higher model order for mode identification. 

Unfortunately, the introduced publication only provides a tabular/numerical comparison of 

falsely estimated modes due to harmonics while the comparison of estimated values for the 
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actual structural modes is limited to the resulting stability-diagrams [22]. The applicability to 

real operating structures with harmonics has yet to be investigated, since the provided 

comparison results are based on a simulated point-mass system. A potential downside of 

SSI methods is the relation between the modal frequencies of interest and required 

measurement time, which demands longer measurements for estimation of low frequency 

modes [7], [26]. Moreover, it has been found that SSI is susceptible to severely 

underquantified data, which is reported to occur during rocket launcher flight measurements 

[27]. 

Poly-reference Least Squares Complex Frequency Domain (pLSCF) Method 

The poly-reference Least Squares Complex Frequency Domain (pLSCF) estimation has 

shown respectable results in a study of a real wind turbine at a constant rotating speed in 

operational conditions [23]. It provided approximately equal results compared to the modified 

Least Squares Complex Exponential (modified LSCE) time domain method, depending on 

the accuracy of assumed harmonic frequencies. The modified LSCE method requires 

harmonic frequencies to be provided before the algorithm is applied. Thus, it falls under the 

category of methods with explicit consideration of harmonics, presented in the upcoming 

Subchapter 2.1.4. 

In an analysis of simulation data by the pLSCF method, it was shown that a harmonic 

frequency coinciding with a modal frequency led to spurious stable poles around this 

frequency [28]. The authors also performed real operational analyses: Data from a large 

diesel engine produced such strong harmonic peaks, that the algorithm falsely identified 

them as the sole modes of the structure. However, application on in-flight vibration 

measurements of a helicopter showed that the pLSCF method was able to detect modes 

despite harmonic disturbances. The authors propose Time Synchronous Averaging (TSA) for 

the reduction of harmonic disturbances from the time signal to enhance the subsequent 

modal estimation by the pLSCF or any other OMA method. Therefore, TSA will be presented 

in Subchapter 2.1.3. 

Although different studies report successful utilisation of the SSI [22], [29] and pLSCF [8], 

[23], [28] methods for modal estimation of rotating machinery under operating conditions, it is 

believed that no direct performance comparison of these methods has been performed yet. 

Other modal estimation methods 

Compared to SSI-DATA methods, the methods Frequency Domain Decomposition (FDD) 

and Enhanced Frequency Domain Decomposition (EFDD) are less reliable in cases with 

close harmonic and structural modes, potentially producing biased estimations and  wrong 

identification [7].  
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The In-Operational Modal Appropriation (INOPMA) method [30] and the Transient Phase 

(TP) method [31] both identify system resonances and harmonics using phase information. 

While the former achieves this through numerical appropriation with discrete sine signals, TP 

requires parameters, which are extracted by curve fitting of processed measurements. To 

this date, the application of TP has been demonstrated on simulated Single Degree Of 

Freedom (SDOF) systems only. Utilisation for real systems with Multiple Degree Of Freedom 

(MDOF) is not yet possible [31]. Moreover, the performance evaluation with harmonic 

disturbances only considered cases with harmonic amplitudes of up to 50% of the original 

system response. However, harmonics of rotating machinery can reach far higher amplitudes 

than the structural response [28], [32]. In a comparison to the Balanced Realisation (BR) 

method, which belongs to the SSI-COV category mentioned earlier, INOPMA showed lower 

variance and relative error in the estimated damping and eigenfrequency values [30], [33]. 

The drawback of INOPMA is that it relies on the slope of the phase difference curve in the 

frequency domain to distinguish between harmonics and structural modes. However, the 

slope depends on the damping of the identified resonance and therefore the limiting 

assumption of low harmonic damping ratios applies here as well. In summary, both methods 

have considerable drawbacks at the current stage in relation to the intended research 

application. Moreover, the performance of INOPMA and TP at close proximity of harmonic 

excitation frequencies and eigenfrequencies has yet to be analysed. 

2.1.2 Methods for identification of harmonics 

The group of methods presented in this subchapter provides means to identify measured 

signal components, which are caused by a harmonic excitation in the input spectrum. Since 

these methods do not output estimated modal parameters, they are not considered as OMA 

methods. However, these methods are useful in cases without sufficient knowledge of the 

excitation regarding potential harmonics. This could be the case for gear mesh frequencies if 

the gear configuration is unknown or for unexpected sources of harmonic excitation, like the 

electric current frequency [34][35]. 

Estimated modal data can be acquired with traditional OMA methods, which do not consider 

harmonic disturbances. By doing so, it is likely that harmonics are falsely detected as modes. 

However, they can be omitted by the analyst, provided that the harmonic frequencies are 

known or have been previously identified. Another scenario is to incorporate these methods 

as a pre-processing step in further data algorithms. This especially applies to methods 

presented in the next two subchapters, namely those, in which harmonics are reduced from 

the measurements or explicitly considered in the modal estimation. 

In the context of rotating machinery and spinning tests, however, the current number of 

rotations per minute (rpm) is often known and recorded during operation. Thus, the 

fundamental frequency and higher harmonics can be easily derived without additional 
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analysis. Therefore, this subchapter is limited to a broad overview of existing literature in this 

area. 

Several methods utilise the statistical properties of the measured signal to distinguish 

excitation harmonics from actual structural modes. The Probability Density Function (PDF), 

the derived Entropy index as well as the Kurtosis value fall into this category [7], [36]. The 

PDF can be also utilised to identify spurious mathematical modes, which can originate from 

the mode estimation procedure. However, both the PDF and Kurtosis are limited to cases 

with constant harmonic frequencies with low damping as shown in an experiment with an 

operating wind turbine [23]. 

Further research was conducted regarding the Kurtosis to increase processing speed by 

reducing the number of channels and frequency bands considered in the analysis [37] and to 

increase the certainty of the estimation by optimisation of the sample count, band filtering, 

etc. with the Optimised Spectral Kurtosis [35]. 

Other methods used to assist in identification of harmonics are the Short Time Fourier 

Transform and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). Methods based on the results of OMA 

are the Visual Mode Shape Comparison, Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) and Stabilization 

Diagram. An overview of these methods is provided in [7]. 

2.1.3 Methods for reduction of harmonics from the signal 

The following methods aim to reduce disturbing harmonics, which do not originate from a 

structure response, from the measurement. While this procedure does not provide modal 

parameters by itself, it can facilitate the estimation of modal properties with a subsequently 

applied OMA method. 

Time Synchronous Averaging (TSA) 

The TSA method performs resampling of the original time signal to the order domain, 

transforming data samples per time interval to data samples per rotation angle. This requires 

that a known stationary speed must be present, or an accurate speed profile of the monitored 

machine must be known. The TSA signal isolates signal components, which are 

synchronous to the reference rotation (including its integer multiples, i.e. harmonics) as the 

remaining signal contributions are averaged out. By a subtraction of the TSA signal from the 

original signal (in the angle domain), signal components originating from harmonic excitation 

can be eliminated. Finally, the filtered signal is resampled back to the time domain, so it can 

be processed further by any OMA method. A limiting factor of this method is the processing 

time due to the involved double resampling. However, there is an equivalent formulation of 

the TSA, which applies the Fourier Transform (FT) to time-domain sections of individual 

rotation cycles and averages them in the frequency domain [38]. Since this approach does 

not require resampling and can be implemented with the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 
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instead, it can offer an advantage in processing time. A review comparing TSA algorithms 

using the order domain and frequency domain in further detail can be found in [39]. 

The TSA method was applied in a 6 DOF simulation [28] and despite a harmonic coinciding 

with a structural mode, the method was able to remove its disturbing influence on the 

subsequent modal estimation with the pLSCF method. Results of the same publication from 

a real operational in-flight helicopter and a running diesel engine showed that TSA led to 

much cleaner stabilisation diagrams and thus facilitated the estimation of structural modes. 

Unfortunately, the report lacks quantitative comparisons between simulated modal 

parameters and the estimated parameters obtained using the proposed method. 

However, other OMA case studies showed mixed results [23], [40], [41] and indicate that the 

method’s harmonic removal is hampered at the presence of variability in the operational 

speed profile. The reason for a reduced performance of TSA is not the speed variability itself 

but rather the accompanying variation in harmonic signal amplitudes. In such cases, the TSA 

will adapt an average amplitude of the synchronous signal components, which will not match 

the instantaneous (variable) harmonic amplitudes of the original signal. In this case, the 

subtraction of the TSA signal can result in an insufficient reduction of harmonics or even lead 

to the introduction of harmonic disturbances in signal sections, where the TSA amplitude is 

an overestimation of the instantaneous target values.  

Some extensions of the TSA method exist, which address this limitation by modelling and 

introducing amplitude modulation to the modified TSA signal [42], [43]. While existing 

publications of these extended TSA algorithms seem to be limited to the fault analysis 

domain, they appear to have potential for OMA with signals suffering from harmonic 

contaminations with varying amplitudes. 

Cepstrum editing 

Cepstrum Editing (CE) separates harmonic signals from the actual structural response by 

filtering, which is called “liftering” in the cepstrum domain. The cepstrum is usually computed 

from the original time-signal by first determining its FFT spectrum, which is subsequently log-

scaled. Finally, the inverse FFT is applied to obtain the cepstrum. 

In an application of CE, a notch “lifter” and exponential short-pass “lifter” (the equivalents of a 

frequency-domain notch and low-pass filter, respectively) were applied to the cepstrum from 

a wind turbine operating at constant speed. This procedure noticeably reduced harmonic 

peaks from the signal in the frequency domain and lead to a higher number of identified 

structural modes. TSA was not able to remove harmonics in this case, as stated above, 

presumably due to a wider spread of harmonic peaks of the wind turbine [40]. A similar result 

comparing CE and TSA is reported on a gearbox casing, which is excited by order harmonics 

with time-varying frequencies [41]. Similar observations were made when comparing CE to 
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Kurtosis and the Probability Density Function methods discussed in the previous Subchapter 

2.1.2. Data from a wind turbine with an increased spread of harmonic peaks (interpreted as 

higher damping) showed that the Kurtosis method performed inconsistently, determining 

approximately half of the present harmonics. CE, on the other hand, was able to eliminate 4 

out of 5 false modes due to harmonics [23]. 

Another operational dataset with constant harmonic components was measured from 

helicopter fuselage at steady flight. In this experiment, TSA removed one harmonic more 

than the CE procedure. However, the achieved reduction of harmonics was otherwise similar 

and the presented CE approach required less processing resources, since no resampling is 

needed in contrast to TSA [44]. 

However, it should be noted, that CE can introduce spurious numerical modes and additional 

damping [41]. In theory, the magnitude of this added damping can be determined and 

subtracted from the final results, however, a residual excess in damping values can still 

remain in some cases [40], [41]. 

Other methods 

A method based on the Vold-Kalman filter [45] was originally developed for order-tracking. 

With some modifications of the original method, it was shown to remove harmonics from 

measurements of a wind turbine gearbox without distorting the phase information [34]. 

Unfortunately, the authors provide only a qualitative result of the filtering method, based on 

amplitude and phase graphs of the processed and unprocessed signal in the frequency 

domain. In these graphs, the method does not seem to completely remove every harmonic 

peak. In addition, the harmonic and structural mode frequencies appear to be well separated 

in this experiment although the specific frequency distance is not specified either. A deeper 

evaluation of the Vold-Kalman filter for harmonic reduction could be achieved with a 

comparison of OMA results based on the original and filtered signal including cases of close 

proximity between a harmonic peak and structural mode. 

Methods presented by Jacobsen et al. [37], [46], [47] utilise Kurtosis, introduced in the 

previous Subchapter 2.1.2, to identify potential frequencies with harmonic excitation. 

Afterwards, a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) plot of the measurements is calculated 

and the harmonics are reduced from the plot by linear interpolation. The modified SVD 

functions are then used in the Enhanced Frequency Domain Decomposition (EFDD) OMA 

method. In a later work [37], the authors incorporated the Curve-fitting Frequency Domain 

Decomposition (CFDD) as an alternative OMA method, since it is less sensitive to bias in the 

estimation due to the interpolation. As a result, an improved estimation of structural modes in 

close proximity or exact coincidence with a harmonic peak was achieved. However, at this 

point, it remains unclear how this updated and combined method of harmonic reduction and 
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modal estimation with CFDD compares to more established methods like pLSCF or SSI, 

discussed in Subchapter 2.1.1. 

A further study [48] focuses on harmonics with both amplitude and frequency varying over 

time. The study compares two methods to filter time-varying harmonics from the response 

spectra in the frequency domain (based on angular domain and on short-time Fourier 

Transform) and two approaches in the time domain based on the complex demodulation 

method. The results indicate that the proposed harmonic removal filter based on complex 

demodulation leads to the lowest errors for the damping ratio estimated by subsequent OMA. 

2.1.4 OMA methods with explicit consideration of harmonics 

OMA methods of this category require harmonic frequencies to be provided explicitly as input 

parameters and consider them in the modal analysis. The required frequencies can be 

acquired from the results of a harmonic identification method like those presented in 

Subchapter 2.1.2 or from knowledge of the excitation characteristics, e.g., based on engine 

order frequencies, derived from the rotation speed. 

Methods proposed by Mohanty and Rixen [9], [49], [50] extend several existing OMA 

algorithms to explicitly take known harmonics into account for a more truthful system 

identification. In shaker experiments of the authors, the modified LSCE method showed 

noticeable improvement compared to the polyreference LSCE (pLSCE) method in terms of 

identification of closely spaced structural modes and harmonics [9]. Based on simulation 

data, Motte et al. [23] showed that the modified LSCE mostly provides more consistent 

results and a slightly more accurate estimation of the eigenfrequency and damping ratio 

compared to pLSCF. However, at close frequencies of a harmonic and structural mode, 

similar or slightly better estimation performance was observed in favour of pLSCF. It was 

also shown that exact knowledge of the harmonic frequency is essential for the modified 

LSCE method. In an experiment with an operational wind turbine, the method did not 

eliminate all harmonic peaks, which is explained by the imprecision of the wind turbine rpm 

measurements, which are required to calculate harmonic frequencies. It is also noted that the 

modified LSCE produces more spurious mathematical modes compared to pLSCF [23]. 

2.1.5 OMA methods with implicit consideration of harmonics 

The methods presented below are inherently not negatively affected by the presence of 

harmonics in the excitation spectrum. Despite this promising outlook, these methods have 

other limitations, which are also highlighted below. 

Transmissibility-based OMA (TOMA) 

Transmissibility-based OMA (TOMA) is capable of handling excitation forces that are heavily 

influenced by harmonic inputs or coloration of input noise [51]. This is due to the capability of 
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the method to determine modal system parameters directly, independently from the input 

spectrum. However, multiple transmissibility functions are required for this process, which 

requires their determination at different loading conditions. In context of mechanical spinning 

tests, this would result in a delay depending on the occurrence of different loading states 

within a test cycle, impeding real time analysis. Moreover, it is questionable if a change of 

operating conditions can provide a change in the loading conditions that is sufficient for the 

method. In addition, the method requires the number of uncorrelated input loads to be 

estimated. These factors inhibit an application in real operating scenarios, since these values 

are unknown. The performance of TOMA in real operational environment has not been 

demonstrated yet. Current experiments are limited to simulations [52] and laboratory set-ups 

[51] with a known number of spatially clearly separated and independently acting input loads. 

Although TOMA bears high potential for cases with severe deviations from the assumption of 

a white noise input spectrum, it can be concluded that this method is in an early stage of 

development. Therefore, it is currently not suitable for the intended use with rotating 

machinery. 

Order-Based Modal Analysis (OBMA) 

Order-Based Modal Analysis (OBMA) [53] is a method that follows a different approach 

compared to the previously presented OMA methods, i.e., OBMA utilizes harmonic input 

loads, originating from rotation orders of the running components. 

However, at stationary operation, each of the harmonics in the input signal only covers a 

narrow frequency range, inhibiting the desired excitation of structural modes. Therefore, 

OBMA requires the vibration measurements to be performed during an acceleration or 

deceleration run of the evaluated machinery. Order tracking is performed to identify the 

amplitude and phase of individual orders as a function of rpm. Hence, the rotating speed, i.e., 

tacho signal is required. Afterwards, a tracked order function is provided as input for OMA. 

This method has been compared to OMA with pLSCF in operational experiments with wind 

turbine gearboxes [53] as well as acoustic and vibrational measurements from a 4-cylinder 

car [54], [55]. These studies showed that the processing of run-up conditions by OMA can 

lead to falsely identified modes, called end-of-order modes, which occur at the final 

frequencies of the present machine orders. OBMA bypasses this issue since it only 

considers a single order per analysis. 

With the absence of sufficient random excitation in combination with an acceleration or 

deceleration run, it is expected that this method can outperform the previously introduced 

OMA methods. This is supported by a more recent study of a planetary gearbox [56], which 

was tested by hammer impact EMA, OMA with pLSCF and OBMA. It was found that the 

pLSCF method at stationary operating conditions only identified 8 out of 13 modes, which 

were captured by EMA and OBMA. 
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2.1.6 Summary 

Findings form the presented review of existing OMA methods are discussed below. 

Afterwards, potential research areas for future work are highlighted. 

There is a variety of methods, which have been used at the presence of harmonic signals in 

the excitation load as illustrated in in the presented review. A qualitative comparison of the 

methods, which were shown to be especially promising for rotating machinery applications, is 

summarised in Table 2-1. 

Table 2-1: Qualitative comparison of OMA and preprocessing methods at different operating 
conditions; - … - - - : limited to no applicability; + … + + + : suitable to preferred applicability 

Method 

Rotating machinery testing conditions 

Stationary (constant 
speed) 

Transient 
acceleration/deceleration 

Order Based Modal Analysis (OBMA) [53] a  - - - + + + 

Stochastic Subspace Identification (SSI) [22] a + + + * + 

Poly-reference Least Squares Complex 
Frequency Domain (pLSCF) [23] a 

+ + + * + 

Time Synchronous Averaging (TSA) [39] b + + + - - 

Cepstrum Editing (CE) [40] b + + + + 

a. Method for Operational Modal Analysis; b. Auxiliary signal preprocessing method; *: Assuming moderate harmonic 
amplitudes 

It should be noted that a clear comparison of the presented methods is often challenging. 

Therefore, in many cases there seem to be no concrete guidelines on criteria for selection of 

a specific method over the other due to a lack of quantitative comparisons. The methods’ 

relative performances at different operating conditions, levels of measurement noise, 

sampling frequencies, different harmonic input amplitudes, proximity of response peaks, and 

rotating speed variability are mostly unknown. The same is true for computation durations 

required by individual methods. Numerical comparisons and sensitivity studies in future 

research can address this gap.  

The SSI method family and pLSCF method have been identified as industry leading due to 

their performance and experience with these methods from tests in a wide range of 

applications. In addition, preprocessing techniques, like those from Subchapter 2.1.3 can 

successfully complement these methods. Despite this, no study was found, which would 

directly compare these OMA methods to investigate their strengths and weaknesses at 

specific testing conditions. 

Individual OMA methods have specific strengths and weaknesses as outlined by Table 2-1. 

This observation is also supported by a controlled experimental case study of a metal plate 

under random and harmonic excitation. The response data was analysed by the thesis 
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author with several OMA methods, which is reported in Appendix A. Despite the well-spaced 

modes and negligible measurement noise of the experimental setup, different OMA methods 

provide different estimations of modal parameters. Hence, for future work, a two-step 

approach is suggested, which would estimate the current operating condition and utilize the 

most suitable OMA method. In addition, it should be considered to combine the output of 

multiple OMA methods into a single dataset of higher quality using data fusion. 

Most of the presented studies, while considering harmonic inputs, only cover cases where 

the harmonic amplitude does not exceed the actual structural response. However, harmonics 

of rotating machinery can reach far higher amplitudes [28], [32], impeding modal estimation. 

In cases with high amplitudes of harmonic orders and low random excitation, OBMA poses a 

promising approach since it utilizes the harmonics, which are otherwise often detrimental. 

However, although the OBMA method requires harmonic order excitation, there is no existing 

study considering the level of order amplitudes required for the method, or which impact 

different amplitude levels have on its output. Therefore, the OBMA method is reviewed in 

further detail under consideration of the present excitation conditions in the following 

Subchapter 2.2. 

2.2 Order-Based Modal Analysis (OBMA) for transient 

operation runs 

As demonstrated by the previous Subchapter 2.1, current literature contains a variety of 

OMA and other signal processing methods, which have been tested and, in some cases, 

specifically adapted or developed with harmonic excitations due to rotating machinery in 

mind. The subchapter gave an overview of these OMA methods and a qualitative review of 

their performance in applications with harmonic input loads. A main conclusion was that 

OBMA is beneficial in the mentioned challenging cases where low random excitation 

amplitudes prevent modal estimation at stationary operating conditions. 

Building on the previous Subchapter 2.1, the work forming the foundation for the present 

Subchapter 2.2 was published by the thesis author as a peer-reviewed conference paper 

[16]. It focuses on OBMA while considering the composition of the excitation in the reviewed 

case studies in terms of qualitative random and harmonic contributions. The understanding 

thereof is important since modal identification fundamentally depends on the present 

excitation forces, and since the presence of excitation orders is a requirement of OBMA. The 

aim is thereby to identify a relationship between the type of excitation and the performance of 

OBMA. 

For this purpose, existing comparison case studies involving OBMA are grouped into three 

categories, represented by the rows of Table 2-2. The second column of Table 2-2 lays out 
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the structure inherited by the following subchapters, each of which focuses on an individual 

category of OBMA studies. 

Table 2-2: Categories of OBMA case studies in existing literature 

C
a
te

g
o

ry
 #

 

S
u

b
c
h

a
p

te
r Research focus of the reviewed 

studies 
Reference case used by the reviewed studies 

for comparison and validation 

Method Test conditions Method Test conditions 

1 2.2.1 OBMA Operational run-up OMA Operational run-up 

2 2.2.2 OBMA Operational run-up OMA Operational stationary 

3 2.2.3 OBMA Operational run-up Simulation/ EMA/  
OMA 

Respective optimal 
conditions, such as hammer 
impact (EMA) or white noise 
shaker input (OMA) 

 

2.2.1 Comparisons of solely operational run-up conditions 

The previously mentioned OBMA studies (Subchapter 2.1.5) of a tested wind turbine gearbox 

[53] as well as acoustic [54] and vibrational measurements from a 4-cylinder car [55] fall 

under the first category depicted by Table 2-2. In these studies, linear operational run-ups 

(i.e. with a constant acceleration) were performed while the structural response as well as 

the tacho signal were recorded. Based on this data, OBMA was compared to a general OMA 

method, represented by operational pLSCF in its commercial PolyMax implementation. 

In the observed frequency ranges, between 2 to 5 end-of-order modes were falsely identified 

when the general OMA method was applied to the tested wind turbine gearbox [53], car 

interior acoustics [54] and vibrational car measurements [55]. 

The case studies were conducted in a laboratory environment, namely on a car roller bench 

[55] or using a gearbox test rig [53]. Thus, environmental excitation forces are minimised, 

and the excitation source is primarily the operating machine itself, which increases the 

expected amplitude of harmonic input forces in relation to random input forces. While the car 

test cases involved a conventional combustion engine, the test rig for the wind turbine 

gearbox is operated by an electric motor, which can lead to a further reduction of random 

input due to its reduced number of mechanically interacting components. 

In the wind turbine gearbox test [53], only the number and approximate frequency of modes 

identified by OBMA and OMA are compared to highlight the successful elimination of end-of-

order modes by OBMA. However, neither differences nor absolute values of the estimated 

common modes’ modal parameters are provided in this study. A comparison of the estimated 

modal parameters is also heavily limited in the studies involving a car structure: While the 

study with acoustic microphone measurements of a car interior [54] reports the OBMA 
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identification results for eigenfrequencies and damping ratios, it does not provide these 

values for the OMA identification. The case study of a large vibration measurement 

campaign of a car [55] with 144 measurement channels also does not provide values of the 

modal parameters estimated by OBMA and OMA. The comparison is limited to a MAC matrix 

between operational deflection shapes (ODS) and OMA mode shapes on one hand and 

between ODS and OBMA mode shapes on the other hand, without a direct comparison 

between OMA and OBMA mode shapes [55]. In fact, the other two mentioned case studies 

[53], [54] also do not consider the comparison of mode shapes, although in case of the 

acoustic measurement [54] this is due to the use of a single microphone. 

In conclusion, the reviewed studies, which compare OMA and OBMA during operational run-

up test conditions lack a comparison of the values or differences for the estimated modal 

parameters (i.e., eigenfrequencies, damping ratios and mode shapes). However, all three 

case studies show that OBMA avoids the issue of falsely identified end-of-order modes in 

contrast to the compared OMA method. The discussed lack of substantial random input 

forces might have reinforced the presence of end-of-order modes in the presented cases. 

2.2.2 Comparisons of operational run-up and operational stationary 

conditions 

A planetary gearbox [56] was evaluated by hammer impact EMA testing, a simulation model, 

OMA with the operational pLSCF (PolyMax) method at stationary operation and OBMA at an 

acceleration run of the driving motor. Since, as additional baselines, this case study includes 

EMA and numerical results, it could also be assigned to the third category in Table 2-2, i.e., 

to the following Subchapter 2.2.3. However, it was assigned to the present subchapter since 

it is the only identified study where the test is performed at stationary operating conditions for 

OMA and an acceleration run for OBMA.  

The OMA method (at stationary operating conditions) only identified 8 out of 13 modes, that 

were captured by EMA and OBMA. OBMA determined partly much greater damping values 

with errors ranging between 5% and 316% relative to the EMA damping results. There is less 

relative error in eigenfrequencies at a maximum deviation of 8%. A comparison between 

estimated values from OMA and OBMA shows a much closer agreement: OBMA parameters 

deviate up to 4% and 49% in relation to OMA results for eigenfrequencies and damping 

ratios, respectively. This indicates that the observed differences in comparison to EMA are 

also due to the operation of the structure and not exclusively due to estimation errors 

introduced by OBMA specifically. Underlying changes of modal parameters at operating 

conditions can be caused by an increasing gearbox temperature, varying boundary 

conditions and gear mesh stiffness, as noted by the authors [56]. 
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However, the relationship between the analysed orders and the presented modal results is 

not clear from the paper. Two dominant orders of the system are introduced and it is stated 

that both orders have been processed by OBMA using the operational pLSCF (PolyMax) 

method [56]. However, only a single set of modes estimated by OBMA is presented and it is 

not clear from which of the two orders the presented results originate. 

The analysed test case leads to assume a low amount of random input in relation to 

harmonic excitation amplitudes, since it features an added rotational mass and consists of 

few components (two identical planetary gears in back-to-back configuration) driven by an 

electric motor. Therefore, the study confirms that a run of sweeping orders can be favourable 

for modal estimation if the alternative stationary operating condition does not provide enough 

input force to excite modes in the frequency range of interest. However, this observation 

rather concerns the operational conditions of the specific test structure and not the utilised 

OMA method. Depending on how pronounced the end-of-order effect would have been in 

this test case, regular OMA could have also provided usable results when applied to the run-

up measurements. Finally, the study validates OBMA by demonstrating matching modes 

from EMA, OMA, and a simulated system. However, this excludes mode shapes or MAC 

values from OBMA and OMA, as they have not been reported in the study. 

2.2.3 Comparisons of operational run-up and experimental/numerical 

response 

Simulation case studies of OBMA include an 8 DOF model with a simulated rotating mass 

[57] and a plate structure with two force input locations producing crossing orders [58]. In 

both cases, the modal estimation results by OBMA correspond mostly well with the numerical 

reference solutions. 

Two additional studies conducted physical experiments using controlled excitation setups for 

the baseline response. In the test of a locomotive frame/cabin assembly [55], hammer impact 

EMA provided reference results while a different test utilised white noise excitation by a 

shaker to acquire baseline OMA results of car mock-up [59]. In the latter case study, the 

operational run-up condition was emulated by the same shaker, resembling a harmonic 

multi-sweep input of 34 orders, which were subsequently processed by OBMA. 

In the case of the 8 DOF model [57], OBMA in combination with Time Variant Discrete 

Fourier Transform (TVDFT) order tracking resulted in maximum deviations of 3% and 106% 

for eigenfrequencies and damping ratios, respectively. The high relative error of the damping 

estimation is encountered in the first two modes, which are lightly damped. Excluding the first 

two modes, the maximum damping error is significantly lower at 1.8%. A similar effect can be 

observed from the locomotive experiment [55], where the damping ratio of a lightly damped 

mode was estimated by OBMA approximately 3 times higher compared to EMA. The plate 
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simulation study [58] draws a slightly different picture, since its lightly damped modes did not 

give rise to noticeably high estimation errors. Table 2-3 shows results from the case study of 

the car mock-up [59] for the first 9 modes but reports them differently to the original study. 

Instead of absolute values, Table 2-3 provides the minimum and maximum differences 

relative to the reference analysis for a clearer quantitative comparison. The eigenfrequencies 

show consistent results with a maximum error of 2.6%. The damping ratio and mode shapes 

(quantified by MAC values), however, have a high variance depending on the specific order 

used in the OBMA method, as highlighted by bold text within Table 2-3. For example, the 

relative error in the damping estimate of the third mode ranges from 2.4% to 85.4% 

depending on the chosen order. Unfortunately, from the four presented case studies of this 

Subchapter 2.2.3, mode shapes or MAC values have been only considered in the car mock-

up study [59]. 

Table 2-3: Estimation errors of different OBMA orders from a car mock-up study [59] (modified 
from original representation to show minimum/maximum relative errors) 

 

Error (deviation across analysed orders i) of eigenfrequency f 
and damping ratio ξ estimates relative to reference values 

(subscript “ref”) 
 

 
Eigenfrequency k lmlnol − pk ∙ prr Damping ratio k smsnol − pk ∙ prr 

MAC 

Mode Min. (%) Max. (%) Min. (%) Max. (%) Min. Max. 

1 1.3 1.7 0.0 7.1 0.50 0.70 

2 0.9 1.3 0.0 66.7 0.79 0.82 

3 0.0 2.6 2.4 85.4 0.52 0.87 

4 0.2 2.6 20.8 62.3 0.69 0.82 

5 0.5 1.4 12.0 40.0 0.94 0.96 

6 1.2 2.0 0.0 13.3 0.64 0.89 

7 0.5 1.3 17.6 29.4 0.76 0.91 

8 0.0 0.3 80.0 106.7 0.30 0.91 

9 0.2 0.5 13.3 33.3 0.47 0.89 

 

It can be concluded from several studies [55], [57], that the damping ratios of lightly damped 

modes can be strongly overestimated, which should be considered when analysing lightly 

damped structures with OBMA. A plate simulation study [58] demonstrated that VK order 

tracking can be successfully applied to separate crossing orders and use them for modal 

identification with OBMA. 

For more challenging estimation conditions and generalised findings, the plate simulation 

also included superposed measurement noise and two close structural modes. At the same 

time, however, it should be kept in mind that both simulations [57], [58] represent idealised 

and reduced models, which facilitates modal identification. For example, a purely harmonic 
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order input force (without noise contributions) was used in the simulations and the plate 

response was simulated by modal superposition of a reduced modal subspace with 6 modes. 

Similarly, the physical car-mock up experiment [59] was performed under idealised 

conditions with a controlled shaker excitation producing purely harmonic input forces. 

Depending on the specific application scenario, lower estimation performance can be 

expected if the test conditions are less predictable. 

This assumption is supported by the locomotive case study, which contained run-up 

excitation by an operating diesel engine [55] and suffered of unmatched modes as well as 

higher baseline errors compared to other studies discussed in this subchapter. More 

specifically, the OBMA estimation results in the locomotive study identified 11 modes while 

EMA suggests that only 5 modes are present in the observed frequency range. However, it is 

not clear if this discrepancy is due to the specific characteristics of the locomotive’s 

operational excitation or OBMA itself since no estimation results from other OMA methods 

are provided. The authors mention that the Frequency Response Function (FRF) curves 

acquired form EMA were noisy [55], which could also contribute to the observed discrepancy. 

2.2.4 Discussion 

Different comparison types of OBMA as defined by Table 2-2 serve important but different 

purposes, which must be kept in mind when drawing conclusions from case studies reviewed 

in the previous subchapters.  

The first category allows to directly compare the outputs of OBMA and OMA, since both 

methods are compared at the same operational run-up condition (including the excitation 

forces). However, due to incomplete or missing reports of estimated modal parameters, the 

reviewed papers do not achieve a quantitative comparison in terms of absolute or relative 

values between the methods. Nevertheless, the studies demonstrate that regular OMA 

methods can suffer from end-of-order modes and that OBMA successfully eliminates this 

issue [53]–[55]. All reviewed case studies show factors that typically reduce random 

excitation in comparison to harmonic input, which could contribute to the presence of end-of-

order modes in these cases. 

The study of the second category presents a case where OBMA estimations from a run-up 

are compared to OMA results from stationary operating conditions [56]. A limitation of this 

study is that it compares different types of excitation/operating conditions and different modal 

estimation methods (OBMA and a general OMA method) at the same time. Therefore, the 

methods are compared at two substantially different operating conditions, so the conclusions 

drawn from observed differences in estimated modes cannot be directly attributed to the 

respective modal estimation method. A main observation of the study is that OMA was not 

able to identify several modes, which have been detected by OBMA and confirmed by EMA. 
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This primarily shows that sweeping orders from an operational acceleration or deceleration 

run can be more suitable for modal estimation compared to a stationary operation. Due to the 

mentioned limitation, however, this general conclusion is not necessarily specific to OBMA.  

Studies of the third category [55], [57]–[59] provide a general validation of OBMA but do not 

evaluate the modal estimation performance in comparison to other established OMA 

methods. 

2.2.5 Summary 

The previous subchapters of Subchapter 2.2 provided a critical review of current literature 

focusing on modal identification from operating rotating machinery with OBMA and general 

OMA under consideration of the excitation conditions. The present subchapter summarises 

the main findings while highlighting identified gaps in the research literature to promote 

further development of OBMA and OMA of rotating machinery. 

The practical differences between OBMA and general OMA methods are summarised in 

Table 2-4, which lists the main benefits and limitations of these methods using a qualitative 

classification into four main types of operating conditions. The comparison illustrates that 

stationary operating conditions in combination with mainly harmonic (and low random) 

excitation are especially challenging for modal parameter estimation [28], [60], [56]. It can be 

therefore concluded, that in this case an acceleration or deceleration run should be preferred 

if the operation allows to generate sweeping orders covering the frequency range of interest. 

A clear contribution of OBMA is the solution to the end-of-order issue [53]–[55]. Since 

potential end-of-order frequencies can be calculated from the tacho signal in advance, an 

alternative solution might be to reduce the resulting spurious spectral peaks from the 

vibration measurements by data processing (as discussed in Subchapter 2.1.3) or to reject 

end-of-order modes after modal estimation. However, these approaches might be limited in 

cases, where end-of-order modes mask or overlap with real structural modes. Furthermore, 

the known harmonic peak reduction methods from Subchapter 2.1.3 focus on stationary 

operating conditions or conditions with limited speed variability instead of full transient runs, 

so further research and development of these methods is required. The utilisation of OBMA, 

on the other hand, is limited by the requirement of an acceleration or deceleration run of the 

rotating component and the presence of a known speed profile. Therefore, to achieve optimal 

modal estimation throughout different operating conditions of a structure, a combination of 

OBMA with one or multiple OMA methods might be desirable and should be considered for 

future work. 
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Table 2-4: Qualitative comparison of OBMA and general OMA at different operating conditions 

  Operating condition 

  Stationary Sweeping orders 
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OMA OBMA 

[28] (2007), [60] (2018), 
[56] (2018)   

- Modes not excited 

- Modes masked by 
harmonics 

+ Harmonics can be 
partially reduced 

× N/A 

 

OMA OBMA 

[54] (2006), [53] 
(2014) 

+ Modes excited 

- Analysis band 
limited to sweep 
range 

- False end-of-order 
modes 

[54] (2006), [59] (2009), [53] 
(2014), [55] (2017), [56] (2018), 
[58] (2019),  

+ Modes excited 

- Analysis band limited to sweep 
range 

- Extra analysis steps (order 
tracking, alternative results 
from different orders) 

 

M
a
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OMA OBMA 

[46] (2006), [47] (2007), 
[37] (2008), [44] (2012), 
[59] (2009) 

+ Modes excited 

+ Harmonics can be 
rejected/reduced 

× N/A 

 

OMA OBMA 

- Not limited by 
sweep range* 

- (Weak) false end-
of-order modes** 

- Extraction band limited to 
sweep range 

- Weak order response 
amplitudes** 

- Extra analysis steps (order 
tracking, alternative results 
from different orders) 

 

N/A: Not applicable; * Hypothesis (to be evaluated); ** Hypothesis is addressed by Chapter 5 [17] (2022) 

 

It has been demonstrated that the choice of a tracked order can have a large influence on 

OBMA estimation results, leading to ambiguous results depending on the chosen orders [59]. 

Existing literature suggests a method for an automated determination/selection of most 

significant orders (based on local amplitude maxima in the mean order domain spectrum) 

[54]. However, the described variance of the results indicates that OBMA could be further 

improved by an additional estimation of the most suitable order per mode, or a combination 

of data acquired from multiple tracked orders by data fusion. This finding gave rise to the 

development of a novel method based on OBMA, presented later in Chapter 5. 

Only one study [59] was identified, which directly compares the mode shapes of OBMA and 

general OMA. Therefore, it is worth to further evaluate the performance of OBMA with 

respect to mode shape estimation. This is also addressed by a comparison study in the 

upcoming Chapter 5. 

Several studies show that the damping ratio of lightly damped modes can be severely 

overestimated by OBMA [55]–[57], [59]. Since this is likely a result of transient excitation, it 

can be assumed that a lower ramp-up speed as well as a greater excitation by random input 

compared to periodic input should alleviate this effect. However, from existing literature is not 

clear yet, which factors (such as the relative amount of periodic and random excitation or 

ramp-up rate) are relevant for this issue and to what degree. A deeper understanding would 

help for the planning of operational tests and the interpretation of test-results from 
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acceleration/deceleration runs. This is especially relevant since, as demonstrated before, 

such transient test conditions can lead to a more complete modal estimation [56]. 

No studies have been found, where OMA or OBMA are evaluated at mainly random 

excitation with a low periodic input of sweeping orders, which is reflected in Table 2-4. Thus, 

the specified characteristics of OMA and OBMA in this case is mostly based on assumptions. 

However, depending on the tested structure, such operating conditions can be encountered, 

so more research in this area is encouraged. This is also addressed in Chapter 5 by 

performing a quantitative comparison study, which utilises an independent variable governed 

by the relative amount of harmonic order excitation amplitudes and random excitation 

amplitudes. 

All the reviewed studies focus on proprietary test cases. The lack of open benchmark data in 

the domain of vibration analysis applied to rotating machinery hampers comparisons across 

research groups in this field. A future open benchmark dataset could therefore promote 

further, more efficient development of OMA methods for rotating machinery. Therefore, a 

detailed survey of the existing open dataset landscape is conducted in the following 

Subchapter 2.3 and followed up by the introduction of an open simulation dataset of rotating 

machinery during acceleration in Chapter 4. 

2.3 Rotating machinery datasets for OBMA and condition 

monitoring 

The previous Subchapter 2.1 and Subchapter 2.2 found that the reviewed studies of OMA 

and OBMA for rotating machinery use proprietary vibration datasets, which hampers 

replicability of published research and obstructs performance comparisons of methods 

across different publications. The present Subchapter 2.3 reviews the current landscape of 

open vibration datasets and concludes that a contributing reason for the stated issues is a 

lack of suitable open datasets. 

In addition, the survey of OBMA methods in the previous Subchapter 2.2 aimed to evaluate 

the impact of the excitation condition on OBMA and OMA performance. However, 

conclusions thereof were limited as previous studies do not consider nor quantify the 

potential impact of excitation conditions. The present subchapter evaluates existing datasets 

on this aspect since a suitable dataset with varying and quantified excitation conditions could 

be used address the stated gap of reproducibility and comparability for further research of 

OBMA. In addition, this subchapter also serves as an overview of open vibration datasets 

suitable for research in condition monitoring of rotating machinery. This subchapter forms 

part of a work, which is currently under peer review for journal publication [18]. 
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2.3.1 Existing open datasets from rotating machinery vibration 

The development, validation, and assessment of methods for vibration signal processing for 

rotating machinery requires access to suitable data. Existing open datasets suitable for OMA 

are mostly limited to civil engineering applications with vibration measurements from bridges 

[61]–[65], buildings [66]–[68], and other stationary structures [68]–[75]. Table 2-5 gives an 

overview of open vibration datasets originating from rotating machinery in chronological order 

of publication. 

Table 2-5: Summary of open datasets with vibration data of rotating machinery 
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Case Western Reserve 
Seeded Bearing Fault Test 
Data [76] (2004) 

- 25 combinations of bearing fault 
locations/types/severities (incl. 
healthy baseline) 

- 4 constant speed/load combinations 
(1730-1797 rpm, 0-3 horsepower) 

- 3x vibration 
(acceleration) 

10s 12kHz, 
partially 
42kHz 

Milling Data Set [77] (2007) - Degradation leading to flank wear 
- 6 constant operating conditions 

(variations of cut depths, materials, 
feeds) 

- 2x RMS 
vibration 
(acceleration) 

- 2x RMS 
acoustic 

- 2x spindle 
motor current 
(DC and AC) 

36s 250Hz 

IMS Bearing Degradation 
Data [78] (2007) 

- Degradation leading to 3 
combinations of bearing fault 
locations/types 

- 1 operating condition (2000 rpm, 
6000 lbs bearing load) 

- 4-8x vibration 
(acceleration) 

1s 20kHz 

Gearbox Fault Dataset – 
2009 PHM Challenge [79] 

- 14 combinations of gear types/ 
gear/bearing/shaft faults/fault 
locations (incl. healthy baseline) 

- 5 constant speed/load combinations 
(1800-3000 rpm, “high/low” load) 

- 2x vibration 
(acceleration) 

- 1x rpm 

4s 66.6kHz 

FEMTO-ST Bearing 
Degradation Data - 2012 
PHM IEEE Challenge [80]  

- Natural degradation, leading to 
unclassified bearing faults 

- 3 constant speed/bearing load 
combinations (1500-1800 rpm, 4-5 
kN) 

- 2x vibration 
(acceleration) 

- 1x 
temperature 

0.1s 25.6kHz 

Condition Based 
Maintenance Fault 
Database for Testing of 
Diagnostic and Prognostics 
Algorithms (MFPT) [81] 
(2013) 

- 6 bearing fault types (incl. healthy 
baseline) 

- 7 constant load conditions (0-300 lbs) 
at 1500 rpm (partially) 

- 1x vibration 
(acceleration) 

6s 48.8kH, 
partially 
97.7kHz 
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Bearing Vibration Data 
under Time-varying 
Rotational Speed 
Conditions [82] (2018) 

- 5 bearing fault types (incl. healthy 
baseline) 

- 4 operational conditions with different 
time-varying rotational speed 
progressions (e.g., 846-1740 rpm) 

- 1x vibration 
(acceleration) 

- 1x rpm 

10s 200kHz 

The motor fault diagnosis 
experiment dataset [83], 
[84] (2019) 

- 8 combinations of fault 
types/severities (short circuit, air gap, 
rotor bar, bearing, healthy baseline) 

- 1 operating condition (1497rpm, no 
load) 

- 1x vibration 
(acceleration) 

10s 10kHz 

Experimental database for 
detecting and diagnosing 
rotor broken bar in a three-
phase induction motor [85], 
[86] (2020) 

- 5 broken rotor bar fault conditions 
(incl. healthy baseline) 

- 8 motor loading torques (0.5-4Nm) at 
1715 rpm 

- 5x vibration 
(velocity) 

- 6x electrical 
power (three-
phase 
current and 
voltage) 

18s 7.6kHz 

Vibration Analysis on 
Rotating Shaft - Unbalance 
Detection of a Rotating 
Shaft Using Vibration Data 
[87] (2020) 

- 5 unbalance severities (incl. healthy 
baseline) 

- 2 combinations of acceleration 
durations and increasing rotational 
speed (e.g. 630-2330 rpm) 

- 3x vibration 
(acceleration) 

- 1x rpm 
- 1x motor 

input voltage 

3220s 4.1kHz 

Rotor & bearing vibration 
dataset [88] (2020) 

- 5147 combinations of constant 
rotational speed values (240-
1080rpm) and foundation stiffnesses 
(2.04-18.32MN/m) 

- 2x vibration 
(displacement) 

- 6x bearing 
force 

2.5s 2kHz 

MAFAULDA Machinery 
Fault Database [89] (2021) 

 

- 42 combinations of bearing fault 
locations/types and 
misalignment/unbalance severities 
(incl. healthy baseline) 

- 49 constant speed conditions (737-
3686 rpm) 

- 6x vibration 
(acceleration) 

- 1x rpm 
- 1x acoustic 

5s 51.2kHz 

Proposed in Chapter 4: 
Open simulation dataset 
for OMA and vibration 
analysis of rotating 
machinery during 
acceleration [19] (2022) 

- 18 operating conditions (varying 
degrees of harmonic ratios, 
acceleration durations, measurement 
noise) during increasing rotational 
speed (300-1800rpm*) 

- 18x vibration 
(acceleration) 

- 1x rpm 

320s* 714.3 
Hz* 

*Response data with arbitrary values are user-generatable by the provided source code 

 

In the domain of rotating machinery, the available vibration datasets primarily focus on 

condition monitoring applications. With one exception [87], short durations (18s and less) of 

raw consecutive vibration recordings are used by the cited datasets, which limits the 

applicability of OMA depending on the present damping ratios and eigenfrequencies of 

interest [90], [91]. In addition, the estimation of mode shapes is hindered as most of the 

datasets provide only up to 3 acceleration channels with three datasets [78], [85], [89] 
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offering 5 to 8 accelerometer channels, respectively. Four datasets [79], [82], [87], [89] 

provide tachometer speed readings, which are required for common signal processing 

methods such as Time Synchronous Averaging (TSA) and order tracking. Finally, only two of 

the datasets [82], [87] cover acceleration or deceleration runs despite the potential of these 

transient operating conditions to provide the required excitation for OMA as identified in 

Subchapter 2.1 and further discussed in Subchapter 2.2. 

2.3.2 Summary 

The survey demonstrated a lack of open vibration datasets from rotating machinery during 

acceleration. It is therefore common for research publications in this field to define individual 

simulation data [56], [58] or to utilise proprietary operational data [34], [56], [92]. While the 

simulation setups described in existing publications can be reproduceable, the process of 

reproduction means additional effort and represents a potential error source in the 

reproduced model and parameter definition as well as the simulation thereof. The reviews in 

Subchapter 2.1 and Subchapter 2.2 also concluded that existing publications often lack direct 

performance evaluation of competing methods. Therefore, the sensitivities, i.e., the 

application-dependent strengths and weaknesses, of individual methods remain unclear. 

A common benchmark dataset would enable quantitative evaluations of methods and 

comparisons between publications. While real measurements are important for the validation 

of signal processing methods, simulations are especially suited for comparative benchmarks 

due to the adjustability and knowledge of ground truth values, such as operating conditions 

and structural modal parameters. 

This lack of an open vibration dataset is addressed in Chapter 4, which introduces an open 

parametric simulation dataset [19]. It is included in the last row of Table 2-5. As a simulation 

dataset, it provides numerical modal parameters and quantified excitation parameters, 

making it especially suitable for benchmark comparisons. Additional flexibility is provided by 

the publication of the simulation source code, ensuring replicability and extensibility of the 

dataset for future research. 

Regarding condition monitoring, Table 2-5 shows that there is a much smaller number of 

open run-to-failure vibration datasets [77], [78], [80] compared to the number of open 

vibration datasets covering various faults and healthy baseline conditions without 

intermediate life cycle data [76], [79], [81]–[83], [85], [87]–[89]. A probable reason for that is 

that discrete condition data (i.e., distinct healthy or faulty data) are much more readily 

available and producible. Fault condition measurements can be acquired, for example, from 

diagnostic field data recorded after occurrence and detection of a fault. Alternatively, faults 

can be intentionally induced into machinery components for experimental acquisition of fault 

conditions without the need for potentially resource-intensive run-to-failure measurements. 
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This observation motivated the development of a novel method for RUL prediction of rotating 

machinery. This method, which is presented in Chapter 6, utilises discrete condition data and 

a reduced number of run-to-failure training sequences.  

Building on the overview of open datasets suitable for condition monitoring, the following 

Subchapter 2.4 gives a literature review of methods for (predictive) condition monitoring of 

rotating machinery in existing literature. 

2.4 Condition monitoring of rotating machinery 

The previous Subchapter 2.3 explored the landscape of open vibration datasets from rotating 

machinery. The suitability of the existing datasets for OBMA and condition monitoring was 

discussed. It was found that most of the existing datasets focus on condition monitoring 

applications but are limited to classification tasks with a much lower number of degradation 

datasets, which are usually required for predictive condition monitoring tasks. 

The present subchapter is introduced by an overview of the condition monitoring domain, 

presenting different categories of corresponding methods. In Subchapter 2.4.1, the current 

research and role of modal parameters from OMA and EMA in condition monitoring is 

reviewed. It is revealed that modal parameter-based condition monitoring is generally not yet 

practicable at this stage, especially for applications with rotating machinery and predictive 

condition monitoring in operational settings. As a result, the subsequent Subchapter 2.4.2 

reviews current literature on methods specifically aimed at Remaining Useful Life (RUL) 

prediction of rotating machinery to identify strengths and limitations of the current state of the 

art, which is dominated by ML-based methods. 

Condition monitoring aims to provide additional insight on the condition of a monitored 

machine or structure to increase safety, facilitate efficient operation, and optimise 

maintenance procedures. Relating to machinery with rotating components this domain is 

usually referred to as machine condition monitoring or machine health monitoring, while the 

term structural health monitoring is more common in reference to application in civil 

engineering. The field of condition monitoring can be subdivided into the areas of diagnostics 

(i.e., posterior event analysis) on one hand and prognostics (i.e., prior event analysis) on the 

other hand [93]. Diagnostics deals with aspects regarding the identification of a potential fault 

and the description of fault states. In contrast to that, prognostics aims to provide information 

for fault prevention focusing on characterisation of a fault likelihood or the expected duration 

until fault occurrence. This explains the relevance of predictive condition monitoring, as it has 

a greater prospect of preventing downtime compared to descriptive methods [93], [94]. A 

common form of predictive condition monitoring is RUL prediction. 

Algorithms for condition monitoring can be further categorised based on the level of output 

information they provide (e.g., detection, localisation, and/or assessment of faults) [95]. 
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Another common categorisation is based on the model foundation [96], which is either 

physics-based, data-driven, or a hybrid combining aspects of both approaches. However, 

further subcategories and differences in terminology can be encountered in literature, a 

detailed survey of which is given in [97]. Physics-based methods have the potential to 

operate on conditions previously never encountered during monitoring. However, physics-

based approaches are often limited by their inflexibility to updating with on-line data and 

become impracticable for high degrees of system complexity and environment noise [96], 

[98], [99]. On the other hand, data-driven methods, which often utilise Artificial Intelligence 

(AI), typically achieve better statistical performance, are real-time capable and alleviate the 

need for manual feature engineering by algorithmic optimisation and transformations of the 

input space towards the prediction task [100]–[103]. Data-based prognostics methods largely 

benefitted from and developed alongside the advancements in Machine Learning (ML), 

computing power, and large-scale sensor data. A major limitation of these methods, 

however, is typically the large amount of required training data, which can be unfeasible to 

obtain due to time and cost restrictions. For RUL prediction tasks, the foundation of such 

training data is typically a multitude of machine units, which provide measurements across 

their full life cycles until failure. 

2.4.1 Modal parameter-based condition monitoring 

As outlined previously in Chapter 1, modal parameters estimated during operation are 

important to design mechanical components and operating regimes, reducing noise, material 

stress, and potential premature failure; and to validate structural design and corresponding 

numerical models or optimise them using FEM model updating. In addition, modal analysis 

also finds use in condition monitoring. The underlying reasoning is that a degrading structural 

condition or fault is manifested by a change of structural properties, such as boundary 

conditions or stiffness, which in turn are reflected by a change of modal parameters of the 

structure. For this purpose, modal parameters are estimated and compared over time either 

in an experimental environment with controlled excitation forces (using EMA) or in operating 

conditions (using OMA). 

Along with estimated eigenfrequencies and damping ratios, especially mode shapes are 

often included for modal parameter-based condition monitoring due to their potential to 

localise damage. Several indicators were developed to serve as damage-sensitive features. 

In a study of the numerical and experimental vibration response of a beam under several 

fault conditions [104], a direct performance comparison of the most common damage 

indicators is conducted.  

A rather promising indicator is the Mode Shape Curvature (MSC), which is defined as the 

difference between the second derivatives of two compared mode shape vectors. Several 

methods are based on this metric and are related to the modal strain energy, such as the 
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Damage Index (DI); the Mode Shape Derivative-Based Damage Identification (MSDBI); and 

the Modal Strain Energy Decomposition (MSED). This family of methods showed the best 

performance in several comparison studies [94], [104]. Two studies [105], [106] on bridge 

field data were conducted using DI. As limiting factors, it should be noted that in the first 

study [105], damage was induced artificially by cutting into a bridge girder, following 

numerical modelling and field measurements of the affected girder before and after the 

induced damage conditions. The second study [106] evaluated naturally occurring crack 

damage of a bridge but also required a FEM model for baseline data and a specially 

designed impact hammer for the excitation of the physical structure. However, more recently 

published successful applications of these methods are limited to plate or beam-like 

structures [104], [107], [108] under controlled experimental conditions or numerical 

simulations. 

Respectable performance is also reported for Wavelet transform of mode shapes [104]. 

However, certain factors impede its practical application, namely the requirement of high 

signal accuracy with low noise; knowledge of the tested structure for the interpretation of 

results; and the analysis of individual modes, each requiring separate analysis parameters 

[109]. 

Other common indicators used for mode shape-based damage detection and localisation 

include the Coordinate Modal Assurance Criterion (COMAC) [110]–[112]; the Modified 

Laplacian operator (MLO), also referred to as Gapped Smoothing Method (GSM); the 

Generalised Fractal Dimension (GFD); and the Cross-Modal Strain Energy (CMSE). 

However, these methods showed inferior performance in comparison to the previously listed 

alternatives and share the limitation of being predominantly applied to idealised structures 

and measurement setups [94], [104]. 

Addressing this issue, an evaluation of generalisability is found in a comparative study [94] of 

modal strain-energy-based methods, which identified DI and MSED as the most versatile and 

clear damage indicators. For this purpose, suboptimal numerical and experimental response 

data of a beam and a truss structure were used. For example, numerically determined mode 

shapes were contaminated with 2% noise. However, this can still be considered a limited 

disturbance considering that real measurements propagate errors due to the measurement 

equipment, signal processing, and curve fitting alone. In addition, a reduced number of 

measurement locations (6 instead of originally 20) of a beam was analysed to successfully 

identify the damage location with DI. However, the induced damage consisted of a minimum 

25% cut depth of the beam, i.e., a significant structural disruption, contributing to a clearer 

damage indication. 

A more practice-oriented study [113] in the domain of machine condition monitoring focused 

on damage detection of a ball screw in the feed system of an operating machine tool. A 
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single three-axial accelerometer was positioned at the support of the ball screw to facilitate 

measurements of its emitted vibration. Over the lifespan of the ball screw, acceleration 

measurements were processed by OMA. It was found that a damage condition led to an 

increased standard deviation of the estimated eigenfrequencies and damping ratios of the 

first and third modes. This result can be explained by a growing uncertainty in the modal 

estimation, likely due to disturbing superposed fault components in the response signal. 

Therefore, despite the successful indication of a fault condition, the identified modal 

parameters played an indirect role in this case. This supports the image that OMA-based 

condition monitoring is better suited for evaluation of fundamental structural change, be it 

due to environmental, operational, or significant damage conditions of the monitored 

structure [91], [94], [114]. 

To conclude, the validation of the discussed methods is currently often limited to plate or 

beam-like structures under experimental conditions or from numerical simulations, mostly in 

the context of civil engineering applications with few exceptions. This suggests that practical 

applications on complex structures, at operational conditions with higher levels of noise, a 

limited number of measurement locations, and a lack of numerical models, might be not 

feasible in many cases. This is supported by reported requirements of accurate 

measurements with high spatial resolution and low noise [104], [109], [115]. Hence, a lack of 

fault-sensitivity of current in-field modal parameter-based condition monitoring is observed 

[116]. This explains the observation that published verified applications mostly focus on 

structures with significant structural alterations. Consequentially, ML-based anomaly 

detection is suggested as an alternative or complementary approach to determine early-

stage damage conditions [94], [117]. Although existing studies of modal-parameter based 

condition monitoring mostly focus on localisation and severity quantification of damage, the 

a priori detection of a fault state itself is often not considered and further predictive analysis, 

i.e., RUL prediction, is not addressed despite its relevance [94].  

2.4.2 Machine learning-based Remaining Useful Life (RUL) prediction 

RUL prediction belongs to the domain of predictive condition monitoring and aims to quantify 

the time or number of cycles until the monitored machinery or component reaches a 

predefined degraded state, such as complete failure or a safety-critical condition. As such, 

RUL estimation can form a major part of a predictive maintenance approach with the 

potential to benefit economical and safety considerations. Costly machine failure and 

downtime can be reduced, and maintenance programmes optimised through prognostics-

based planning. Otherwise potentially undetected faults or degradation conditions can be 

spotted, which is especially relevant for safety-critical applications. 

This subchapter gives an overview of existing studies dealing with the issues of RUL 

prediction and training data reduction in this domain. Strengths and limitations of the 
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reviewed publications are outlined to identify potential research directions. This subchapter 

forms a part of a paper, which was published by the thesis author as a peer-reviewed journal 

article [21]. 

NN-based RUL prediction 

Deep Learning (DL) based approaches for RUL prediction have grown in popularity in recent 

years due to a vast increase in available computational power allowing for a higher research 

output, as well as the possibility of more complex NN models. A variety of RUL application 

domains have utilised DL approaches [118]–[120]. For instance, one study [119] proposes an 

LSTM NN combined with attention mechanism and Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) for 

lithium battery RUL prediction. Another study [118] investigates wind turbine gearbox RUL 

prediction using ML and concludes that NN based methods provide the best accuracy out of 

the compared methods. The authors had access to a large volume of wind turbine 

Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) data as well as vibration data and found 

that fusing the two types of data as opposed to using just SCADA data can extend the 

prediction period from a month to up to 6 months, which empirically demonstrates the value 

of using a variety of data sources as opposed to just large quantities. Multi-feature fusion is 

utilised in this paper to take advantage of these benefits found in literature. 

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) models are highly popular for time-series inference tasks 

due to their long-term dependency handling ability. For instance, Guo et al [121] proposed an 

RNN Health Indicator, which utilises a novel feature selection process based on correlation 

and monotonicity. This work further proves the benefit of multivariate data for data-driven 

models as well as the effectiveness of RNN models for time-series modelling. However, due 

to the vanishing gradient problem commonly observed when training RNNs [122], [123], 

LSTM [124] and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) NNs [125] are preferred to traditional RNN 

architectures. These RNN variants subsequently perform better in the RUL problem that this 

work covers, and hence, LSTM is also used as a foundation in the present study. For 

instance, Zhang [126] proposes a 2-layer LSTM NN which takes advantage of attention 

mechanism to prioritise relevant feature learning and thereby improve the model efficiency, 

with a 1-dimensional Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for feature extraction preceding it 

and a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) which outputs the RUL value following it. Various 

studies make use of CNN [127], [128], which are primarily used in visual recognition tasks 

[129] but have also shown promise with time-series problems [130]. One such study [127] 

proposes a Deep CNN (DCNN) for the prediction of RUL. The proposed model is a multi-

layered CNN which does not take advantage of pooling, as the authors noted its unsuitability 

for time series-based tasks due to their low dimensionality. The authors input data from 

various sensors into the model with a sliding window and output a single RUL regression 

value. The model was empirically validated on the C-MAPSS degradation dataset from 
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NASA, where the authors set a maximum constant of 125 for the RUL value across all 

motors. However, this means that the proposed model cannot predict further than 125 cycles 

from failure, which can be required in some practical cases. 

HI-based RUL prediction 

The calculation of an HI as a means of feature dimensionality reduction was utilised before in 

previous studies [120], [121], [131], [132]. A study by Yang et al. [133] compared directly 

modelling the RUL and using the HI as an intermediate variable to estimate the RUL, and 

found that the proposed method, which utilises the latter is able to consistently outperform 

the former. The authors further noted that in practice, RUL can fluctuate based on changes in 

operating condition and measurement noise. The authors employ various methods of 

smoothing the HI degradation curve to account for these issues. Another method proposed 

by Wei et al. [134] uses a dynamic conditional variational autoencoder to construct the HI of 

multi-sensor systems. The authors also provide further evidence that HI-based RUL 

approaches are more effective than direct RUL modelling. However, whilst the method 

makes use of operating condition information which, as Wei et al. noted, may not be 

available for all systems, the authors prove the effectiveness of their approach regardless of 

the availability of this data.  

However, in contrast to the present study, the aforementioned studies utilise complete 

datasets and do not investigate the prediction performance under limited data availability. 

Furthermore, the proposed approach for HI calculation is based on the MD and AE LSTM NN 

(depending on the implementation) and can take advantage of more feasibly obtainable 

discrete healthy/faulty condition data, if available, in addition to run-to-failure sequences. 

RUL prediction from limited training data 

RUL prediction typically requires extensive data, covering a large amount of run-to-failure life 

cycle sequences, which has an adverse environmental footprint and may require substantial 

time and financial investments. This applies both for the acquisition of the data itself as well 

as the subsequent data processing and model generation. 

Several research papers recognised this issue. Certain methods in the field of transfer 

learning focus on domain adaptation and operate on incomplete RUL labels [102], [135]–

[137]. In these cases, model training is performed using labelled samples at certain machine 

conditions (in the source domain) in combination with unlabelled samples of other machine 

conditions (in the target domain). While these methods operate on fractionally labelled 

information, they still require complete sequences of input features, limiting the data 

reduction capability of these methods. The same limitation applies to the method presented 

in [138], which investigates gradual reduction of labelled training data. However, the full set 
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of training data is used throughout in a semi-supervised approach utilising Restricted 

Boltzmann Machine (RBM) and LSTM. 

In the domain of RUL prediction of cutting tools, a study [139] utilises incomplete data 

covering the first part of the life cycle sequence and cutting it short before the life cycle end is 

reached. While sensor data is used for the training of a NN, the method is based on classic 

analytical models for tool wear, like those introduced by Takeyama, Murata [140] and Usui 

[141]. Therefore, this approach can be classified as a hybrid method and is limited in its 

application to cutting tools. Another paper [142] investigates the crack growth of steel plates 

and bearing degradation to estimate the RUL using sparse and fragmented data samples. 

However, the missing samples (either individually or in fragments) are randomly selected 

from the full life-cycle sequence, approximating the distribution of the original data range. 

Another study [143] constructs a prediction model by fitting a Bernstein distribution to the 

lifetime numbers and using its parameters to define an assumed degradation function. A 

large reduction in data-usage is achieved, however the drawback of this approach is that the 

initially assumed degradation function may not be representative of the actual degradation 

trend. Moreover, the method operates on a single degradation feature and this feature 

reaches a constant end value for every run-to-failure sequence, limiting the method’s 

potential for more complex cases with signals, which are either multivariate or have varying 

value ranges per run-to-failure sequence. Two papers deal with the RUL prediction of wind 

turbine bearings [144], [145] from an incomplete life cycle sequence. The former study [144] 

uses a state-space model constructed from an empirical equation for bearing wear based on 

the spalling area propagation. Online degradation data is then used to update the state and 

predict the RUL with a particle filter. As another hybrid approach, it is limited in its application 

to rolling element bearings. In the latter study [145], an Elman NN is used to obtain a data-

driven condition model instead. However, the main limitation of both studies is that just a 

single run-to-failure sequence is used for demonstration and validation, such that the 

methods’ generalisation ability remains questionable. 

A study [146] implemented a method based on Support Vector Machine (SVM), where a 

reduced training set was provided. Specifically, between 33% to 36% of bearing run-to-failure 

training sequences were shortened, while the remaining majority of training sequences 

remained complete. A limitation of this study is that the method outputs survival probability 

values instead of RUL values. Moreover, the prediction is limited to 9 discrete values, which 

is detrimental for an accurate prediction of the monitored machine condition. A similar SVM-

based approach is followed in [147]. The potential of SVM-based RUL prediction, particularly 

at limited availability of training data, is also pointed out in a review study [97]. This is based 

on the high training data demand typically imposed by common NN-based methods in 

contrast to SVM and SVR, which motivates the use of SVR in the present study. 
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Whilst the topic of RUL is widely covered in literature, only a small proportion of these papers 

aims to address the topic of run-to-failure sequence availability. However, in a real-world 

environment, it is not always assured that full run-to-failure sequences will be available, 

which means that any approach which aims to have practical feasibility must account for a 

lack of data. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no currently existing methods for RUL 

prediction from limited data use open datasets, limiting reproducibility and comparability of 

existing publications. To address this issue, this paper utilises two open degradation datasets 

commonly used to validate RUL approaches, thus allowing for future studies to compare any 

new approaches to the present work and encourage research into more efficient RUL 

approaches that focus on data reduction techniques. The intention is to thereby increase the 

feasibility of practical application, where available training sequences might be limited, with 

an added environmental benefit of reduced power consumption of algorithms. 

2.4.3 Summary 

This subchapter reviewed methods for condition monitoring of rotating machinery. Evaluation 

of modal parameter-based condition monitoring showed that a variety of methods have been 

developed for this purpose. However, the target applications mostly concern civil engineering 

structures and are limited by idealised models, fault states, and measurement procedures, 

which limits practical applicability of these methods and requires further research. 

Emphasis was then put on methods for prediction of RUL due to the relevance of this task in 

industry applications. While modal parameters are sensitive to changes of the global 

structural condition, the reviewed body of research shows that current data-based methods 

utilising AI algorithms show more proven case studies with practical applications in the 

domain of in-field condition monitoring and RUL prediction for rotating machinery. It was 

found that current state-of-the-art methods for RUL prediction are based on ML but are often 

limited by the requirement of vast lifecycle training data, which is usually both costly and 

time-intensive to obtain. This issue is addressed later in Chapter 6, which presents a data-

efficient methodology for RUL prediction and compares its performance based on several of 

implementations with different AI-based methods. 

The next Subchapter 2.5 summarises the main findings of Chapter 2, which reviewed the 

state of the art of research in the field of rotating machinery analysis from the perspective of 

OMA and condition monitoring. At the same time, conclusions are derived for further 

research work, which is addressed in course of this thesis. 

2.5 Conclusions 

Chapter 2 explored the current state of the art in relation to OMA and condition monitoring of 

rotating machinery. The main findings from its individual subchapters are summarised below 

and related to each other. 
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Subchapter 2.1 evaluated literature from the broad field of OMA methods and auxiliary signal 

processing methods for rotating machinery. Based on the relevance of the excitation from 

acceleration/deceleration runs for structures with low amplitudes of random excitation, the 

potential of the OBMA method was identified, as it is not affected by end-of-order modes in 

contrast to other common OMA methods [53]–[55]. Considering that the excitation force can 

vary substantially between applications and is generally unknown in OMA, it was concluded 

that there is a lack of systematic evaluations of the potential impact of excitation conditions 

on the performance of OMA methods. In a similar scope, a lack of direct performance 

comparisons between state-of-the-art methods was found. Such comparisons can contribute 

to more informed decisions across different OMA methods and applications as well as the 

interpretation of the methods' results. 

Both the identified potential of OBMA and the lack of studies focusing on the potential impact 

of excitation conditions motivated the subsequent Subchapter 2.2. The subchapter identified 

the limitations of OBMA, including that each tracked machine order is processed individually, 

leading to ambiguous sets of estimated modal parameters covering partially overlapping 

frequency ranges. It was found that modal parameters processed in this manner have a high 

variance across the used machine orders [59]. The qualitative evaluation of excitation 

conditions in Subchapter 2.2 confirmed the assumption that in cases lacking random 

excitation, an acceleration/deceleration run can be required to achieve an excitation of the 

structure for subsequent modal estimation [28], [60], [56]. The subchapter also found 

indications that OBMA benefits from higher order excitation amplitudes. However, detailed 

findings were not possible due to a lack of existing quantitative studies, which consider the 

impact of different excitation conditions. An additional gap was identified in the lack of 

comparative studies involving OBMA, especially regarding the mode shapes estimations. 

Suitable data is a foundation for the development, verification, and (comparative) evaluation 

of algorithms. As such, suitable data is required to address several of the research gaps 

stated above. For this reason, Subchapter 2.3 reviewed the current landscape of open 

vibration datasets of rotating machinery and evaluated their potential for applications in OMA 

and OBMA in particular. It was found that the existing datasets are mostly unsuitable for this 

purpose due to low durations of time-response signals [76], [78], [80], [81], [89], stationary 

operating speeds [79], [85], [88], low number of measurement locations [82], [83], [87], and 

the lack of accurate speed profiles, i.e., tachometer readings [77], [85], [88]. Instead, most of 

the existing datasets focus on applications for condition monitoring. In this regard, the 

subchapter found that most datasets provide distinct condition data (i.e., data from healthy 

machine condition on one hand and potentially several fault states on the other hand) [76], 

[79], [81]–[83], [85], [87]–[89]. At the same time, a much smaller number of datasets provides 

degradation data, which spans conditions of a progressively degrading machine condition 
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[77], [78], [80]. This observation is explained by a higher time and cost effort in the 

generation of degradation data compared to distinct condition data. 

Subchapter 2.4 dealt with condition monitoring of rotating machinery, first evaluating of the 

state of the art in modal parameter-based condition monitoring methods, i.e., methods, which 

can operate on the output of methods covered by Subchapter 2.1 and Subchapter 2.2. The 

main finding was that, while there is potential in this approach, current methods are limited by 

controlled testing conditions with high requirements to data accuracy and spatial resolution 

[104], [109], [115]. In addition, current methods mostly focus on applications in civil 

engineering and have not been demonstrated for predictive condition monitoring tasks [94]. 

The presumed reason for this observation is that modal parameters provide a global 

characterisation of structural dynamics, while damage (especially at early stages) affects 

localised areas or components of the monitored structure. This explains that modal 

parameter-based condition monitoring often lacks sensitivity and is better suited for global 

characterisation of the structural condition [116]. Subsequently, the second part of 

Subchapter 2.4 focused on the state of the art in predictive maintenance, highlighting the 

strengths and weaknesses of different methods for RUL prediction. It was found that ML-

based methods dominate the state of the art in this domain and show numerous successful 

case studies demonstrating their potential in applications for rotating machinery [118]–[120]. 

However, a common limitation of these methods is the requirement for training data, 

consisting of a large number of measured degradation runs, i.e., run-to-failure sequences. 

While certain studies recognised this issue, the existing methods are still limited, e.g., by 

using less labelled samples while still requiring otherwise complete training data [102], [135]–

[137], by reducing sequence samples uniformly across sequences while still keeping all 

sequences [142], or by a lack of generalisability, where just a single run-to-failure sequence 

is used for the demonstration and verification of the method [144], [145]. 

The research gaps summarised in this chapter motivate the work presented in the following 

Chapter 4, Chapter 5, and Chapter 6 of this thesis. Prior to that, the next Chapter 3 gives the 

theoretical background for subsequent chapters by outlining relevant concepts and utilised 

methods. 
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3 Theoretical background and terminology 

The previous Chapter 2 identified the advances and limitations of existing methods from 

current literature focusing on OMA and RUL prediction for rotating machinery. Based on 

these findings, this Chapter 3 introduces theory and methods, which are relevant to the 

contributions of the subsequent chapters. 

First, relevant theory excerpts from the structural dynamics domain are given in Subchapter 

3.1, which is based on previous work in frame of the author’s Master thesis [148]. Main 

concepts of modal identification by OMA are introduced in Subchapter 3.2, allowing to 

estimate modal parameters from structural response measurements. This is followed up in 

Subchapter 3.3 by the introduction of other advanced methods for data modelling, which are 

aimed at general applications and are suitable components, for example, for data-based RUL 

prediction. 

3.1 Fundamental dynamic system equation 

The fundamental dynamic system equation (also called equation of motion) is given in 

Equation (3.1). It can be derived from the force balance (second law of Newton) on a spring-

mass-damper system [149]. The dynamic system is described by @EC, @FC, @GC, which are the 

mass, damping, and stiffness matrix, respectively. The linear second-order differential 

equation expresses the relation between the system’s response in terms of displacement ORQ, 
velocity ORS Q, and acceleration ORT Q due to the acting force vector OPQ. 
 @ECORT (0)Q + @FCORS (0)Q + @GCOR(0)Q = OP(0)Q (3.1)

This describes a dynamic MDOF system in time-domain under the following assumptions 

[149]: 

• Masses are modelled as lumped point-masses. 

• Spring stiffness force is assumed as linearly proportional to displacement. 

• Viscous damping force is assumed as linearly proportional to velocity. 

• The system is Linear Time Invariant (LTI). 

Equation (3.1) also represents the relationship of dynamic problems in FEM, which is 

commonly used in industry due to its ability to model complex static and dynamic simulation 

setups. In FEM, a continuous displacement field is discretised into finite elements, which 

have discrete nodal displacements. Resulting equations are derived from the principle of 

virtual work (a type of variational principles), while accounting for the inertial force to satisfy 

the dynamic problem [150]. 
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3.1.1 Eigenvalue problem 

This subchapter describes the eigenvalue problem, which yields eigenfrequencies and 

corresponding mode shapes of the dynamic system. 

First, the free undamped case is considered here. Hence, the damping matrix @FC is ignored. 

To gather the free structural response, a solution to the homogeneous (i.e., without applied 

loading OPQ) dynamic system equation in Equation (3.2) is pursued. 

 @ECORT (0)Q + @GCOR(0)Q = O0Q (3.2) 

The system response ORQ can be expressed in exponential form [151]: 

 OR(0)Q = OXQe_= (3.3) 

The eigenvector OXQ is composed of N DOFs and represents the mode shape. In contrast to ORQ, OXQ is time-independent, and the time t is now included in the exponential function in 

Equation (3.3). 

Deflections ORQ are differentiated twice to provide accelerations ORT Q. Expressions for ORQ and ORT Q  are then substituted in the dynamic system from Equation (3.2), which results in a 

general eigenvalue problem given by Equation (3.4). In practice, it is typically solved by 

iterative numerical methods, such as the Lanczos algorithm [152] or QR algorithm [153].  

 (]-@EC + @GC)OXQ = O0Q (3.4) 

This generalised eigenvalue problem is valid for a damping matrix @FC, which is a zero-matrix 

or a linear combination of @GC and @EC (i.e., assuming proportional damping). For the sake of 

completeness, it is noteworthy that the general eigenvalue problem in Equation (3.4) reduces 

to a standard eigenvalue problem of the matrix @GC, for the special case that @EC is the 

identity matrix, i.e. @EC = @AC. 
A nontrivial solution requires OvQ ≠ O0Q. Such solution is found by setting the determinant of 

the coefficient matrix to zero, which leads to the characteristic equation: 

 det(]-@EC + @GC) = 0 (3.5) 

Expansion of the determinant results in a polynomial of N-th order. The roots of this 

polynomial can be solved and represent eigenvalues λn of the system, which occur in N 

complex conjugate pairs. Without the presence of damping, the resulting eigenvalues, as 

defined in Equation (3.8), only contain the imaginary component. 

The calculated eigenvalues λn are then individually substituted in Equation (3.4). A single 

component of the eigenvector has to be set to an arbitrary value, e.g., 1. Afterwards, the 

equation system can be solved to acquire the remaining components of the eigenvector OXQ, 
which corresponds to the substituted eigenvalue. As a result, the obtained eigenvectors are 
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normed to a single nodal DOF and express the relative deflection of the corresponding mode 

shape [150]. 

For the general case including a damping matrix, the same procedure detailed in this 

subchapter yields the polynomial eigenvalue problem in place of Equation (3.4): 

 (]-@EC + ]@FC + @GC)OXQ = O0Q (3.6) 

It is addressed in an analogous way by solving the roots of the corresponding determinant: 

 det(]-@EC + ]@FC + @GC) = 0 (3.7) 

Eigenvalues and eigenvectors are then determined in the same fashion as mentioned before. 

An important difference to the standard and generalised eigenvalue problems is that (with 

non-proportional damping), the eigenvectors cannot be used to uncouple the dynamic 

system of equations. However, an uncoupling can be achieved by a state space 

transformation, where the N-dimensional second-order differential equation of motion is 

transformed into a 2N-dimensional first-order equation of motion. 

An eigenvalue λ (also known as pole) is defined in terms of a (damped) circular 

eigenfrequency ωλd and damping factor σλ of the system, as shown in Equation (3.8) [149].  

 ], ]∗ = −b_ { ,a_` (3.8) 

It can be also defined by its circular eigenfrequency ωλ, and damping ratio ξλ: 
 ], ]∗ = −c_a_ { ,|1 − c_- a_ (3.9) 

Consequently, the eigenfrequency fλ, damped eigenfrequency fλd, and damping ratio ξλ are 

derived from a pole λ as shown by Equations (3.10), (3.11), and (3.12), respectively [91]. 

 _̂ = |]|2~ (3.10) 

 _̂` = Im(])2~  (3.11) 

 c_ = − Re(])|]|  (3.12) 

3.1.2 Newmark-β method for implicit time integration 

To calculate the time response of the dynamic system, the system equation can be 

integrated over time, which is the focus of this subchapter.  

The Newmark-β method is often incorporated to solve the dynamic differential equation and 

is presented in more detail below. It is an implicit solution scheme. Therefore, it determines 
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output values specifically at t+Δt unlike explicit approaches, which provide an extrapolated 

solution at t+Δt based on values at the current time t only. 

Implicit methods are computationally more demanding because of the coupled equation 

system, which has to be solved in every time step. In contrast to that, explicit time step 

calculation can be performed with less effort per time step. However, explicit methods require 

smaller time steps while implicit methods provide higher accuracy and allow unconditional 

stability [154]. 

The Newmark-β method is based on the assumption that the acceleration ORT Q varies linearly 

in every time step. The slope of the assumed linear acceleration function is configurable 

through Newmark integration parameters γ and β. These parameters have essential 

influence on characteristics of the numerical solution regarding stability, accuracy and 

numerical dissipation or damping, which is discussed further in Subchapter 4.4. 

First, a time discretisation with a (fixed or variable) time step Δt is introduced and the system 

Equation (3.1) is modified into a stepwise (per iteration i) linearized form. The time value is 

stated here in the subscript of time-dependent equation components, i.e., OR=W�=Q =OR(0 = 0 + Δ0)Q. Delta values represent time step deviations of the corresponding output 

value, i.e., OΔRQ = OR=W�=Q − OR=Q. 
Integration of the estimated acceleration ORT =W∆=Q leads to approximations for velocities ORS =W∆=Q 
and displacements OR=W∆=Q . The following equations can be formed to express these 

velocities ORS =W∆=Q and accelerations ORT =W∆=Q as functions of OR=W∆=Q [155]: 

 ORS =W∆=Q = ��∆0 (OR=W∆=Q − OR=Q) − � − �� ORS =Q − � − 2�2� ∆0 ORT =Q (3.13)

 ORT =W∆=Q = 1�∆0- (OR=W∆=Q − OR=Q) − 1�∆0 ORS =Q − 1 − 2�2�  ORT =Q (3.14)

These equations are then substituted in Equation (3.1), so the dynamic equation can be 

formed into: 

 @G∗COR=W∆=Q = OP=W∆=∗ Q (3.15) 

It contains the effective stiffness matrix @G∗C  and effective force vector OP∗Q , which are 

defined as follows [156]: 

 @G∗C = @GC + ��∆0 @FC + 1�∆0- @EC (3.16)
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OP=W∆=∗ Q = OP=W∆=Q  + @FC � 1�∆0 OR=Q + ��� − 1� ORS =Q + ∆02 ��� − 2� ORT =Q�
+ @EC � 1�∆0- OR=Q + 1�∆0 ORS =Q + � 12� − 1� ORT =Q� 

(3.17)

Therefore, the only unknown value in Equation (3.15) is OR=W∆=Q, which is determined and 

used to calculate the remaining response quantities using Equation (3.13) and Equation 

(3.14) before resuming to the subsequent time step iteration. 

3.2 Modal identification (EMA and OMA) 

The common general framework of modal identification is to use measurements describing 

the input-output relationship (in case of EMA) or output-only data (in case of OMA) to 

construct an analytical model of the target structure by the identification of suitable model 

parameters. Modal parameters are then finally extracted from the model. Although modal 

estimation can be also performed from nonparametric descriptions directly, nonparametric 

methods, such as the peak picking method, generally have lower accuracy and are more 

prone to error compared to parametric methods [91], [149]. Therefore, Figure 3-1 visualises a 

common framework for modal identification using parametric models. This framework is 

further discussed below. 

 

Figure 3-1: Main components of EMA and OMA methods and their different variants 

Typically, the structural response is first represented by a nonparametric system description 

calculated from the measurements. As shown in the left block in Figure 3-1, these are 

typically estimations of transfer functions, frequency response functions, or impulse response 

functions for EMA. For OMA, the output-only counterparts are spectra, or correlation 

functions. Hence, the adaptation of EMA methods is often straight-forward, providing 

corresponding OMA methods [90].  
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Different mathematical models have been developed to represent the measured structure, 

with a list of common approaches given in the rightmost block in Figure 3-1. The model 

parameters are adjusted by parameter identification methods, aiming at a close 

representation of the underlying measurements. These methods can be associated with one 

of two categories according to [157], as highlighted in the middle block in Figure 3-1. The 

approaches following the prediction error method utilise numerical optimisation to minimise 

the difference between the modelled and measured output quantities while the class of 

instrumental variable methods are often based on correlations [157]. The linear LS method 

occurs under both categories, since it can be formulated as a special case under either 

framework. 

Modal identification (EMA and OMA) is most commonly classified based on the method 

formulation into either time or frequency domain methods [91], [157]. However, 

implementations of a single approach can be often found with either formulation, as 

equivalent equations are often derived by a Fourier Transform (FT) or Inverse Fourier 

Transform (IFT), respectively [157]. Single-Degree Of Freedom (SDOF) methods are able to 

estimate a single mode only while Multiple-Degree Of Freedom (MDOF) consider multiple 

modes in a single analysis, making MDOF methods especially favourable in case of close or 

coincident modes [91]. Another distinction is made between local, global, and polyreference 

methods [149]. These terms are related to classifications as Single Input Single Output 

(SISO), Single Input Multiple Output (SIMO) and Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO), 

respectively, which are more common in the general system identification field (not 

exclusively for modal identification) [157]. This order describes a rising complexity and 

generality of modal identification methods. Local methods determine global modal 

parameters (i.e., eigenfrequencies and damping ratios) from a single measurement location 

(i.e., a single entry of the spectrum matrix for example) individually. Global methods derive 

estimations from measurements of several signal channels simultaneously (i.e., a single row 

or column of the spectrum matrix for example). Finally, polyreference methods consider the 

dynamic response both at several output channels as well as reference channels (in case of 

OMA), i.e., several columns and rows of the spectrum matrix simultaneously. 

Different mathematical features and combinations of techniques (including those listed in 

Figure 3-1) constitute the existence of a variety of different OMA methods. Extensive 

overviews and relations between these approaches are found for example in [91], [157]. 

3.2.1 Relation between the transfer function and modal parameters 

This subchapter demonstrates the relation between non-parametric system descriptions such 

as spectrum functions to the target modal parameters extracted from a model representation 

of the measured system.  
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For this purpose, it is practical to employ the equivalent Laplace-domain representation of 

the dynamic system in time-domain from Equation (3.1). After applying the Laplace transform 

and assuming initial conditions (velocities, displacements) as zero, Equation (3.18) is 

obtained [149], where N ∈ ℂ is the complex variable in the Laplace domain. The term @I(N)C  
highlighted in Equation (3.18) is referred to as the system matrix [149] or dynamic stiffness 

matrix [91]. It is worth pointing out, that corresponding derivations are also possible in the 

frequency domain by the Fourier transform [91]. They are readily obtained from the following 

equations in the Laplace domain by restricting N to the imaginary axis, i.e., by substituting s=jω. 

 
(@ECN- + @FCN + @GC)���������������@4(�)C OR(N)Q = OP(N)Q (3.18) 

Next, Equation (3.18) is rearranged into a ratio of the system response ORQ to the input force OPQ. The result is the inverse of the system matrix, which is known as the transfer function 

matrix @H(N)C shown in Equation (3.19). 

 @H(N)C = @I(N)C�� = (@ECN- + @FCN + @GC)�� (3.19) 

The matrix can be also written in terms of its adjugate (also called the adjoint) and 

determinant [158], as shown in Equation (3.20), which allows several important insights. 

 @H(N)C = @I(N)C�� = adj(@I(N)C)det(@I(N)C) = @K(N)Cdet(@I(N)C) (3.20) 

The adjugate of the system matrix in the numerator is known as the residue matrix @K(N)C 
and contains information on the mode shapes. At the same time, the determinant in the 

denominator of @H(N)C gives the characteristic system equation, which corresponds to the 

previously shown Equation (3.7) imposing the poles (i.e., eigenfrequencies and damping 

ratios) of the system. Since the determinant is a scalar value and a common denominator to 

the matrix elements of @K(N)C, its poles are considered global system parameters, while the 

mode shapes are local parameters, which depend on the measurement location (i.e., specific 

matrix element of @K(N)C) [149]. 

Employing the partial fraction expansion to the transfer function gives the partial fraction form 

for Nλ modes, as shown in Equation (3.21) [91], [149]. 

 @H(N)C = � � �K���N − ]�� + �K��∗ �N − ]��∗ �B�
����  (3.21) 

The frequency-domain FRF shown in Equation (3.22) can be defined from Equation (3.21) by 

limiting the s-plane to the imaginary axis with s=jω, as mentioned before. 
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 @H(a)C = � � �K���,a − ]�� + �K��∗ �,a − ]��∗ �B�
����  (3.22) 

An alternative representation in the time domain is obtained by applying the inverse Laplace 

to the transfer function or the inverse Fourier transform to the FRF, which gives a model of 

the impulse response function @ℎ(0)C in Equation (3.23) [91], [149]. 

 @ℎ(0)C = � ��K����_��= + @K�∗C�_��∗ =�B�
����  (3.23) 

In OMA, modal parameters are determined from output-only descriptions, i.e., from a 

spectrum matrix or correlation function matrix instead of FRF or impulse response function 

matrices, respectively. This is attributed to the relation between the FRF and spectrum matrix 

in Equation (3.24) [28], where @Sxx(ω)C and @Syy(ω)C are the input and output spectrum matrix, 

respectively. Since only the output spectrum is known, white-noise is typically assumed as 

the input, making the input spectrum matrix constant and thus frequency-independent [90], 

[91]. 

 �VLL(a)� = @H(a)C∗@VJJ(a)C@H(a)C�, (3.24) 

A detailed presentation of a full-featured OMA method is given in Appendix B. This includes 

the introduction to estimation of spectra and their modal decomposition for OMA. Appendix B 

then describes the pLSCF method, which is a MDOF polyreference method, based on the 

Right Matrix Fraction Description (RMFD) model with a linear LS parameter identification. 

Further details on the estimation of residues and mode shapes are provided in Appendix C 

with the LSFD method, which is often used in combination with pLSCF. 

3.2.2 Assumptions and limitations of OMA 

This subchapter introduces common assumptions and limitations of OMA methods in relation 

to rotating machinery. Approaches to loosen the restrictions resulting from these 

assumptions are also highlighted in the following. This subchapter also serves as the basis 

for part of a peer-reviewed conference publication [16] by the author of this thesis. 

Unknown input loads 

Due to the lack of information on the input loading in operating conditions, a general 

downside of OMA is that the modal masses are not directly determined from the analysis 

procedure and therefore no mass-normalised mode shapes are obtained. However, a 

complete modal system identification requires modal masses to construct FRFs, which are 

often also required for further tasks like SHM [90]. The Mass Change Method and Mass-

Stiffness Change Method are able to derive modal masses purely from OMA, but each 

require two measurement sets with a changed system mass or stiffness, respectively [159]. 
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Since this is not feasible in many cases, another approach is to incorporate a mass matrix of 

the measured system from a corresponding FEM model, used to scale the mode shapes 

from OMA [160].  

A further, general limitation is that there is no control of the loading distribution and direction 

of operational or environmental excitation, so that proper excitation of modes can be 

hindered. Since there is also no influence on the number of independent loads, in addition, 

especially the determination of closely spaced modes can be obstructed as well [90]. This 

aspect is discussed separately in relation to rotating machinery in the last section of this 

Subchapter 3.2.2. 

Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) system 

The estimation of modal parameters by modal analysis is in general based on the 

assumption that the tested system is Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) [90], [91]. This assumes that 

the dynamic behaviour of the structure does not change over time and that there is a linear 

input-output relationship. 

However, this idealised assumption is not always sufficiently met. In rotating machinery, the 

operating condition can influence dynamic system parameters. Different rotating speeds 

introduce corresponding centrifugal forces. These loads can also affect boundary conditions 

of individual parts, e.g., originating from changes in the slot interfaces between discs and 

blades of turbomachinery. Changing environmental conditions, like temperature, can also 

noticeably influence the dynamic characteristics of a measured structure. For example, in 

gas turbines, high temperatures occur due to processes like combustion, compression and 

friction. In addition to the direct influence on material properties, like stiffness and damping, 

thermal expansion can cause geometric misalignments, and added clearances. Similarly, the 

viscosity of lubricating oil fluid depends on the temperature and therefore is subject to 

change with possible impact on the operation and modal properties of the operating 

machine. 

To minimise potential errors from a violation of the LTI assumption, it is possible to account 

for these variabilities by analysing separate measurements, which are acquired at distinct 

operating and environmental conditions, individually [90], [91]. 

Moreover, the mathematical description of a dynamic system in a rotating frame introduces 

time-dependent components in the equations of motion, making the system time-variant 

[161]. These considerations are relevant when rotating parts are modelled or measured in 

their local coordinate system, i.e., rotating relative to the fixed frame of the system. In these 

cases, it is therefore reasonable to transform the degrees of freedom into a common 

coordinate system with an LTI description of the system. Different methods, like the Multi-

Blade Coordinate (MBC) transformation or the Harmonic Power Spectrum (HPS) method are 
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used for this purpose [34], [115]. However, when rotating components are not evaluated 

directly, but rather affected non-rotating structures or components of rotating machinery are 

measured and analysed, these considerations are not relevant. This is also the case for the 

present thesis. 

Flat broadband input spectrum 

While it is commonly assumed in OMA that input loading has properties of white noise, this is 

often violated as the spectrum of the input load is not flat. Instead, coloured noise is a more 

general description for input loads. However, as long as the excitation spectrum is broad 

enough to provide the excitation of modes to be estimated, the impact of an input with 

coloured noise is manageable. Typically the coloured noise is assumed to be the result of a 

loading filter, with an underlying load that follows the white noise assumption [90]. When 

applying such a filter to neutralise coloured noise input or to calibrate the sensor response, it 

is important to apply it consistently to all measured channels in order to avoid introducing 

mode shape estimation errors [90]. 

Rotating machinery is a special case, which violates the white noise input assumption. In 

addition to broadband excitation, high excitation amplitudes at discrete harmonic frequencies 

occur due to the periodic nature of rotating components. The frequency of a periodic 

excitation that corresponds to the rotating speed of an observed shaft is known as the 

fundamental frequency. In addition to this frequency, integer multiples of the fundamental 

frequency, known as harmonics, are commonly observed in the measured frequency 

spectrum as well. 

Such multiples of the rotation frequency are more generally referred to as (engine or rotation) 

orders, which are not limited to integer values. Based on the measured rotational frequency 

in rotations per minute (rpm), in rotations per second (Hz) specified by �̂ or in radians per 

second specified by ω1 (known as the circular frequency or angular velocity), the frequency 5̂ 
of the 8-th order is calculated as shown in Equation (3.25). 

 ��(�) = ��1(�) = �
	
�(�)

60
= �

a1(0)

2~  (3.25) 

The described relations can be visualised with a Campbell diagram. The Campbell diagram 

in Figure 3-2 shows an exemplary assessment of the modal response of a fan blade in an 

operational environment [162]. The horizontal axis shows increasing engine rpm and the 

vertical axis provides the frequency range. The rising lines originating from the diagram root 

are the relevant order lines – in this example, the 12th engine order and its higher harmonics. 

Eigenfrequencies of the analysed fan blade are shown as approximately horizontal lines with 

a slightly positive slope. The circled areas of intersection represent the resonant states of the 

component at the corresponding engine speed. 
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Figure 3-2: Exemplary Campbell diagram, illustrating harmonic fan blade excitation due to 
rotation orders [162] 

The associated challenges for OMA, and the existing approaches to address these 

challenges, were presented in Subchapter 2.1, mostly for stationary operating conditions with f1≈const. Subchapter 2.2 focused on the OBMA method for the analysis of transient 

acceleration and deceleration conditions. Further theory of OBMA and the transient 

excitation of rotating machinery is given in Subchapter 3.2.5. 

Distribution and correlation of input loads 

Depending on the specific configuration of the tested rotating machinery, the number of 

spatially separated and independent loads can vary. For example, it can be assumed that an 

in-flight operating aircraft engine is subjected to a larger number of independent loads 

compared to a rotating component on a spinning test rig, which is operated by an electric 

motor [90]. In contrast to the in-flight engine, the spinning test rig example features a much 

lower number of parts and subsystems, which can transmit and introduce independent loads 

to the structure. This loading condition is spatially limited by the bearing locations, where the 

vibration forces are transferred to the tested structure. Centrifugal unbalance forces are 

limited to the plane perpendicular to the rotating shaft, so modes of interest with main 

deflections in the shaft direction might remain unidentified due to a lack of excitation. In 

addition, the periodic loads in both axes of the plane are correlated, with a 90° phase 

difference [59]. Hence, the number of independent loads in the described example is close to 

one, making the identification of close modes more challenging [90]. Close modes often 

occur in structures with geometrical symmetry, torsional unbalances or light attachment 

parts, which have localised modes with frequencies similar to other modes of the structure 

[163]. At the same time, rotation symmetric geometries are common in rotating machinery. 

Examples for such components in aircraft engines include the inlet, casing, and exhaust 

nozzle. 
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In controlled vibration testing of large structures such as aircraft, where sine sweep excitation 

is induced at multiple input locations, the issue of correlated inputs is also encountered [164]. 

For example, a configuration of two shakers attached symmetrically to the aircraft wings, can 

be used to excite symmetrical modes by running both sweep inputs in sync, while 

asymmetrical modes are excited by performing a sweep excitation with 180° phase 

difference between one input and the other. However, the inputs at each test run are still 

correlated, which contradicts the requirement of uncorrelated forces for the conventional 

estimation of FRFs from multi-input test configurations [164]. 

For this case, several methods exist to construct FRFs for subsequent modal analysis and a 

classical approach is to calculate a common MIMO FRF matrix @H C from both the symmetric 

(subscript V) and antisymmetric (subscript A) runs using the relation in Equation (3.26) [164]. ORT (a)Q is the acceleration vector and OP(a)Q is the input force vector at frequency ω. 

 @ORT (a)Q¢ ORT (a)Q£ C = @H(a)C @OP(a)Q¢ OP(a)Q£C (3.26)

However, since the symmetric and antisymmetric response sets have resonances at similar 

frequencies, the combined FRF will show closely spaced modes, which makes their accurate 

identification more challenging. 

Therefore, an alternative is to construct an individual SIMO FRF matrix for the symmetric and 

antisymmetric test runs, which can be afterwards processed separately for modal 

identification. This procedure results in higher accuracy of the estimations compared to the 

modal identification from a combined FRF [164], [165]. However, this approach is only 

applicable in EMA, as there is no control over the input load in OMA and a combined 

response to different (correlated) loads is acquired. 

3.2.3 Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) and extended pole-weighted 

variants (MACX, MACXP) 

The Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) as well as extended and pole-weighted variants 

(MACX and MACXP), including their benefits and applications, are presented here. This 

subchapter was published in a peer-reviewed journal paper [17] by the author of this thesis.  

The MAC [166] is a common metric to quantify the consistency between two mode shape 

vectors Ov1Q and Ov2Q. The MAC can be calculated by Equation (3.27), where •H denotes a 

complex conjugate transpose (i.e., Hermitian). 

 MAC(OX�Q, OX-Q) = ¦〈X��〉 OX-Q¦-〈X��〉 OX�Q 〈X-�〉 OX-Q (3.27)

The MAC is well suited for modes shapes, where the individual mode shape vector 

components form a straight line in the complex plane [167]. Such mode shapes are called 
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monophase or are said to have a low degree of complexity or a high Modal Phase 

Collinearity (MPC) close to 1. However, for the general case of non-proportional damping in 

combination with close or repeated modes, this condition is not satisfied [161]. In such cases, 

the MAC value is not conclusive. The Extended Modal Assurance Criterion (MACX) [167] is a 

generalisation of the MAC and addresses its potential issues when applied to complex mode 

shapes. The MACX is defined by Equation (3.28), where •T is the transpose operation. 

 MACX(OX�Q, OX-Q) = «¦〈X��〉OX-Q¦ + ¦〈X��〉OX-Q¦¬-
«〈X��〉OX�Q + ¦〈X��〉OX�Q¦¬«〈X-�〉OX-Q + ¦〈X-�〉OX-Q¦¬ (3.28)

A further extension of MACX is the Pole-weighted MACX (MACXP). It can be considered as 

the application of the MACX to vectors OV1Q and OV2Q, which contain the free decay time 

series of individual DOFs with the eigenfrequency and damping ratio corresponding to the 

pole λ1 and λ2, respectively. By evaluating the limits of the time interval Δt and number of 

time samples nr in the free decays, the following equation can be constructed for MACXP 

[167], where •* is the complex conjugate: 

MACXP(OX�Q, OX-Q) = 8f9¯=→±²³→´ MACX(OY�Q, OY-Q)

= �¦〈X��〉OX-Q¦|]�∗ + ]-| + ¦〈X��〉OX-Q¦|]� + ]-| �-

� 〈X��〉OX�Q2|K�(]�)| + ¦〈X��〉OX�Q¦2|]�| � � 〈X-�〉OX-Q2|K�(]-)| + ¦〈X-�〉OX-Q¦2|]�| � 

(3.29)

The MACX provides a consistent comparison of mode shape vectors with any type of 

complexity. The MACXP considers eigenfrequencies and damping ratios in addition to the 

mode shapes during the comparison of two modes. It can be therefore used to match modes 

from different estimations, which is utilised in later Chapter 5. Furthermore, MACXP is 

significantly less sensitive to a low spatial resolution compared to MAC or MACX, allowing to 

distinguish modes with a lower number of measurement locations [167]. 

3.2.4 Order tracking with the Time Variant Discrete Fourier Transform 

(TVDFT) 

The performance of several order tracking methods specifically for the use with OBMA have 

been evaluated in prior studies by Di Lorenzo et al. The authors report that the Angle Domain 

(AD) resampling-based order tracking [34], [55] along with the Vold-Kalman (VK) order 

tracking and the Time Variant Discrete Fourier Transform (TVDFT) order tracking [57] 

provide the best results in terms of clean extracted order functions as well as the subsequent 

modal estimation results by OBMA. However, it is also noted, that the choice of a suitable 

order tracking method depends on the specific test conditions and requirements. For 

example, the VK and TVDFT order tracking surpass the AD order tracking in cases with 
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close or crossing orders that need to be separated. Furthermore, the TVDFT method is 

computationally less demanding compared to VK and AD and thus advantageous in time-

critical test conditions [55], [115]. 

In the following paragraphs, the TVDFT order tracking method is introduced by a comparison 

to the regular DFT and the main data processing steps involved. This subchapter forms a 

part of a peer-reviewed conference publication [16] by the author of this thesis. 

The Fourier Transform (FT) can be seen as a cross-correlation between an analysed time 

signal x(t) and an analysing function. This becomes apparent when comparing the equations 

of the Fourier transform and the cross-correlation. In case of the FT, the analysing function 

(also called the basis function or kernel) is a complex sinusoid that, in correspondence with 

Euler’s formula, can be equivalently expressed in exponential or sine-cosine form. These 

observations also apply to the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) in Equation (3.30) [168].  

 

µ¶   =   1j � ·v² ⋅ ��¹-º¶B²�����<²<5L��²»i¼²½=�h²
¾B��

²�±    
=   1j � ·v² ⋅ �cos �2~ ¿j À� − , sin �2~ ¿j À�����������������������<²<5L��²» i¼²½=�h²

¾B��
²�± , 

(3.30) 

where 

Xk DFT for the k-th frequency bin v² = v(À ⋅ Δ0)  Value of the n-th signal sample N Total number of signal samples 

The Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT) transforms the frequency coefficients Xk back 

to the time samples xn and, for the sake of completeness, is shown in Equation (3.31) [168]. 

 v²    =   � �µ¶ ⋅ �¹-º¶B²�B��
²�±  (3.31) 

It is worth noting that there are different common formulations and notations for the DFT in 

the literature depending on conventions and application areas. Differences can express 

themselves in the used scaling factor of the DFT and IDFT (e.g., 1/N in case of the DFT 

definition used in Equation (3.30) here) or the considered sampling interval (e.g. @0, N - 1C 
used here). For example, the use of a centred interval like @-N/2, N/2C is more common in 

areas where spatially sampled data (e.g. image or surface data) is of interest, while an 

uncentred interval like @0, N - 1C is often used in context of time sequences [169], [170]. 

Equation (3.30) is evaluated for individual integer values of ¿ ∈ @0, j − 1C. Hence, each of the 

resulting frequency bins Xk is obtained from the N signal samples xn and a complex sinusoid 
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function with a constant frequency of k/N cycles per sample. Considering the sampling 

frequency fs of the signal, the resulting frequency resolution of the DFT is calculated as Δf = fs / N and the k-th frequency bin can be associated with the frequency fk = k fs / N = k Δf in 

Hertz (fk cycles per second). 

The TVDFT is formulated similar to the DFT as shown in Equation (3.32) below. 

 

µh,5   =   1j �«v² ⋅ ��¹ÁÂ,Ã¬B��
²�±  

=   1j � Äv² ⋅ exp Ä−, 8 ∆0 � 2~ =̂<½Åh(9∆0)²��
7�± ÆÆ ,B��

²�±  

(3.32) 

where 

µh,5 = µ5(Ç ∙ ΔÈ)  TVDFT for the 8-th machine order and o-th signal block of Δr rotations 

=̂<½Åh(9∆0)  m-th sample of the tacho signal in rotations per second (Hz) 

The main difference of the TVDFT compared to the regular DFT lies in the analysing 

function, i.e. the complex sinusoid, marked in Equation (3.30). While the DFT uses a 

sinusoidal function with a constant frequency, the sinusoid of the TVDFT has a frequency 

that is time-dependent and corresponds to the instantaneous frequency of the analysed 

machine order 8. Table 3-1 compares the equations for different formulations of the phase φ 

used in the complex analysing function e -jφ of the DFT and TVDFT. The phase with a 

constant frequency (as is the case with DFT) is shown in Equations (3.34) and (3.35). 

Equations (3.36) and (3.37) describe a phase with a time-varying machine order frequency 

that is inferred from the tacho signal ftacho (as used in TVDFT). The full derivation of the order 

phase Ê5 from the tacho signal ftacho is explained by Equation (3.33), which is based on the 

fact that the instantaneous phase φ corresponds to the integral of an instantaneous angular 

velocity ω. 

 Ê5(0) = Ë a5(Ì)2Ì=
± = Ë 2~ 5̂(Ì)2Ì=

± = 8 Ë 2~ =̂<½Åh(Ì)2Ì=
±  (3.33) 

Table 3-1: Different formulations of the instantaneous phase φ for the complex sinusoidal 
function e-j φ 

 Continuous Discrete 

Constant 
frequency 

Êi(0) = 2~ ⏟̂�½h²�=. 0 (3.34)
 

Ê²,¶ = 2~ ¿j⏟�½h²�=.
À (3.35) 

 

Time-varying 
order 
frequency 

Ê5(0) = 8 Ë 2~ =̂<½Åh(Ì)�������Ï½h²�=. 2Ì=
±  (3.36)

 

Ê²,5 = 8 ∆0 � 2~ =̂<½Åh(9∆0)���������Ï½h²�=.
²��
7�±  (3.37) 
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Equation (3.37) approximates the integral of the tacho signal ftacho from Equation (3.36) as a 

summation of the rectangular areas spanned by its discrete samples and the sampling 

interval Δt. This method is known as the rectangle rule or the rectangle Riemann sum. 

Similarly, the trapezoidal rule or Simpson’s method can be employed for the integral 

calculation. 

In practice, order tracking with TVDFT can be implemented as the following procedure: First, N phase samples with the time-varying frequency of the target order 8  are calculated as 

defined in Equation (3.37). Subsequently, this sequence is used for the calculation of the 

complex sinusoidal function (i.e., the exponential function in Equation (3.32)), which has also N samples, like the analysed signal. In addition, the phase signal calculated form Equation 

(3.37) is used to determine at which sample indices a full rotation is completed by evaluating 

phase samples that cross an integer multiple of 2π. 

Based on these determined sample indices indicating a full rotation, the complex analysing 

function as well as the vibration time signal and tacho measurements are split into 

subsequent blocks of samples. Each block o then contains a constant integer number of 

machine revolutions Δr that can be set as a user parameter. This ensures a constant order 

bandwidth, which is beneficial for order tracking [171]. Finally, the TVDFT is applied to the 

vibration signal samples from each data block o, providing a TVDFT coefficient per data 

block. These coefficients can then be plotted over each data block’s average of the analysed 

order frequency 5̂ , which is known from the tacho measurements as shown in 

Equation (3.25). 

Like in regular DFT, the samples xo,n from each processed data block o in Equation (3.32) 

can be also weighted by a window function to reduce leakage. In addition, the data blocks 

often do not cover an exact integer number of Δr due to the sampling discretisation, which 

also introduces leakage. Oversampling can be used to increase this precision and thus 

reduce leakage. Moreover, an Orthogonality Compensation Matrix (OCM) can be introduced 

to combat this effect and furthermore allow a more accurate order tracking of fast sweeping, 

closely spaced and crossing orders [171]. 

3.2.5 Order-Based Modal Analysis (OBMA) 

The periodic input load P5  of an order 8 can be modelled as a rotating force (e.g. due to 

unbalance) and represented in a complex (2-dimensional) plane: 

 P5(0) = Ñ5 exp«{,(8a�0 + e5)¬, (3.38)

where ω1 is the rotational speed, Ñ5 and e5 are the amplitude and the phase of the excitation, 

respectively. The rotation can be counterclockwise or clockwise, represented by a negative 
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or positive exponent in Equation (3.38), respectively. An equivalent representation as a 

vector is given in Equation (3.39). 

 ÒP5,J(0)P5,L(0)Ó = Ô Ñ5,J Re«exp«,(8a�0 + e5)¬¬Ñ5,L Im �exp �,«{(8a�0 + e5)¬��Õ = Ò Ñ5,J cos(8a�0 + e5)Ñ5,L sin«{(8a�0 + e5)¬Ó (3.39)

Considering that the forces in X and Y direction are ±90° out of phase and with the 

introduction of the Dirac delta function  (•) , the input force can be also written in the 

frequency domain by Equation (3.40) [58]: 

 ÒP5,J(a)P5,L(a)Ó = Ò Ñ5,J exp(,e5)  (a − 8a�)Ñ5,L({, exp(,e5))  (a − 8a�)Ó (3.40)

The system response vector Oµ5Q is derived from the two FRF matrix columns OH(:,J)Q and OH(:,L)Q, which are appended into a matrix, and multiplied by the vector of corresponding input 

components P5,J and P5,L, respectively: 

 Oµ5(a)Q = �×H(:,J)(a)Ø ×H(:,L)(a)Ø� ÒP5,J(a)P5,L(a)Ó (3.41)

From this point, equal amplitudes Ñ5,J = Ñ5,L = Ñ5  in x and y direction are assumed. 

Thereafter, inserting the force from Equation (3.40) into Equation (3.41), multiplying and 

rearranging provides: 

 Oµ5(a)Q = Ñ5 exp(,e5)  (a − 8a�)  «×H(:,J)(a)Ø { ×H(:,L)(a)Ø¬ (3.42)

Assuming that the excitation amplitude Ñ5 is proportional to the squared rotation speed ω12, 
like in the case of a centrifugal unbalance load, and considering that a� = a/8, the following 

proportionality is observed: 

 Oµ5(a)Q ∝ a-8- «×H(:,J)(a)Ø { ,×H(:,L)(a)Ø¬ (3.43)

A modal description (i.e. pole-residue model) of the FRF matrix can be used. If the FRF 

matrix columns are substituted with this form, the following relation is obtained [58], [59]: 

 

Oµ5(a)Q ∝ a-8- �@YC(,a@AC − @ÚC)��«O[JQ − ,O[LQ¬ + 1a- «O[KJQ − ,O[KLQ¬
+ «O\KJQ − ,O\KLQ¬�, (3.44)

where @YC is the mode shape matrix, @ÚC is a diagonal matrix with the complex poles, and @[C 
is the modal participation matrix. @\KC and @[KC are the upper and lower residue matrix, 

respectively, to model the influence of out-of-band modes. For the sake of conciseness, a 

counterclockwise rotation is assumed in Equation (3.44). 

From Equation (3.44), the impact of order excitation on the output spectrum with respect to 

the modal model can be concluded: The frequency-dependent input amplitude introduces a 
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frequency-dependent proportionality term in the output while the correlation leads to complex 

terms (specifically, the modal participation factors and upper and lower residuals) in the 

modal model. 

The following considerations are possible under the assumption that the order input force is 

proportional to the rotational speed ω12, like the centrifugal (unbalance) force. This factor can 

be also described as the squared input frequency divided by the squared order number: a�- = a-/8- . It follows that the displacement response due to order excitation is also 

proportional to a-/8- . The relation of acceleration FRFs, which are scaled by ω2 in 

comparison to displacement FRFs, is also applicable to order responses. Therefore, 

accounting for the previous proportionality observations regarding the displacement 

response from an order, the acceleration order response is proportional to aÛ/8-. 

In summary, employing OMA to analyse tracked machine orders has the following specifics 

compared to traditional modal analysis, which leads to the conclusion that OMA methods 

such as the operational pLSCF (see Appendix B) can be readily applied on tracked orders to 

perform OBMA [55], [59], [92]. 

• Displacement orders are proportional to ω2, and acceleration orders are proportional 

to ω4, while acceleration FRFs used in traditional modal analysis are proportional to ω2. 
• The upper and lower residuals are complex, while they are real in traditional modal 

analysis. 

• The participation factor is complex in both traditional modal analysis and OBMA. 

3.3 Advanced data modelling for general applications 

This subchapter introduces several methods for data modelling from a general application 

perspective, which is not bound by an underlying physical description such as the structural 

dynamics presented previously. This allows to model complex relationships based on the 

underlying data only and can thus be referred to as data learning [172]. 

3.3.1 Linear Least Squares (LS) regression 

LS is an approach used in regression analysis to determine an approximated solution for 

overdetermined systems. This is accomplished by minimising the total residual of the sum of 

squares of the variables observed. Depending on the problem, linear and non-linear LS can 

be used. Linear LS is often preferred due to simplicity and interpretability but can only be 

used when each coefficient is a constant or a product of a variable. Non-linear LS is more 

flexible with modelling capability but sacrifices the ease of interoperability that linear LS 

models offer. Below, the polynomial LS is presented, which is a subcategory of linear LS 

regression. 
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In polynomial LS, a function can be modelled by a polynomial in the form of Equation (3.45) 

with polynomial order jg and coefficients Ý�Þ. 

 ß = Ý± + Ý�v + ⋯ + Ý�Þv�Þ + ⋯ + ÝBÞvBÞ , (3.45)

which can also be represented by Equation (3.46) in matrix form for N samples of x and y. 

 
áß�ß-⋮ßB

ã = ⎣⎢⎢
⎡1 v� ⋯ v�BÞ1 v- ⋯ v-BÞ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮1 vB ⋯ vBBÞ⎦⎥⎥

⎤ á Ý±Ý�⋮ÝBÞ
ã 

OßQ = @µC OÝQ. 
(3.46)

For overdetermined systems, i.e., where jg < j − 1, an LS approximation of the polynomial 

coefficients can be obtained from 

 OÝQ = «@µ�C@µC¬��@µ�COßQ. (3.47)

3.3.2 Mahalanobis Distance (MD) 

The MD [173] represents the deviation from a set [X C of multidimensional samples (i.e., the 

input space) to a sample {x Q of the same dimensionality.  

As such, the MD is a distance metric and not a modelling method itself. However, it can 

serve as a dimensionality reduction method and its output can supplement and, in some 

cases, substitute more general modelling approaches. 

As a distance metric, the MD is always positive. In addition, the MD is a relative quantity in 

standard deviations, and therefore the application assumes a unimodal, standard underlying 

sample distribution. It also follows that the MD is scale-invariant towards its input samples, 

not requiring feature scaling. 

The MD is calculated with Equation (3.48), which contains the inverse covariance matrix @Gìì��C of @X C, the vector of input feature means Oμ Q, and the single multidimensional feature 

sample Ox Q. 
 234(v) = |(OvQ − OîQ)�@Gìì��C(OvQ − OîQ) (3.48) 

3.3.3 Support Vector Regression (SVR) 

SVR [174] is a supervised machine learning algorithm used for regression analysis, where 

the goal is to predict a continuous target variable. 

SVR is closely related to SVM [175], which is a classification algorithm. The main difference 

of SVM is that it attempts to find a hyperplane that maximises the margin between classes 

while minimising the misclassification error. SVR, on the other hand, attempts to find the best 
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possible hyperplane that fits the data by maximising the margin between the fit and the data 

points. This is done by mapping the training data into a higher-dimensional feature space 

using a kernel function. SVR uses a regularisation parameter ï (or its inverse, the cost factor F) to control the trade-off between maximising the margin and minimising the error on the 

training data, which is more generally known as the bias-variance trade-off. 

3.3.4 Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) Neural Network 

The LSTM NN is a variant of the RNN architecture proposed by Hochreiter [124] to mitigate 

the vanishing gradient problem [122], [123]. The vanishing gradient commonly occurs when 

training a deep RNN using the backpropagation through time algorithm; when unrolling an 

RNN to update the weights, due to the depth of the network, the calculated derivatives are 

prone to exponentially “vanishing” or “exploding”. This is worsened by the shared weights of 

the RNN across time, which results in a higher likelihood of the vanishing or exploding 

gradient issue occurring in comparison to a standard feedforward network. 

 

Figure 3-3: Schematic architecture of an LSTM cell [21] 

The LSTM cell architecture, illustrated in Figure 3-3, addresses this issue using a specialised 

gate structure with three gates: forget gate, input gate and output gate. The forget gate, 

which outputs a vector O =̂Q, determines which information is forgotten from the previous cell 

state based on the previous hidden cell state Oℎ=��Q and cell input Ov=Q in the current cell 

state. This operation is mathematically represented in Equation (3.49). The input gate, which 

outputs a vector Of=Q, controls which information from the candidate vector Oð=ñ Q is stored in the 

cell state. The input gate is described in Equation (3.50), and the operation to determine the 

candidate values is described in Equation (3.51). The new cell state is determined by the 

elementwise product (also known as the Hadamard product and denoted by the operator ○) 

of the previous cell state with the forget gate output. This is followed by an elementwise 

addition with the Hadamard product of the input gate output and the candidate vector Oð=ñ Q. 
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This is mathematically described in Equation (3.52). The output gate output is determined 

using Equation (3.53), then used in the calculation for the new hidden state, described in 

Equation (3.54). Weight matrices and bias vectors are denoted by @W C and Ob Q, respectively. 

Subscripts f, i, and o refer to the parameters of the forget, input, and output gate, 

respectively. 

O =̂Q = b ��ôi� ∙ õOℎ=��QOv=Q ö +  ×÷iØ� (3.49)

Of=Q = b �@ô�C ∙ õOℎ=��QOv=Q ö +  O÷�Q� (3.50)

Oð̃=Q = tanh �@ô½C ∙ õOℎ=��QOv=Q ö + O÷ùQ�   (3.51)

Oð=Q = O =̂Q ∘ Oð=��Q + Of=Q ∘ Oð̃=Q (3.52)

OÇ=Q = b �@ôhC ∙ õOℎ=��QOv=Q ö +  O÷hQ� (3.53)

Oℎ=Q = OÇ=Q ∘ tanh(Oð=Q) (3.54)

 

Autoencoder (AE) Architecture 

The AE architecture was introduced by Hinton [176] as a method of utilising unsupervised 

learning to model encodings of unlabelled data in latent space. The AE operates by encoding 

the input values using dimensionality reduction into latent space, then decoding the latent 

space representation to reconstruct the original input values. This operation is illustrated in 

Figure 3-4. 

 

Figure 3-4: Schematic architecture of an AE model [21] 
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3.4 Conclusions 

This chapter introduced the foundational theory and methods that are relevant to the 

contributions in the subsequent thesis chapters. 

 

Figure 3-5: Relation between structural quantities (blocks) through forward (right-pointing 
arrows) and inverse (left-pointing arrows) problems in structural dynamics [2] 

First, topics from the domain of structural dynamics were covered. Subchapter 3.1 focused 

on the fundamental dynamic equation and its solution by integration, yielding simulated 

structural responses. The eigenvalue problem was revisited, allowing to determine modal 

parameters from modelled system matrices. These tasks are classified as forward problems, 

while modal identification from measured or simulated structural response is considered a 

backward or inverse problem [2]. This relationship is illustrated in Figure 3-5. Subchapter 3.2 

addressed the latter area with an introduction of common categories and the foundational 

theory of EMA and OMA for modal identification. Due to the relevance of order tracking in 

combination with the OBMA method for rotating machinery applications (identified from 

existing literature in Subchapter 2.1 and Subchapter 2.2), these methods were also 

introduced in Subchapter 3.2. 

The subsequent Subchapter 3.3 presented methods of data modelling for general 

applications. This is especially relevant where the governing physical phenomena and 

constrains are unknown or infeasible to accurately describe a priori. The LS method was 

introduced, which is a common foundation for data modelling, including general regression 

tasks and modal identification discussed in Subchapter 3.2. More recent AI-based 

approaches for data modelling, including SVR and LSTM NN were presented as well, 

motivated by the findings from Subchapter 2.4 on the state of the art in the domain of 

condition monitoring and RUL prediction of rotating machinery. 
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A main contribution of this thesis is covered in the following Chapter 4, which introduces the 

first parametric open-source dataset of simulated rotating machinery vibration under 

acceleration conditions. Modal parameters and dynamic time-responses of this simulated 

structure are determined based on the theory provided in Subchapter 3.1. 
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4 Open simulation dataset for OMA and vibration 

analysis of rotating machinery during acceleration 

The previous Chapter 3 introduced theory and methods, which are relevant in the further 

course of this thesis. The present chapter presents a major contribution of the thesis. It 

focuses on a novel simulation dataset, which is made publicly available [19] and proposed for 

application of OMA and other vibration-based signal processing methods for rotating 

machinery during acceleration. A part of this chapter, as noted separately in the 

corresponding subchapters, was published by the thesis author in a peer-reviewed journal 

paper [17]. The extended version, which is based on the current form of this chapter resulted 

in a submission of an additional journal paper [18], which is currently under peer review. The 

proposed open-source dataset was also submitted to an online repository [19]. 

Supplementary information on the dataset, such as the file structure and source code 

introduction, is also provided in Appendix D. 

Supporting motivation of this work is provided by Subchapter 2.2, as it confirmed that 

acceleration/deceleration conditions can be required to achieve sufficient excitation of modes 

in cases with low ambient or operational random excitation. Subchapter 2.3 showed that 

current publicly available datasets suitable for OMA are typically limited to the civil 

engineering domain. At the same time, most existing vibration datasets from rotating 

machinery focus on condition monitoring applications, limiting their use for OMA. 

Consequently, current studies on OMA for rotating machinery use proprietary experimental 

or simulation data, which became clear form Subchapter 2.1 and Subchapter 2.2. The lack of 

a suitable open dataset contributes to further gaps identified in these subchapters, such as a 

limited comparability and the lack of studies evaluating the potential impact of excitation 

conditions on modal estimation results. Suitable open simulation data can also facilitate 

reproducibility of research and allow for systematic evaluations of the potential impact of 

various excitation conditions, as such parametrised datasets were found lacking in current 

literature in Subchapter 2.3. The overarching aim of the proposed dataset is to aid research 

and development of existing and future OMA and vibration signal processing algorithms 

conducted both by the author in course of this thesis and by fellow researchers in this field. 

To address the stated issues related to a lack of suitable open data, a parametric simulation 

dataset is presented in this chapter and made publicly available. In summary, the 

contributions of this work are: 

• Definition and publication of the first open dataset for vibration analysis of rotating 

machinery during acceleration. 
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• Providing suggested varied parameters with corresponding simulation data for 

parametric sensitivity studies. 

• Providing source code and model definition files to aid further expansion and 

adaptation of the dataset for future research. 

4.1 Model definition 

A 2D structure was designed for the simulation dataset. This model was first introduced and 

published by the thesis author in a peer-reviewed journal paper [17] and is included in a 

separate journal paper submission [18], which is currently under peer review. The structure 

approximates a fan casing, which can be regarded as either installed on an operational 

aircraft or within a test rig for mechanical fan spinning tests. This structure consists of 9 

nodes, which represent point masses and are connected with spring and dashpot elements 

with a total of 18 DOFs. The parameters of the structure’s elements and its geometry are 

provided by Figure 4-1 and Table 4-1, respectively. 

 

Figure 4-1: Definition of the geometry and element types of the simulated dynamic structure 

Table 4-1: Simulation parameters 

Mechanical properties 

Masses: mcore = 10kg, mcasing = 1kg 

Stiffnesses: kcasing = 500000 N/m, kpylon = 106 N/m, kstrut = 500000 N/m 

Damping coefficients: ccasing = 20 Ns/m, cpylon = 50 Ns/m, cstrut = 30 Ns/m 

Time response simulation 

Linear acceleration Newmark (implicit) time integration method 

Simulation sampling frequency: fs = 5 kHz 
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The reference modal parameters of the model are determined from a complex eigenvalue 

analysis of its system matrices using the “polyeig” function of MATLAB. The undamped 

eigenfrequencies and damping ratios are presented in Table 4-2. The corresponding 

complex mode shapes are given in Table 4-3 with real and imaginary values rounded to two 

decimal places. Each mode shape is normalised to the magnitude and phase of the largest 

mode shape component. Even though not immediately obvious from the geometry (Figure 

4-1), the structure has two rigid body modes. These are listed as modes 1 and 2 with zero 

damping in Table 4-2. 

The frequency spectra from the simulated model response at every DOF to random 

excitation are shown in Figure 4-2. For clearer interpretation, the spectra are arranged 

loosely corresponding to their respective DOF locations shown in Figure 4-1. Moreover, the 

eigenfrequencies are marked in the spectra by dashed vertical lines. The symmetric structure 

is reflected by the resulting response, showing equal spectrum progressions of, e.g., DOF 3X 

and DOF 7X shown in Figure 4-2.  

The spectra are obtained using Welch's method from simulated responses with T=100s 

duration, which are split into 2.5s segments with 70% overlap and multiplied by the Hann 

window weighting function before spectrum averaging. This also applies to the subsequent 

spectra of this chapter unless stated otherwise. To aid conciseness, further plots of the 

system response in this chapter are limited to DOF 1X. 

 

Table 4-2: Reference values for eigenfrequencies and damping ratios of the simulated structure 

Mode 
Eigenfrequency 

fref (Hz) 
Damping ratio 

ξref 
 

Mode 
Eigenfrequency 

fref (Hz) 
Damping ratio 

ξref 

1 0.00 0.00%  10 120.56 1.75% 

2 0.00 0.00%  11 138.70 2.24% 

3 26.37 0.47%  12 160.25 2.28% 

4 26.85 0.48%  13 177.05 2.30% 

5 47.40 0.67%  14 198.82 2.60% 

6 55.96 0.77%  15 207.42 3.35% 

7 65.94 0.93%  16 212.39 3.28% 

8 97.70 1.43%  17 229.57 3.18% 

9 101.53 1.69%  18 239.84 3.27% 
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Table 4-3: Complex reference mode shapes of the simulated structure 

DOF Mode 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

1X 0.00+0.00j 0.00+0.00j 0.00+0.00j 0.09+0.00j 0.00-0.00j 0.00+0.00j 0.42-0.00j 0.00+0.00j 0.97+0.01j 1.00+0.00j 0.00-0.00j -0.47-0.00j 0.00-0.00j 0.04+0.01j 0.00+0.00j 0.46-0.02j 0.00+0.00j -0.82+0.01j

1Y 0.00+0.00j 0.00+0.00j -0.37-0.00j 0.00-0.00j 1.00+0.00j 1.00+0.00j 0.00-0.00j -0.35+0.00j 0.00+0.00j 0.00-0.00j -0.03+0.00j 0.00+0.00j 0.10+0.00j 0.00+0.00j -0.17+0.00j 0.00+0.00j -0.21+0.00j 0.00-0.00j

2X 0.00+0.00j 0.00+0.00j -0.19-0.00j 0.16+0.00j 0.11-0.00j 0.10-0.00j 0.23-0.00j 0.11+0.00j 0.34+0.00j 0.32-0.00j 0.00-0.00j -0.07+0.01j -0.09-0.01j 0.13-0.02j 1.00+0.00j -0.92+0.01j 0.72-0.01j 1.00+0.00j

2Y 0.00+0.00j 0.00+0.00j 0.15+0.00j -0.18-0.00j 0.12-0.00j -0.08-0.00j 0.27-0.00j 0.30-0.00j 0.40-0.00j 0.01-0.00j 0.12-0.00j 0.39-0.01j -0.52+0.01j -0.40+0.03j -0.63+0.00j 1.00+0.00j 1.00-0.00j 0.86-0.00j

3X 1.00+0.00j 1.00+0.00j -0.51-0.00j -0.37-0.00j 0.35-0.00j -0.93-0.00j 1.00+0.00j 0.33-0.00j -0.12-0.00j -0.18+0.00j -0.05+0.00j -0.22+0.00j 0.30-0.00j 0.13-0.00j 0.01+0.00j -0.03-0.00j -0.10+0.00j -0.09+0.00j

3Y -0.41+0.00j -0.41+0.00j 0.25+0.00j 0.01-0.00j 0.12-0.00j 0.03-0.00j 0.54+0.00j 1.00+0.00j 0.86-0.00j -0.22-0.01j 0.25-0.01j 1.00+0.00j -0.80-0.00j -0.23-0.01j 0.16-0.01j -0.44+0.03j -0.52+0.01j -0.43+0.01j

4X 0.59+0.00j 0.59+0.00j 0.49-0.00j 0.67+0.00j -0.03+0.00j 0.12-0.00j -0.48+0.00j -0.05-0.01j 0.81-0.01j -0.16-0.00j -1.00+0.00j -0.59-0.01j -0.68+0.01j -0.64-0.00j 0.03-0.00j -0.24+0.03j -0.08+0.00j -0.07+0.00j

4Y -0.59+0.00j -0.59+0.00j 0.62-0.00j 0.41-0.00j 0.04+0.00j 0.13-0.00j 0.31+0.00j 0.76-0.00j 0.70-0.01j -0.36-0.00j -0.48-0.00j -0.98-0.01j 1.00+0.00j 0.45+0.00j -0.09+0.01j 0.24-0.03j 0.16-0.00j 0.12-0.00j

5X 0.65+0.00j 0.65+0.00j 0.00-0.00j 0.52+0.00j 0.00-0.00j 0.00-0.00j -0.76+0.00j 0.00+0.00j 1.00+0.00j -0.05-0.01j 0.00-0.00j 0.99-0.00j 0.00+0.00j 1.00+0.00j 0.00+0.00j 0.31-0.05j 0.00+0.00j 0.08-0.00j

5Y -0.44+0.00j -0.44+0.00j -0.69-0.00j 0.00-0.00j 0.26-0.00j -0.95-0.00j 0.00+0.00j -0.55-0.00j 0.00+0.00j 0.00-0.00j -0.46+0.01j 0.00-0.00j -0.35+0.00j 0.00-0.00j 0.01-0.00j 0.00+0.00j -0.03+0.00j 0.00+0.00j

6X 0.33+0.00j 0.33+0.00j -0.49+0.00j 0.67+0.00j 0.03-0.00j -0.12+0.00j -0.48+0.00j 0.05+0.01j 0.81-0.01j -0.16-0.00j 1.00-0.00j -0.59-0.01j 0.68-0.01j -0.64-0.00j -0.03+0.00j -0.24+0.03j 0.08-0.00j -0.07+0.00j

6Y 0.33+0.00j 0.33+0.00j 0.62-0.00j -0.41+0.00j 0.04+0.00j 0.13-0.00j -0.31-0.00j 0.76-0.00j -0.70+0.01j 0.36+0.00j -0.48-0.00j 0.98+0.01j 1.00-0.00j -0.45-0.00j -0.09+0.01j -0.24+0.03j 0.16-0.00j -0.12+0.00j

7X 0.56+0.00j 0.56+0.00j 0.51+0.00j -0.37-0.00j -0.35+0.00j 0.93+0.00j 1.00+0.00j -0.33+0.00j -0.12-0.00j -0.18+0.00j 0.05-0.00j -0.22+0.00j -0.30+0.00j 0.13-0.00j -0.01-0.00j -0.03-0.00j 0.10-0.00j -0.09+0.00j

7Y 0.23+0.00j 0.23+0.00j 0.25+0.00j -0.01+0.00j 0.12-0.00j 0.03-0.00j -0.54-0.00j 1.00+0.00j -0.86+0.00j 0.22+0.01j 0.25-0.01j -1.00+0.00j -0.80-0.00j 0.23+0.01j 0.16-0.01j 0.44-0.03j -0.52+0.01j 0.43-0.01j

8X 0.00+0.00j 0.00+0.00j 0.19+0.00j 0.16+0.00j -0.11+0.00j -0.10+0.00j 0.23-0.00j -0.11-0.00j 0.34+0.00j 0.32-0.00j 0.00+0.00j -0.07+0.01j 0.09+0.01j 0.13-0.02j -1.00+0.00j -0.92+0.01j -0.72+0.01j 1.00+0.00j

8Y 0.00+0.00j 0.00+0.00j 0.15+0.00j 0.18+0.00j 0.12-0.00j -0.08-0.00j -0.27+0.00j 0.30-0.00j -0.40+0.00j -0.01+0.00j 0.12-0.00j -0.39+0.01j -0.52+0.01j 0.40-0.03j -0.63+0.00j -1.00-0.00j 1.00+0.00j -0.86+0.00j

9X 0.00+0.00j 0.00+0.00j 0.00-0.00j 1.00+0.00j 0.00-0.00j 0.00-0.00j 0.15-0.00j 0.00-0.00j -0.24+0.00j 0.02+0.00j 0.00+0.00j 0.11+0.00j 0.00-0.00j -0.01+0.00j 0.00-0.00j 0.06+0.00j 0.00+0.00j 0.00-0.00j

9Y 0.00+0.00j 0.00+0.00j 1.00-0.00j 0.00+0.00j 0.08+0.00j -0.15+0.00j 0.00-0.00j -0.16+0.00j 0.00+0.00j 0.00-0.00j 0.10+0.00j 0.00+0.00j 0.00-0.00j 0.00+0.00j 0.05+0.00j 0.00+0.00j -0.01-0.00j 0.00+0.00j
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Figure 4-2: Linear auto spectra of the model response from all DOFs to random excitation 
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4.2 Varied parameters of the forced response 

External forces in X and Y directions are simulated to act on the shaft, which is represented 

by the central node 9 in Figure 4-1. It is therefore assumed as the location, which transmits 

harmonic and random operational forces originating from a fan, compressor, driving turbine, 

or (electric) motor.  

Three parameters are introduced as independent variables, which are described in more 

detail and formally defined in the following Subchapter 4.2.1 to Subchapter 4.2.3. Table 4-4 

gives an overview of the parametric values initially provided in the dataset of simulated time 

responses. However, this dataset foundation can readily be extended using the provided 

definitions and source code, adding further values, parameter combinations, and new 

parameters as required by the specific study. 

Table 4-4: Simulated values and combinations of parameters initially provided in the 
extendable dataset 

Sub-dataset title Harmonic ratio hrat (%) Run-up duration T (s) Noise ratio nrat (%) 

Varied harmonic ratio 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100 100 0.0 

Varied run-up 
durations 80 10, 20, 40, 80, 160, 320 0.0 

Varied noise ratios 60 100 0.0, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16  

 

4.2.1 Harmonic amplitude ratio 

The simulated forces on node 9 are composed of varying amplitude proportions of random 

force and rotating force vectors (i.e., machine orders) in the XY-plane. This proportion is 

quantified by a harmonic ratio. The present subchapter introducing this parameter was 

published by the thesis author as a part of a peer-reviewed journal paper [17]. 

Equation (4.1) provides the definition of the harmonic ratio and its values simulated in the 

dataset. It describes the ratio of harmonic (i.e., order) RMS amplitude RMS«v5(0)¬ to the sum 

of harmonic and random RMS amplitudes RMS«v5(0)¬ + RMS«v;(0)¬. This was implemented 

using MATLAB, where the time-functions of the individual input orders (“chirp” function) and 

the random contribution (“randn” function) are generated with RMS values of each function 

according to Equation (4.1) and then superposed to a single excitation function. 

 ℎúûü = RMS«v5(0)¬RMS«v5(0)¬ + RMS«v;(0)¬ ∈ O0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0Q (4.1)

The sum RMS«v5(0)¬ + RMS«v;(0)¬  increases linearly with increasing rpm over time t 
according to Equation (4.2), where Σt1=200N and Σt2=4000N are the RMS sums at the 

beginning and end of a simulation run, respectively. As shown in Table 4-4, the simulation 
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duration for varying harmonic ratios is chosen as T=100s. The simulated model response for 

increasing harmonic ratios is illustrated in Figure 4-3. 

  

 
a) b) c) 

Figure 4-3: Spectra and spectrograms of the model response at DOF 1X with harmonic ratios 
hrat of a) 0.0; b) 0.6; c) 1.0 

 RMS«v5(0)¬ + RMS«v;(0)¬ = �=� + (�=- − �=�) 01 = 200N + 3800N 01 (4.2)

The frequency f1 of the first order 8 = 1 (i.e., the fundamental frequency) is increased linearly 

from f1,t1=5Hz to f1,t2=30Hz over time as specified by Equation (4.3). This equates to a run-up 

from 300rpm to 1800rpm.  

 �̂(0) = �̂,=� + « �̂,=- − �̂,=�¬ 01 = 5Hz + 25Hz 01 (4.3)

The frequencies of the rotation forces (i.e., orders 8 ) are derived from the fundamental 

frequency (order 8 = 1) as per Equation (4.4). That is, the first 8 orders are included in the 

simulation. 

 5̂(0) = 8 �̂(0), 8 ∈ O1, 2,3, 4,5, 6,7, 8Q (4.4)

4.2.2 Duration and acceleration rate 

In contrast to the variation of the harmonic ratio introduced in the previous subchapter, the 

sweep acceleration has been evaluated before in terms of its impact on resulting frequency 

spectra [177]–[179] and order tracking with subsequent modal estimation by OBMA [115], 
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[180]. An impact of these effects is also observed in the analysis of the presented dataset, 

which is performed and presented later in Subchapter 5.2.3 in frame of a comparative 

parametric study. Nevertheless, the inclusion of this parameter in the proposed dataset is of 

high relevance, as it facilitates research of future methods dealing with various sweep 

acceleration rates and to promote comparability between future and existing methods. 

The acceleration rate can be expressed from Equation (3.25) as the order frequency’s rate of 

change ^S5 in Hz/s (or s-2). Assuming a linear increase of order frequencies, i.e., a constant 

frequency acceleration rate, as defined in Equation (4.3), the run-up duration T is related to 

the acceleration rate ^S5 as: 

 ^S5(1) = « 5̂,=- − 5̂,=�¬1  (4.5)

 

It is established that the errors of the eigenfrequency estimations are approximately 

proportional to the square root of the absolute sweep (or order) acceleration rate |¦^S5¦ [177]. 

Considering this nonlinear relationship, it is opted to use a logarithmic spacing between the 

parameter values for the simulated durations T, specified below.  

 1 ∈ O10N, 20N, 40N, 80N, 160N,320NQ (4.6)

This assigns a finer granularity to shorter durations, i.e. higher acceleration rates. Figure 4-4 

plots the approximate proportionality factor of the eigenfrequency estimation bias [177] over 

values of T in logarithmic and linear spacing. The benefit of logarithmic spacing of T is visible 

as it provides a more even distribution of resulting proportionality values compared to linear 

spacing. 

 

Figure 4-4: Approximate proportionality factors for eigenfrequency estimation errors from 
spectra of order l=1 over run-up durations T; comparing the implemented logarithmic scaling 

of T to linear spacing 

4.2.3 Measurement noise 

To gauge the sensitivity of vibration signal processing methods to measurement noise, the 

following levels of white gaussian noise are superposed to the simulated time response. The 
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noise levels are defined as the proportion between the power of the noise signal v²(0) and 

the power of output signals v�(0) averaged over all jh output channels, i.e., model DOFs. 

 À;<= = · KEV«v²(0)¬1jh ∑ KEV �v�,��(0)�B���
¾

-
∈ O0%, 0.5%, 1%, 2%, 4%, 8%, 16%Q (4.7)

 

The inverse of these values provides the equivalent values of the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR), 

which is commonly represented on a logarithmic scale in decibels as per Equation (4.8). 

 VjK`
 = 10 8ÇZ�± � 1À;<=� (4.8)

 

Figure 4-5 shows averaged spectra and spectrograms from a subset of simulated model 

responses in increasing order of noise ratios. The spectra illustrate that the noise floor is 

increasing with the noise ratio. At high noise ratios, the output noise floor almost entirely 

overcasts the system response to random excitation, as seen by the mostly missing vertical 

resonance lines in the spectrogram in Figure 4-5 c). In this case, the observable system 

response is primarily driven by the order excitation, which underlines the relevance of 

transient conditions for vibration analysis. 

a) b) c) 

Figure 4-5: Spectra and spectrograms of the model response at DOF 1X with harmonic ratios 
hrat=0.6 and noise ratios nrat of a) 0.0%; b) 0.5%; c) 16% 
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4.3 Characteristics of input and output spectra resulting from 

order excitation 

This subchapter uses data from the simulation setup to illustrate the impact of harmonic 

order excitation on the response spectrum and to discuss the end-of-order effect. The 

presented results of this subchapter form a part of a peer-reviewed journal publication [17] of 

the author of this thesis. 

 

Figure 4-6: Acceleration output spectrum of the simulated structure at node 1 (see Figure 4-1), 
X direction, harmonic ratio 0.8 

Figure 4-6 shows the linear auto-spectrum of the model’s response calculated using Welch’s 

method from the MATLAB toolbox ABRAVIBE [181]. The spectrum shows discontinuities at 

the frequencies, where individual orders end (marked with vertical red lines). They are due to 

the end-of-order effect but can be misinterpreted as the system response by common OMA 

methods and can thus lead to falsely identified modes [53]–[55]. The origin of this 

phenomenon becomes clear when visualising the spectrum and spectrogram of the input 

force in Figure 4-7. 

 

 

Figure 4-7: Force input spectrum (top) and spectrogram (bottom) of the simulated structure 
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The input orders can be regarded as an excitation by multiple simultaneous sweeps with 

different sweeping rates. The underlying individual orders with linearly increasing amplitudes 

(defined in Equation (4.2)) are visible in the input spectrum plot. A sawtooth pattern is formed 

due to the abrupt ending of the individual orders’ contribution to the excitation. This strong 

deviation from a flat input spectrum is reflected in the output spectrum in Figure 4-6. The 

greatest distortion in Figure 4-7 (top) is visible at the frequency range of the first order, which 

shows the highest amplitude slope as well as the greatest abrupt decrease at its end. This 

trend decreases with higher orders. 

This progression can be attributed to two factors: 

1. Increasing frequency bandwidths (i.e., decreasing sweeping rates) of increasing 

orders result in lower spectral amplitudes. The reason is that the FT of a sweep is 

proportional to �1 (2ô)⁄ , where 1 is the total sweep duration and ô is the frequency 

bandwidth of the sweep. This has been shown for sweeps with a linear frequency 

function and constant amplitude [182].  

2. The rows of the spectrogram in Figure 4-7 (bottom) can be considered as colour-

coded spectra of (overlapping) time blocks of the original signal. The averaging of 

these individual spectra represents Welch’s method, which estimates the overall 

spectrum shown in the top portion of Figure 4-7. When multiple orders cover a certain 

frequency range, they all contribute to the resulting average (i.e., the estimated 

spectrum amplitude) in this range. At rising frequencies, less and less orders are 

present in the excitation, leading to the smallest spectrogram amplitudes above 

210 Hz, where solely the last order is contributing to the excitation. 

 

Figure 4-8: PSD estimations for increasing number of averaged blocks with 70% overlap in 
Welch's method, red vertical lines mark the calculated end-of-order frequencies 

It was observed that higher harmonic ratios (i.e., greater order amplitudes with a steeper 

increase over rpm) produce stronger end-of-order distortions. In addition, a higher number of 

spectrum averages used in Welch's method leads to sharper end-of-order peaks as shown in 
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Figure 4-8. These distortions are still visible for lower numbers of averaged blocks but 

appear more smeared and shifted to lower frequencies compared to the calculated end-of-

order frequencies marked with red vertical lines in Figure 4-8. 

 

Figure 4-9: Individual extracted response orders 

By applying order tracking to the output signal, individual response orders can be extracted, 

which are shown in Figure 4-9. It is visible, that the individual orders are free of 

discontinuities present in Figure 4-6. This fact is utilised by the OBMA method, which 

performs OMA based on individual orders. However, this leads to multiple sets of modal 

results with overlapping frequency ranges, which can aggravate the interpretation of the 

results. 

A possible solution to this limitation as well as an approach to reduce uncorrelated noise in 

the tracked orders is to average the extracted orders into a combined signal, which is the 

foundation of the proposed AOBMA method introduced in Chapter 5. 

4.4 Accuracy of the simulation response 

This subchapter investigates the validity of the time responses obtained with the implicit 

Newmark-β integration scheme and discusses easily overseen sources of simulation errors. 

Integration methods for the time-domain solution of the dynamic equation of motion 

(Equation (3.1)) are categorised into implicit and explicit methods. Compared to explicit 

methods, implicit integration schemes are computationally more demanding per time step 

due to the required matrix decomposition to solve a coupled system of equations (Equation 

(3.15)) for the displacement at the next time step. However, implicit methods can be 

formulated for unconditional stability, which allows to run simulations with substantially larger 

(and thus fewer) time steps [183], [184]. In consequence, it is often more efficient to use 
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implicit time-integration for problems with larger timescales, while explicit solutions are 

advised for problems requiring small time intervals to resolve abrupt events and their 

nonlinearities [185]. Examples of typical applications for explicit time solvers include buckling, 

crash, and detonation setups. 

The implicit time-integration Newmark-β method was chosen as the foundation to simulate 

time responses for the presented dataset. It is characterised by high accuracy, user-

adjustable dissipation properties and configuration capability for unconditional stability [186]. 

This explains the common use of the Newmark-β method. For example, it is the default 

method for transient simulations in the commercial software packages ANSYS [187], Nastran 

[188], and Abaqus, which uses the Hilber-Hughes-Taylor (HHT) method (an extension of 

Newmark-β) by default [183]. Unconditional stability refers to the simulation time interval, 

which can be chosen arbitrarily large while still obtaining a mathematically stable solution. 

This is a desirable property of Newmark-β allowing to minimise the number of time steps 

required for a simulation run, thus reducing computing time and resource demand [183]. 

Instead, the simulation case at hand dictates the required simulation time interval Δt=1/fs,sim, 

which must be chosen sufficiently small to resolve the forcing functions and the potentially 

nonlinear system response at the highest frequency of interest fmax. 

 

Figure 4-10: Overlaid spectra of the response simulated with three different integration 
schemes at a simulation step frequency fs,sim=752Hz, leading to numerical softening with 

resonances shifted to lower frequencies; red vertical lines indicate system eigenfrequencies 
from the eigensolution 

However, it is important to note, that basing the simulated time resolution on the Nyquist 

criterion (i.e., 1 ∆0⁄ = �̂,��7 ≥ 2 7̂<J = B̂L�) is insufficient for accurate simulation results. This 

is illustrated with Figure 4-10, which is based on simulations with the Newmark-β method 

(implemented using MATLAB) and the HHT method (executed by Abaqus). The shown 

spectra are obtained from simulations with a simulation step frequency fs,sim=752Hz, which 

provides a Nyquist frequency fNyq=376Hz covering the frequency range of interest. However, 

starting from around 100Hz, the resonance peaks of all graphs in Figure 4-10 are noticeably 

shifted to lower frequencies compared to the reference eigenfrequencies, which are 

illustrated with vertical red lines. The Newmark-β method is used in two common 
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configurations, determined by the integration parameters of γ=1/2, β=1/4 (referred to as the 

constant acceleration method) and γ=1/2, β=1/6 (referred to as the linear acceleration 

method). As indicated by the names, the acceleration between simulated time steps is 

approximated to vary either linearly or have an average constant value.  

The effect of shifted frequencies results in a simulated system response that suggests a 

reduced stiffness and can thus be referred to as numerical softening. This error source can 

be easily confused with softening effects of nonlinearity [189] and/or overseen, especially in 

case of nonlinear and large system simulations, which can inhibit finer time resolution due to 

the associated computational effort. Another contributing factor is that only one previous 

study [190] and few citing publications appear to point out numerical softening. In other work, 

this simulation error is referred to as period elongation [187] or periodicity error [184] ϵpe. A 

simplified relationship (i.e. not considering the impact of damping) [184] between ϵpe and the 

simulation step frequency factor 
i�,���i��� «�g�¬  is given in Table 4-5 both for the constant 

acceleration and linear acceleration methods. 

Table 4-5: Integration parameters and characteristics of the Newmark-β configurations as the 
constant acceleration method and linear acceleration method 

Newmark-β scheme 
Integration 
parameters 

Approximate 
simulation step 
frequency factor l�,�m�l��� «��o¬ [184] 

Required simulation step 

frequency factor 
l�,�m�l���  

For elongation 
error ϵpe=1% 

For numerical 
stability, Eq. 

(4.9) 

Constant acceleration 
method γ=1/2, β=1/4 

2~�12�g� 18.14 
0 (unconditionally 
stable) 

Linear acceleration 
method γ=1/2, β=1/6 

2~�24�g� 12.83 1.81 

 

 

Figure 4-11: Period elongation error (responsible for numerical softening) as a function of 
simulation step frequency fs,sim relative to the response freqeuncy fmax  
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The equations 
i�,���i��� «�g�¬ are plotted for both configurations in Figure 4-11. For the constant 

acceleration method (γ=1/2, β=1/4), an error ϵpe≤1% is achieved with a simulation step 

frequency factor of 
i�,���i��� ≥ 18.14. This is in agreement with the ANSYS user’s guide [187], 

which recommends 20 as the minimum value. The linear approximation follows the actual 

system response closer compared to the constant acceleration method, so a smaller amount 

of numerical softening is obtained from the linear acceleration method (γ=1/2, β=1/6), which 

is also observed in Figure 4-10. On the other hand, the linear acceleration method is 

conditionally stable as described by the stability criterion in Equation (4.9). However, since 

the stability criterion of the linear acceleration method is 
i�,���i��� (� = �- , � = 1/6) ≈ 1.81 <

i�,���i��� (�g� = 1%) ≈ 12.83 , the stability will be normally simultaneously assured if the 

elongation error ϵpe is limited to 1%. 

 �̂,��77̂<J (�, �) = ~�2� − 4� (4.9)

Another factor to consider is potential numerical damping introduced by the time integration. 

Such dissipation is introduced by the Newmark-β method for values γ>1/2. Hence, the 

constant and linear acceleration method configurations are free of numerical damping. 

The HHT method improves the numerical damping characteristics of the Newmark-β method 

and introduces an additional parameter α, which is used to vary the amount of induced 

numerical damping. In Abaqus, a value of α=-0.05 is used per default for transient dynamic 

simulations [183]. The impact of numerical damping of the HHT method with α=-0.05 is 

visible in Figure 4-10 at approximately 140Hz and 170Hz, where the resonance peaks 

appear flatter compared to those of the Newmark-β method. The purpose is to improve the 

simulation accuracy at the presence of contact problems, which can introduce effects of non-

physical negative damping [154], [183]. Since the present simulation study is free of contact 

definitions, these considerations are not applicable. Moreover, any numerical damping would 

distort the system response in relation to the originally defined physical system properties 

governed by the system matrices. Therefore, it would interfere with the intended use case of 

the simulation dataset to quantify the performance of OMA methods. 

For validation, both the Newmark-β implementation as well as the HHT method with a value 

of α=0 are run at the simulation step frequency fs,sim=5kHz and plotted in Figure 4-12. In 

contrast to Figure 4-10, the spectra of both methods match in Figure 4-12 and the resonance 

peaks align with the eigenfrequencies marked with the red vertical lines. The simulation time 

resolution with fs,sim=5kHz is therefore also used as the foundation in the generated dataset. 

To reduce the generated data volume while preserving the information in the frequency 
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range of the model response, the time signals are low-pass filtered and downsampled to a 

sampling frequency of 714Hz. 

 

Figure 4-12: Overlaid spectra of the response simulated with the Newmark-β and HHT methods 
at a simulation step frequency of 5kHz; as desired, the resonance peaks match the red vertical 

lines, which indicate system eigenfrequencies from the eigensolution 

4.5 Conclusions 

This work presented the first open simulation dataset focusing on rotating machinery 

vibration during transient acceleration conditions. Three parameters were defined as 

independent variables and included in the simulation data with varied values. The varied 

operating conditions covered by the dataset contribute to its applicability to a wide range of 

rotating machinery cases. Furthermore, the presented parameters make the dataset readily 

applicable for parametric studies, evaluating the impact of individual operating conditions on 

compared signal processing or OMA methods. Since there is currently a lack of such studies 

as concluded from Subchapter 2.1 and Subchapter 2.2, this dataset provides a foundation to 

address this gap.  

Moreover, further extension of the dataset is facilitated by the provision of source code, 

which is provided with the core time response data. This facilitates the generation of 

additional simulation scenarios, which are suitable for future research questions of fellow 

researchers in this field. 

The model setup with multiple excitation orders acting in combination with random input 

forces at a single location of the structure contradicts the ideal OMA assumption of 

distributed and uncorrelated random excitations. The presented dataset therefore represents 

more challenging analysis conditions. The dataset directly targets the lack of existing open 

datasets of rotating machinery under acceleration conditions, which was identified in 

Subchapter 2.3. It has therefore the potential to contribute to further improvements in the 

domain of OMA and vibration signal processing of rotating machinery. As a simulation 

dataset with known reference values of modal parameters, it is especially suitable to act as a 

benchmark problem. 
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Subchapter 4.3 investigated the impact of order excitation, which is characteristic for rotating 

machinery at acceleration runs, on the dynamic response of the structure. This excitation 

was visualised as the underlying cause for non-physical end-of-order modes, which are 

avoided with the help of OBMA. Sources of simulation errors in terms of numerical damping 

and numerical softening were investigated and their impact on the present dataset was 

illustrated in Subchapter 4.4. This assures sufficient accuracy of the proposed dataset and 

highlights potential sources for error to members of the research and engineering 

community, so these issues can be correctly interpreted and avoided. 

The next Chapter 5 builds on the proposed dataset to develop the novel AOBMA method, 

which addresses several limitations of OBMA. The dataset is also used to perform a 

parametric comparative study involving AOBMA, OBMA, and a traditional OMA method using 

the harmonic ratio introduced in Subchapter 4.2.1. 
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5 Introduction of Averaged Order-Based Modal Analysis 

(AOBMA) and performance assessment of OMA 

methods during transient order excitation 

As concluded by the survey in Subchapter 2.2, transient acceleration or deceleration runs 

represent a relevant test condition for structures, which experience a low amount of 

broadband random excitation during operation. In these cases, orders present themselves as 

a favourable source of excitation. However, this type of excitation can result in distortions of 

the response spectrum at the ending frequencies of individual orders. These end-of-order 

distortions can introduce spurious or biased modal estimations. 

The literature review in Subchapter 2.1 identified Order-Based Modal Analysis (OBMA) as a 

promising OMA method, which was developed specifically for the transient test case and is 

not affected by end-of-order distortions. However, some downsides are associated with 

OBMA because it performs modal analysis for each relevant order individually. In addition to 

the associated analysis effort, this produces multiple sets of modal estimations with 

ambiguous results. 

This chapter introduces an extension of OBMA to address these issues and was published 

as a peer-reviewed journal paper [17] by the thesis author. The proposed method, called 

Averaged Order-Based Modal Analysis (AOBMA), applies scaling and (weighted) averaging 

to extracted orders prior to the modal estimation step. A Monte-Carlo study based on the 

simulation data presented in the previous Chapter 4 is utilised to compare the modal 

estimation performance of traditional OMA, OBMA and AOBMA. Different ratios of harmonic 

and random excitation amplitudes are simulated to gauge the impact of the excitation's 

composition. In addition, all methods are also applied to operational measurements from a 

turbofan casing during run-up. The results indicate that AOBMA produces a higher accuracy 

in the estimated modal parameters compared to OBMA. Moreover, while OMA was more 

successful in the estimation of closely spaced modes, it was surpassed by AOBMA and 

OBMA regarding the accuracy of mode shape estimations. 

5.1 Introduction and motivation 

As discussed earlier in Subchapter 3.2.2, traditional OMA methods rely on the assumption of 

uncorrelated input forces with zero mean and a flat spectrum (i.e. the characteristics of white 

noise) [4]. Deviations from this assumption can lead to false or biased modal estimations [7]–

[9], thus making results of OMA more challenging to interpret. This is not only true for rotating 

machinery at stationary operating conditions, where the input orders result in narrow-banded 
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peaks in the force spectrum but also for transient acceleration or deceleration runs, which 

produce so-called end-of-order distortions, as was shown in Subchapter 4.3. 

Most methods and studies consider the case of (approximately) stationary operation, while 

the analysis of rotating machinery at transient acceleration or deceleration operating 

conditions is a less researched field. However, in test cases where broadband forces during 

operation are too low for sufficient excitation of modes, transient runs with order excitation 

can lead to a more complete modal estimation, which was discussed in Subchapter 2.2. 

OBMA is specifically developed for measurement data from transient runs and has the 

benefit that it is free of spurious end-of-order modes, which can be falsely identified by 

common OMA methods [53]–[55]. 

Subchapter 2.2 provides a detailed survey of existing case studies of OBMA and considers 

the amount of periodic and random excitation. However, it was also found, that the potential 

impact of the force composition was not explicitly considered by existing previous studies, 

which hinders conclusions on this question. The present chapter addresses this gap by 

systematically analysing the simulation setup introduced in the previous Chapter 4, which 

features varying ratios of harmonic and random excitation amplitudes. The potential impact 

of the excitation force composition is a relevant research question since it is test case 

specific and could determine suitable data processing or analysis methods. For example, a 

single turbofan component, which is driven by an electromagnetic motor in a laboratory 

spinning test will likely experience a greater order excitation and a lower degree of 

operational random forces compared to a turbofan engine under operational and 

environmental forces in flight. 

It was also found in Subchapter 2.2, that there is limited literature, which quantifies the modal 

estimation performance of OBMA in comparison to alternative, traditional OMA methods. For 

example, just a single case study was found, which provided a comparison of mode shape 

estimations between OBMA and OMA using the Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) [59]. 

Multiple studies observed OBMA partially resulting in high overestimation errors of damping 

ratios, especially in the case of lightly damped modes [55]–[57], [59]. Since OBMA processes 

tracked orders individually, each processed order of a dynamic structure provides a separate 

set of modal estimations. These sets of results can vary notably from one order to another 

[59], increasing the effort in analysis and result interpretation. This is likely linked to an 

increased amount of noise in individual order spectra compared to averaged spectrum 

estimations, which are obtained by the Welch’s method for example. However, due to their 

transient nature, extracted order spectra cannot be averaged in the same fashion [48]. 
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This chapter addresses the stated issues and provides the following contributions: 

• The impact of the force composition (in terms of harmonic and random amplitudes) 

on modal estimation results is systematically analysed using a parametric Monte 

Carlo simulation study. 

• The modal estimation accuracy of OBMA is evaluated in terms of deviations from 

simulation reference parameters as well as in comparison to a traditional OMA 

method using operational test measurements. 

• A novel method and extension of OBMA, the Averaged Order-based Modal Analysis 

(AOBMA), is introduced, aiming to address the issue of separate result sets with 

partially great estimation error differences. 

• For validation and performance assessment, AOBMA is applied alongside OBMA and 

a reference OMA method to response data from simulation data as well as 

operational data of a turbofan casing during acceleration. 

Following this introduction, this chapter is structured as follows. Subchapter 5.2 gives an 

overview of the compared modal analysis methods, which is followed up by the theory and 

implementation details of the novel AOBMA method. Next, the test setups for the used 

simulation and operational data are presented along with the analysis methodology for 

validation and performance assessment of the compared modal estimation methods in 

Subchapter 5.3. Subchapter 5.4 covers the results from the parametric simulation study and 

the operational test measurements. Finally, conclusions and suggestions for future work are 

given in Subchapter 5.5. 

5.2 Overview and development of relevant theory 

In the first following subchapter, an overview and the relation of each of the compared OMA 

methods is given. Subsequently, the theory and implementation details of AOBMA are 

covered. 

5.2.1 Overview of compared OMA methods 

As the foundational OMA method, the Alias-Free Polyreference (AFPoly) method [191] is 

used in this study. This frequency-domain modal estimation method is implemented in the 

software MEscope. Both AFPoly and pLSCF [192] are based on the orthogonal Rational 

Fraction Polynomial (RFP) method [193]. In comparison to RFP, AFPoly introduces a 

generalized companion matrix, which resolves the issue of ill-conditioning of modal models 

with high polynomial orders. Since the method operates in the Laplace domain, it has the 

benefit that the impact (i.e., aliasing) of out-of-band modes is avoided, resulting in less 

computational modes and clearer stabilisation diagrams. This is in contrast to other common 

OMA methods, which operate in the discrete-time domain or z-domain, including the 
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(polyreference) Least Squares Complex Exponential (pLSCE) and Complex Frequency 

(pLSCF) methods [191], [194]. The flipside of this advantage is the potential limitation from 

numerical ill-conditioning at wide frequency ranges and model orders as discussed in 

Appendix B.3.1. The AFPoly method is used hereafter in three configurations: 

1. Cross-spectra-based Operational Modal Analysis (OMA) 

2. Order-Based Modal Analysis (OBMA) 

3. Averaged Order-Based Modal Analysis (AOBMA) 

 

Figure 5-1: Processing steps of the compared methods OMA, OBMA and AOBMA 

Each method is introduced further below and the relation between the methods is visualised 

in Figure 5-1. 

In a classical OMA application, Cross Spectral Densities (CSD) are calculated from the 

DOFs’ acceleration responses with Welch’s method and are used as the inputs to the OMA 

method. As a common OMA procedure, this approach is simply denoted “OMA” in the 

following and acts as the reference method for this study. 

For OBMA, individual order functions are extracted from the acceleration response at each 

DOF by order tracking. The requirements are that a tacho signal is available to provide the 

rotations per minute (rpm) and that an acceleration or deceleration run of the operating 

machine is measured, where the extracted orders cover a desired frequency range for later 

analysis. For the present paper, order tracking is performed using resampling to the angle-

domain (AD). This method was compared with other order tracking algorithms for the specific 

use with OBMA before and provided satisfying results [34], [115]. For more constrained test 

conditions, e.g., with the presence of crossing orders, alternative methods are available, 

including the Time Variant Discrete Fourier Transform (TVDFT) and Vold-Kalman (VK) order 

tracking. In the AD method, angular resampling of the original time-domain data provides 

order-synchronous signals. Afterwards, the FT is applied to obtain order-domain spectra, 

which are assembled into an order-rpm spectrogram. In this spectrogram, each row 

represents an order as a function of rpm, so the orders of interests are easily extracted. A 
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frequency-domain response is estimated by converting the rpm axis values to the 

instantaneous frequencies of the 8-th order using the relationship in Equation (3.25), which is 

repeated below for convenience. Finally, each of the extracted orders is processed by a 

modal estimation algorithm individually, resulting in a set of estimated modal parameters per 

order. 

 5̂ = (8 Èï9) 60⁄   

AOBMA is based on the same steps as OBMA with the addition that the extracted orders are 

averaged into a single spectrum before applying modal estimation. To avoid discontinuities 

between orders without splitting the extracted orders to smaller sections (more on this in 

Subchapter 5.2.2), the averaged orders should have similar magnitudes across their 

combined frequency range. Since the order amplitudes generally are not similar, the orders 

are first scaled by calculating the relative amplitude differences between subsequent orders. 

These difference functions are then used to detrend individual orders to a common level 

before a (weighted) averaging of the orders is applied. AOBMA is explained in more detail in 

the following Subchapter 5.2.2. 

5.2.2 Order scaling and averaging in the AOBMA method 

This subchapter sets the theoretical foundation for the introduced AOBMA method. To 

supplement the theoretical descriptions, the subsequent Subchapter 5.2.3 illustrates and 

discusses the application steps of the proposed method in practice based on simulated run-

up response data from Chapter 4.  

Figure 5-2 gives an overview of the processing steps and illustrates the data flow of AOBMA 

with references to the corresponding equations, which are presented in the course of this 

subchapter.  

Order averaging is not possible in a straightforward manner. Since the orders cover different 

frequency ranges and generally have different amplitudes, an average without further 

processing would suffer from similar discontinuities as the original output spectrum (see 

Figure 4-6). Previously, this issue has been addressed by subdividing the orders into 

frequency sections, where no contributing order begins or ends [54]. The downside of this 

approach is that either certain orders must be excluded from the averaging, or the resulting 

sections would become impracticably small for modal analysis. As an alternative, the present 

work introduces an order scaling step prior to averaging, as described below. This allows 

averaging of all selected orders over their combined frequency range. 
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Figure 5-2: Procedural diagram of AOBMA; additional steps covered in Subchapter 5.2.3: *1 prior to Eq. (5.7), interpolation of tracked orders to common 
frequency values; *2 prior to Eq. (5.9), smoothing (e.g. moving average) due to order spectrum distortions 
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A tracked response order of a structure can be represented as a complex function of the 

excitation order frequency. This function is an estimate of the system response spectrum to 

an individual excitation order at a specific measurement location or DOF. For an order 8, 
these response spectra can be constructed into an (N×N) spectral matrix �VLL,5�, where the 

diagonal entries represent the auto-spectra of individual DOFs and the off-diagonal entries 

are the cross-spectra between DOFs. 

By considering the relation between the frequency-domain force input and response output 

of the structure, which is given by the FRF matrix @H C, the relation between input and output 

spectrum matrices is obtained as discussed in Subchapter 3.2 with Equation (3.24). This 

relation can be applied to order spectra, providing Equation (5.1). 

 �VLL,5(^)� = @H(^)C∗�VJJ,5(^)�@H(^)C�, (5.1)

where �VLL,5�  is the spectral response matrix due to the excitation of a single order 8 
described by the spectral input matrix �VJJ,5�. 
The rotating input force of an order acts as a sinusoidal signal with a 90° (i.e., π/2) phase 

shift between the DOFs in X and Y directions. The Fourier transform of these order 

waveforms can be represented by complex functions (where , = √−1 is the imaginary unit) in 

the frequency domain (with magnitude Ý5(^) and phase Ê5(^) over frequency ^) as shown in 

Equation (5.2) and in Equation (5.3) for the X and Y direction, respectively.  

 NJJ,5(ì) (^) = Ý5(^)�¹«ÁÃ(i)¬ 
NJJ,5(�) (^) = Ý5(^)�¹�ÁÃ(i)Wº-� 

(5.2)

 (5.3)

Auto and cross spectra are calculated as the Fourier transform of the auto and cross 

correlation functions or from the spectra of the analysed signals [195], [196]. Equation (5.4) 

shows the auto power spectra and Equation (5.5) shows the cross power spectra for the 

spectrum functions given in Equation (5.2) and Equation (5.3). 

 NJJ,5(ì) NJJ,5(ì) ∗ = Ý5�¹ÁÃÝ5��¹ÁÃ = Ý5-;       NJJ,5(�) NJJ,5(�) ∗ = Ý5�¹�ÁÃWº-�Ý5��¹�ÁÃWº-� = Ý5- 
NJJ,5(�) NJJ,5(ì) ∗ = Ý5-�¹�ÁÃWº-�ÁÃ� = Ý5-�¹º-;       NJJ,5(ì) NJJ,5(�) ∗ = Ý5-�¹�ÁÃ�ÁÃ�º-� = Ý5-�¹��º-� 

(5.4)

 (5.5)

In case of the simulated model from Chapter 4, this force is applied to the central node 9, 

which represents the shaft location (Figure 4-1). Assuming that the order input DOFs occupy 

the first 2 diagonal entries of �VJJ,5�, it can thus be written as shown in Equation (5.6), where 

the remaining entries are zeros, since no input loads are applied to other DOFs. 
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 �VJJ,5(^)� = Ý5-(^) ⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎡ 1 �¹º- 0 …�¹��º-� 1 0 …0 0 0 …⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎤ = Ý5-(^)@VJJ(^)C (5.6)

 

The function Ý5-(^)  represents the power spectrum amplitude, which determines the 

frequency range covered by order 8 and the frequency-dependence, e.g., due to the linear 

amplitude increase like in the presented simulation. 

Both the non-flat input spectrum and the correlated excitation in X and Y directions 

(manifested in the off-diagonal terms of �VJJ,5� in Equation (5.6)) oppose the assumption of 

uncorrelated white noise in common OMA theory. The impact of these characteristics of 

order excitation on the output spectrum with respect to the modal model has been derived in 

previous studies [53], [58], [59] and was covered in Subchapter 3.2.5. It is shown that a 

frequency-dependent proportionality term is introduced in the output and specific 

components of the modal model (namely the participation factors and upper and lower 

residuals) become complex. From that, it is concluded and demonstrated that modal 

identification methods, which estimate a common denominator (i.e. characteristic) polynomial 

(in contrast to partial fraction estimators), are suited for modal estimation from this type of 

output spectra [55], [92]. 

Under the assumption that subsequent excitation orders have a similar force distribution 

described by @VJJC , the main difference between the orders lies in the power spectrum 

amplitudes Ý5-(^). The description of �VJJ,5� in Equation (5.6) can be substituted into Equation 

(5.1). Considering the elements of matrix �VLL,5�, it becomes clear that the ratio of output 

spectra between subsequent orders 8 is driven by the relative difference between the input 

force amplitudes Ý5-(^) of subsequent orders: 

 
NLL,5(²,7)(^)NLL,5W�(²,7) (^) = Ý5-(^)Ý5W�- (^) = 25,5W�(^) (5.7)

 

Where NLL,5(²,7) denotes the element of the output spectrum matrix �VLL,5� of order 8 at row À  
and column 9 . Thus, the relative amplitude difference 25,5W�  can be estimated from the 

response spectrum at any DOF, provided that the response is present in the measurement 

locations, i.e., is not affected by a modal node in the frequency of interest. As shown by 

Equation (5.7), the resulting ratio function 25,5W� is theoretically independent from the specific 

DOF or the element (À, 9) of the output spectrum matrix. However, in practice the result will 

be influenced by errors due to measurements at nodal positions, nonlinear responses, 

measurement or processing methods and the associated noise. 
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It is possible to reduce the uncorrelated errors and noise in 25,5W� by calculating its values 

from different DOFs or elements (n,m ) of the output spectrum matrix. Subsequent averaging 

of the individual estimates for 25,5W� provides the averaged estimation 2̅5,5W�: 

 2̅5,5W�(^) = 1j � Ä1j � NLL,5(²,7)(^)NLL,5W�(²,7) (^)
B

7�� ÆB
²��  (5.8)

 

The averaged difference function 2̅5,5W�  between subsequent orders can then be used to 

eliminate the magnitude differences, which are due to different input order amplitudes Ý5 
between those orders. This aligns the magnitudes of the output orders to facilitate 

subsequent order averaging. 

To apply the presented method beyond the common (i.e. intersecting) frequency range of all 

orders, the edge values of the difference functions 2̅5,5W� in Equation (5.8) are extended to 

cover the full frequency range of order 8 . This ensures that the final averaged spectrum 

covers a frequency range, which is a union (and not just an intersection) of the individual 

orders’ frequency ranges. This is a benefit of AOBMA compared to OBMA, where the 

spectral content is divided into several orders with different, partially overlapping frequency 

ranges. 

A difference function can be computed between arbitrary orders 8 and Ç > 8 by multiplying 

the difference functions of intermediate orders: 

 2̅5,h(^) = " 2̅�,�W�(^)h��
��5  (5.9)

 

The highest order o is selected as the reference to calculate scaling factors for the remaining 

orders according to Equation (5.9). At every frequency value f, spectrum values of the order 8 
are divided by the difference ratio values 2̅5,5W� as per Equation (5.10). This results in spectra 

of order 8 with magnitudes scaled to the input order amplitude ao of the reference order o. 

 12̅5,h(^) �VLL,5(^)� = �VLL,5(^)�<Ã�<� (5.10)

 

Finally, the scaled orders 8 …o are averaged over common frequencies f: 
 �VL̅L(^)� = 1Ç − 8 + 1 ��VLL,�(^)�<��<�

h
��5  (5.11)

 

For simplicity, Equation (5.11) shows an average of the orders with equal weighting. 

Alternatively, a weighted average can be applied to emphasize the influence of the most 

significant orders. In the present work, a frequency-dependent weighted averaging of orders 

based on the original (unscaled) order magnitudes was implemented to favour orders with 
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higher energy content at individual frequency values. This addresses the issue that the 

quality of results from OBMA depends noticeably on the chosen order as observed in [59]. 

The approach also extends a previous work [54], where significant orders were chosen for 

OBMA without further consideration of frequency-dependence. This is relevant in the sense 

that a certain order might be suitable for a certain frequency range, while modal identification 

in a different frequency area might benefit from a different order. 

Because a higher frequency modulation rate increases distortions of obtained order spectra 

[25,26] (further discussed and illustrated in the following subchapter with Figure 5-6), it can 

be reasonable to assign a greater weight to lower orders. This can be done explicitly, e.g., by 

taking the inverse of the order number as the weighting factor for the corresponding order 

spectrum. However, the mentioned magnitude-weighting accomplishes that implicitly 

because order input forces typically increase as a function of rpm while the rate of frequency 

progression is order-dependent as shown in Equation (3.25). That is, lower orders have a 

higher rate of increasing magnitude over their order frequency compared to higher orders. 

5.2.3 Implementation and application of AOBMA 

While the last subchapter serves as a theoretical description, the paragraphs below focus on 

aspects of the practical implementation of AOBMA, such as the presence of discretely 

sampled data. This subchapter also illustrates the methods’ application using the same 

simulated response data, which was presented earlier in Chapter 4. 

Since orders are extracted as a function of rpm or time, the first step is to interpolate the 

orders to common frequency values. Let P5  be such set of discrete frequencies 5̂,�  with 

samples i of order 8  after the interpolation. The overlapping frequency range P5∩5W�  

of two subsequent output order functions, ß5,� and ß5W�,�, is determined as P5∩5W� = (P5 ∩ P5W�). 
Next, relative difference functions 25,5W�  of the orders’ magnitudes are calculated for all 

5̂∩5W�,� = P5∩5W� according to Equation (5.7) for each channel individually. A noise reduction 

can be achieved by averaging the resulting difference functions for each subsequent order 

across all channels as per Equation (5.8). 

If the lower order 8 covers frequencies outside the frequencies of the higher order 8 + 1, i.e., if P5\P5W� ≠ ∅ (where \ denotes the relative complement in set theory), values at the edges of 25 
are extended to cover the full frequency range P5 of order 8. 
Figure 5-3 shows the averaged difference functions 2̅5,5W� between all subsequent orders of a 

simulation run (using harmonic ratio 0.8, Equation (4.1)). The left part of the illustration is 

based on orders extracted from the acceleration response of the structure. For validation, the 

right section provides scaling functions, which are determined from input force orders 

directly. Recall that the goal is to determine (and afterwards to reduce) the magnitude trend 
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difference between response orders due to different amplitudes of input orders. Order 

difference functions (Figure 5-3, left), which were determined from the tracked response 

orders follow the overall progression of the true difference functions (Figure 5-3, right) of the 

inputs. This underlines that these input force differences in fact can be estimated from the 

response signal. 

However, noticeable deviations occur at resonant frequencies of the structure and are visible 

as spikes (Figure 5-3, left). These spikes are explained by distortions in the response order 

spectra at resonance peaks [177], [178], shown in Figure 5-6. They occur when relating the 

instantaneous sweeping excitation frequency to the response frequency and depend on the 

sweep rate of the excitation [179]. The averaging of order scaling functions across different 

channels does not alleviate these distortions as they are present across different channels. 

However, uncorrelated noise is reduced, which is visible in the output order difference 

functions (Figure 5-3, left), where averaging across all 18 channels is used. In contrast to 

that, the plots of the input order difference functions (Figure 5-3, right) are based on an 

average of just 2 signals (from order excitations in X and Y direction) and thus show greater 

noise. 

Figure 5-3: Averaged difference functions of subsequent orders based on order output 
acceleration (left) and order input force (right) 

Afterwards, a moving average is applied to the scaling functions 2̅5,5W�. This ensures that 1) 

the noise in the difference functions is further reduced while preserving the estimated 

difference trend and 2) the sharp peaks in Figure 5-3 (left) due to the mentioned resonance 

distortions are alleviated. Alternatively, a fitting function can be determined for 2̅5,5W�, e.g., 

from polynomial fit by employing the LS method. The resulting estimated trend function is 

denoted 2$5,5W�.  
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Figure 5-4: Trend functions from each order l to the highest order o=8 

To find the direct trend relation between each order to the highest present order, the 

subsequent order difference functions of higher orders are multiplied as explained by 

Equation (5.9). For example, the scaling of order 8 = 4 to order Ç = 8 is determined as 2$Û,% =2$Û,&2$&,'2$',(2$(,%. Figure 5-4 shows the resulting trend difference estimations from each order 

to the highest tracked order. 

According to Equation (5.10), the estimated trend differences 2$5,h  are used to scale the 

magnitude of each order |ß5| to the common magnitude level of the highest order |ßh|. Figure 

5-5 shows the individual orders in their original (unscaled) and resulting scaled form. It is 

visible that the magnitudes of the scaled orders (plotted as bold lines) align well to the 

highest order. 

 

Figure 5-5: Individual order magnitudes before scaling (light lines) and after scaling (bold lines) 
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Zooming into the first resonance peak in Figure 5-6 shows that small-scale differences 

between orders are preserved while the magnitude level alignment is ensured along the 

whole frequency range.  

 

Figure 5-6: Individual order magnitudes before scaling (light lines) and after scaling (bold lines) 
around the first resonance 

The distortion impact of higher orders on the resonance spectrum is visible in Figure 5-6. 

Detailed discussions on this phenomenon can be found in [177], [178]. The effect is 

especially pronounced on lightly damped modes, which is also the case here. With greater 

excitation sweep rates (i.e., higher orders), two effects are observed:  

1. The resonance peak is shifted to the sweeping direction, which can lead to an 

overestimation of eigenfrequencies in case of a positive sweep rate as in the present 

simulation. Vice versa, a negative sweep rate (i.e., decreasing excitation frequency 

over time) would promote an underestimation of eigenfrequencies. 

2. The resonance peak becomes flatter, which produces an overestimation of the modal 

damping. 

 

Figure 5-7: Resulting response signal after order scaling and averaging with AOBMA 
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Finally, the orders can be averaged into the result shown in Figure 5-7 using Equation (5.10). 

In contrast to the overall response spectrum in Figure 4-6, the resulting average does not 

show discontinuities at the ending frequencies of orders. In comparison to the individual 

orders in Figure 4-9, the averaged magnitude is aligned to a common level and the phase 

signal shows less noise. Furthermore, the partial frequency ranges of individual orders are 

combined into a single spectrum signal covering their full combined frequency range. 

The present study focuses on the dynamic response of a stationary structure, which is 

subjected to periodic excitation by a contiguous rotating structure, like a fan or disc 

assembly. It should be noted that this rotating structure itself can exhibit rpm-dependent 

eigenfrequencies due to gyroscopic effects [197]. On the stationary structure, these 

resonances would thus emerge as an excitation with rpm-dependent amplitude and become 

part of the measured response of the combined system. The order spectra are associated 

with the individual order frequencies, which differ from the rpm by the factor 8 (see Equation 

(3.25)). This means that the measured response peak arising from an rpm-dependent 

eigenfrequency of the rotating structure would occur at different frequencies for different 

tracked orders. This has to be considered during the smoothing (e.g., by a suitable moving 

average window size), so that the sharp distortions shown in Figure 5-3 (left) are removed 

while amplitude changes due to rpm-dependent eigenfrequencies are preserved in the 

difference functions. Otherwise, there is a risk that a single rpm-dependent mode contributes 

to the averaged signal with multiple peaks at different frequencies. Besides that, when each 

order is scaled to the highest order in AOBMA (Equation (5.10)), the resulting averaged order 

spectrum will correspond to this highest reference order in terms of the rpm-dependent 

eigenfrequencies. While the present study does not further consider the influence of rpm-

dependent eigenfrequencies, such conditions can be assessed further in the future with a 

dataset, which incorporates gyroscopic effects. 

5.3 Methodology 

Acceleration response data from the simulation model from Chapter 4 are used for a 

parametric comparison study in this work. In addition, operational measurements of a 

turbofan casing during acceleration are used. The purpose is to validate the novel AOBMA 

method and to compare the modal estimation performance of OMA, OBMA and AOBMA. 

Both datasets are introduced in the following subchapters together with the used analysis 

methodology. 

5.3.1 Parametric simulation study 

The simulation model and dataset developed in Chapter 4 is used as the foundation for the 

parametric study. The dataset is extended by repeated simulation runs with randomly 

sampled input force to perform a Monte Carlo analysis. For this purpose, each distinct 
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harmonic ratio hrat<1 (see Equation (4.1)) is simulated with 30 runs each to determine the 

means and confidence intervals of estimated modal parameters. The harmonic ratio hrat=1 is 

simulated by a single run due to the deterministic nature of the purely harmonic order 

excitation. Since the harmonic ratio of hrat=0 is free of orders, no order tracking and 

subsequent modal analysis by order-based methods (OBMA and AOBMA) is performed for 

this parameter value. Therefore, the resulting Monte Carlo parametric simulation study 

features a total of 121 simulation runs. 

All compared modal estimation methods (OMA, OBMA and AOBMA) were first applied to a 

small subset of randomly selected simulation runs to determine a suitable range of common 

stabilisation criteria for modal identification. Within the determined range of stabilisation 

criteria, 4 different combinations of frequency and damping tolerances were then used in a 

batch analysis of all simulation runs to estimate the potential impact of the stabilisation 

criteria on the obtained results. The modal parameter results from the 3 estimation methods 

were then stored for a subsequent comparison with the reference results (i.e., 

eigenfrequencies, damping ratios and mode shapes) from the simulation. The main trends 

and observations remained consistent within the range of tested stabilisation criteria. A final 

representative set of stabilisation criteria is used for the presented results and is given in 

Table 5-1. 

Table 5-1: Stabilisation criteria for modal identification 

Stabilisation criterion Used value, (tested range) 

Frequency tolerance (Hz) 0.2 (0.2…0.3) 

Damping ratio tolerance (%) 1.5 (0.5…2) 

Maximum model order 25 

Minimum number of stable poles within the frequency and 
damping tolerances 4 

 

The MACX and MACXP are used in the comparative analysis of modal estimation results, 

since these metrics extend the MAC to applications with complex modes as explained in 

Subchapter 3.2.3. The MACXP is utilised to match estimated modes to reference modes. 

First, a matrix of MACXP values is constructed between the numerical reference modal 

parameters and the modal estimation set from a simulation run. This step is analogous to the 

construction of the more common MAC matrix. In contrast to the MAC value, however, the 

MACXP is less sensitive to mode shape complexity and also considers eigenfrequencies and 

damping ratios of the compared modes (see Subchapter 3.2.3). Higher values of the 

resulting MACXP matrix indicate matching modes, which are then compared further. 

Additionally, tolerances of the relative estimation errors are introduced as matching criteria. 

In the present case, the estimated eigenfrequency fest (quantified by the relative error) and 

mode shape (quantified by the MACX) of the estimation must stay within the tolerances 
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specified by Table 5-2 to be considered a matched mode. These values were chosen to 

exclude outliers from the comparison and declutter the comparison plots. Estimations, that 

do not meet these tolerances are defined as unmatched modes and can occur due to noise, 

end-of-order modes, or numerical spurious modes. 

Table 5-2: Tolerance criteria for matched mode estimations 

Tolerance quantity Lower bound (incl.) Upper bound (incl.) 

Relative eigenfrequency error (fest - fref)/fref -1% 1% 

MACX (Equation (3.28)) 0.6 1 

 

Estimation results from the individual methods, OBMA, AOBMA and OMA are compared in 

Subchapter 5.4. 

5.3.2 Operational run-up of a turbofan casing 

To validate the presented AOBMA method in a real-world test 

case, it is also applied to operational vibration data of a 

mechanical spinning test. The estimation results are then 

compared to outputs from OMA and OBMA. 

The used mechanical test rig hosts a fan/casing assembly of 

a commercial turbofan engine. The measurements were 

conducted at the mechanical testing facilities of Rolls-Royce 

Deutschland Ltd., and the resulting dataset was kindly 

provided for the purpose of the presented analysis. The fan is 

driven directly by an electromagnetic motor. Due to the lack of combustion and 

environmental forces, an increased contribution of harmonic order input is expected in 

relation to random excitation amplitudes. The fan casing is instrumented with accelerometers 

at 12 positions illustrated in Figure 5-8. One triaxial accelerometer is used at position 4. The 

remaining positions host 11 uniaxial accelerometers oriented in the normal direction of the 

cylindrical surface area of the casing. Hence, a total of 14 accelerometer data channels is 

recorded. In addition, the rotation speed is acquired from a pulse signal reading. The 

measurement signals are sampled at a frequency of 65 kHz but low-pass filtered and 

downsampled to achieve a lower Nyquist frequency of interest. Such a high sampling 

frequency is used as standard practice in the test facility, which conducted the measurement 

campaign to provide leeway in the acquired bandwidth against potential contingencies during 

the test. The analysed measurement data covers a run-up of the fan with the lowest 

acceleration rate provided by the fan speed control unit, resulting in a measurement duration 

of 190s. 

 
Figure 5-8: Positions of 
accelerometers at the 

instrumented fan casing 
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In contrast to the simulation-based analysis from the previous subchapter, true reference 

modal parameters of the real tested structure are unknown. Therefore, modal estimation 

results from traditional OMA are used as the baseline to compare and validate results from 

OBMA and AOBMA. The same procedure as described in the previous subchapter is used to 

find matching modes for the comparison of their estimated parameters by different methods. 

5.4 Results and discussion 

The first subchapter below uses data of the parametric simulation study (Subchapter 5.3.1) 

to compare the estimation accuracy of OMA, OBMA and AOBMA while considering the 

potential impact of the harmonic ratio. Afterwards, the three methods are applied to 

operational measurements of the test setup presented in Subchapter 5.3.2. 

5.4.1 Comparative performance assessment of OMA, OBMA and 

AOBMA 

In the following, OMA, OBMA and AOBMA are first applied to the maximum frequency range 

available to each method. Afterwards, the results of an additional approach based on 

averaging of OBMA results in post-processing are introduced and discussed. Finally, OBMA 

and AOBMA are applied to a common, narrowed analysis bandwidth (covering modes 3-4 

only) to isolate the impact of the analysis band on the estimation performance. 

Only orders 8 ∈ O1,3,5,8Q of the simulation are used for the following OBMA results and the 

specific source order is specified in brackets as OBMA(8). This reduced set of orders is used 

to support conciseness of the following plots and discussions. The included orders are 

selected to be spread approximately equal across the range of all orders. All 8 excitation 

orders are simulated with the same amplitude function over rpm or time (Equation (4.2)), so 

there is no inherent preference of the picked orders of the subset and their individual 

differences are limited to the sweep rates and covered frequency ranges. The same reduced 

set of 4 orders is also processed within the presented AOBMA results below to ensure better 

comparability.  

Modal estimations over the maximum frequency range of each method 

In this section, the maximum frequency range of each method is used for modal analysis. For 

OMA, an analysis band from 0Hz to 270Hz is chosen to cover all eigenfrequencies (Table 

4-2). The full frequency bands of individual orders, determined by Equations (4.3) and (4.4), 

are used for OBMA. Consequently, their combined frequency ranges provide the used 

analysis band of 5Hz to 240Hz for AOBMA. 

Figure 5-9 shows for each mode (on the horizontal axis) the count of simulation runs (on the 

vertical axis), where this mode was matched according to the criteria from Table 5-2. Since 

there are 30 simulation runs per discrete harmonic ratio below 1.0, the maximum number of 
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matches per mode and harmonic ratio is 30. An exception is the purely harmonic (and thus 

deterministic) excitation with a harmonic ratio of 1.0, where only 1 simulation run was 

performed. Focusing on OBMA(8), it is evident that the range of matched reference modes on 

the horizontal axis increases if a higher order 8 is used. This is simply due to the increasing 

frequency range, which is covered by higher orders. 

 

Figure 5-9: Count of simulation runs with a matched estimation of the reference mode. For 
OBMA results, the individual source orders (1, 3, 5, 8) are specified in brackets. 

Within individual methods, the overlaid plots of harmonic ratios are mostly consistent, except 

for certain modes that are more challenging to identify. This is the case for reference modes 

number 3 and 4, which have close eigenfrequencies with a difference below 0.5Hz (Table 

4-2). OBMA(1) and OMA achieve the highest number of matches for these modes. The 

difference between the results of OBMA(1) and OBMA(3) is likely due to the increased 

distortion of the spectrum of order 3 compared to order 1 (Figure 5-6). OBMA(1) results in a 

substantially higher number of matched estimations of mode 3 compared to AOBMA. 

Whether this is due to the smaller frequency range of OBMA(1) or a potential impact of order 

averaging by AOBMA will be evaluated in the last section of this Subchapter 5.4.1. 

Another clear dip in the number of matches appears in OBMA(8) at mode number 10 and is 

also reflected in AOBMA. However, this dip is limited to a low harmonic ratio of 0.2. OMA 

identifies this mode only once in the 121 simulation runs. Between modes 5-12, the proposed 

AOBMA method is free of gaps in contrast to OMA and shows a less pronounced dip 

compared to OBMA, which can be attributed to a noise reduction by averaging of orders. 

Modes 13 and up are not identified by OMA either. A reason might be the increased damping 
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ratios of these modes in combination with the end-of-order effect, which produces small-

scale distortions of the spectrum as shown in Figure 4-6. AOBMA and OBMA(8) are able to 

identify these higher modes, albeit with a trend that higher harmonic ratios lead to a greater 

number of matches.  

None of the methods successfully matched mode 18. The reason is that the maximum 

frequency of the highest order 8 (240Hz) is very close to this mode’s eigenfrequency 

(239.84Hz). This mode is therefore not sufficiently covered by the frequency range of 

OBMA(8) and AOBMA. While this restriction does not apply to OMA, it is not able to identify 

this mode either, likely due to the substantial end-of-order distortion of the spectrum at this 

frequency, which is visible in Figure 4-6. 

The results can be summarised with Figure 5-10 (left), which shows how many different 

modes from a single simulation run have been matched on average. Each data point 

represents the mean value of 30 simulation runs (for harmonic ratios below 1.0). The vertical 

error bars extending from the data points visualise 95% confidence intervals around the 

mean. 

 
Figure 5-10: Average count of matched (left) and unmatched (right) modes per single 

simulation run 

It is visible that OBMA(8) and AOBMA benefit from higher harmonic ratios while OMA is 

mostly unaffected. However, even at low harmonic ratios of 0.2 and 0.4, the number of 

modes matched with AOBMA approaches the number of modes matched with OMA. Overall, 

the proposed AOBMA method provides the greatest number of matched modes. That is, 

AOBMA correctly identified between 11.9 to 13 modes on average at high harmonic ratios of 

0.8 and 1.0, while OBMA(8) detected averages between 9.5 to 12 of matched modes and 

OMA detected 9 modes at the same conditions.   

For completeness, Figure 5-10 (right) also shows the count of unmatched modes, which 

exceed the tolerances from Table 5-2. Only a minor impact of the harmonic ratio is visible: 

the low harmonic ratio of 0.2 results in slightly elevated unmatched count values, especially 

in OBMA(8) and AOBMA. Unmatched count values of the harmonic ratio 1.0 follow the 

overall trend more coarsely because each plotted point is based on a single sample (i.e., 
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simulation run). In contrast to that, data points of other harmonic ratios are based on 30 

samples, resulting in more representative average values. OBMA(1) shows the highest 

amount of unmatched modes compared to OBMA results of higher orders because order 1 

covers the smallest frequency range and the modal model is overfitting resulting in spurious 

mode estimations. The dip of the number of unmatched modes in OBMA(8) is also explained 

by the frequency range of order 8, which starts at 40Hz and thus omits the challenging 

modes 3-4, as seen in Figure 5-9. Finally, AOBMA and OMA show similar counts of 

unmatched modes in Figure 5-10 (right) despite more matched modes in favour of AOBMA in 

Figure 5-10 (left). 

Next, the accuracy of the methods regarding individual estimated modal parameters of the 

matched modes is compared.  

 

Figure 5-11: Relative eigenfrequency errors (fest - fref)/fref of matched mode estimations by 
different methods for individual harmonic ratios, where fest and fref are the estimated and 

reference eigenfrequencies, respectively 

Figure 5-11 shows the relative errors of estimated eigenfrequencies. Considering the error 

tolerance of ±1% (Table 5-2) and the consistency of the results in Figure 5-11 (with limited 

outliers), the accuracy of estimated eigenfrequencies in this simulation study is high across 

all methods. An impact of the harmonic ratio is visible in the form of more accurate 

estimations with increasing harmonic ratios in order-based methods. For example, this is the 

case for the mode 4 of OBMA(3), modes 14-16 of OBMA(8) and AOBMA. A stronger impact 

of harmonic ratios was observed and discussed in the previous results of Figure 5-9 and 

Figure 5-10. In contrast to that, the overall impact on the estimation accuracy of modal 
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parameters is minor since the graphs of different harmonic ratios mostly overlap for all modal 

estimation methods. 

Therefore, hereafter, results of individual harmonic ratios are averaged into single plots to 

increase conciseness and facilitate the comparison of the methods by overlaying their plots. 

Figure 5-12 combines the eigenfrequency results from Figure 5-11 in such way. 

 

Figure 5-12: Relative eigenfrequency errors 
of matched mode estimations by different 

methods (for the legend refer to Figure 
5-13) 

Figure 5-13: Relative damping ratio errors (ξest - ξref)/ξref of matched mode estimations by different 
methods, where ξest and ξref are the estimated and 

reference damping ratios, respectively 

In Figure 5-12, the result of averaging with the proposed AOBMA method is visible. Aside 

from mode 3, which is also based on much fewer AOBMA estimation samples (Figure 5-9), 

AOBMA produces more consistent results compared to OBMA and mitigates increased error 

values of OBMA(8) at modes 6-7. Eigenfrequencies of lower, lightly damped modes are 

overestimated by the order-based methods OBMA and AOBMA due to the distortion effect 

described with Figure 5-6. 

The same effect is also responsible for the large overestimation of damping ratios (with 

differences up to approximately 200%) by OBMA, which are shown in Figure 5-13. It is 

visible that higher orders produce greater overestimations compared to lower orders used 

within OBMA, which is in conjunction with earlier observations from Figure 5-6. AOBMA 

reduces these error deflections and delivers more consistent results compared to individual 

OBMA outputs because the negative impact of higher orders is mitigated by spectrum 

averaging with lower orders carrying less distortions. This is additionally reinforced by a 

weighted averaging in AOBMA, which implicitly favours the contribution of lower orders as 

noted in the ending paragraphs of Subchapter 5.2.2. As a result, the accuracy of 

eigenfrequency and damping ratio estimations by AOBMA approaches the results from OMA, 

which is not affected by the order spectrum distortion effect. 

Comparing the mean absolute values of relative eigenfrequency errors (Figure 5-12) across 

modes, OMA has the lowest value of 0.0013 compared to AOBMA with 0.0016, which is 

similar to the value of 0.0017 provided by OBMA(8) in the common range of identified modes 

5-12. The same comparison regarding damping ratios (Figure 5-13) across modes 5-12 
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gives lowest mean absolute relative errors of 0.02 in favour of OMA, closely followed by 

AOBMA with 0.03 and OBMA(8) with a notably higher value of 0.32. 

Table 5-3: Mode shape deflections from modes 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 – numerical reference and 
estimations by OMA and AOBMA at harmonic ratio 0.8 

Mode Reference OMA AOBMA 

3 

   

5 

   

7 

   
9 

   
11 
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Table 5-3 shows the mode shape deflections of the structure, determined from the numerical 

reference calculation, and from the estimations by OMA and by AOBMA. To aid conciseness, 

every second estimated mode, which is determined by both methods, is included. For a 

condensed and quantified comparison of all estimated modes, the estimation performance of 

mode shapes is quantified by MACX values in Figure 5-14. The MACX values are calculated 

between the matched mode estimations and the true reference mode shapes of the 

simulated structure. In line with previous results, the close modes 3 and 4 are not reliably 

discriminated by the order-based methods. As a result, the AOBMA mode shape estimation 

(mode 3 in Table 5-3) appears as a distorted combination of the true reference mode shapes 

of modes 3 and 4.  

Apart from this, Figure 5-14 shows that OBMA and AOBMA provide similar results and 

clearly surpass OMA in the estimation of mode shapes: while the difference is small in 

modes 5-7, greater differences are visible in modes 8-12, where OBMA and AOBMA still 

provide MACX values close to 1. The difference can be summarised by comparing averages 

across the common range of modes 5-12, where the mean MACX of AOBMA and OBMA(8) 

is above 0.99 while OMA results in a lower accuracy at an mean MACX of 0.86. A decreased 

mean and increased variance of MACX values from OBMA and AOBMA is visible at mode 

14 and up. The discrepancy between the performance of OBMA/AOBMA and OMA is likely 

related to the present excitation condition (mixed random and correlated harmonic order 

excitation at a single location). 

Figure 5-14: MACX values of matched mode 
estimations by different methods 

 
Figure 5-15: Overlayed deflections of mode 
12 estimated at harmonic ratio 0.8 by OMA 

(left) and AOBMA (right), dashed lines show 
the undeflected state, red arrow follows the 

trace of the central node (left) 

For a closer analysis, Figure 5-16 is limited to modes 6-12 and shows the degree of mode 

shape complexity using the MPC value for individual levels of the harmonic ratio. In addition, 

30 simulation runs with a harmonic ratio of 0.0 (i.e., purely random excitation) are included in 

the analysis by OMA. The mode shape estimation of OMA seems to be affected by the 

phase of the (sweeping) order input, resulting in increased complexity of the estimated mode 

shapes. OBMA and AOBMA, on the other hand, provide consistently low mode shape 

complexity (with MPC values close to 1) for harmonic ratios of 0.2 and up.  
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Figure 5-16: MPC of mode shape estimations by different methods for individual harmonic 
ratios 

This is also supported by an observation of the estimated mode shapes on the structure. For 

example, Figure 5-15 shows the overlayed deflections of a vibration cycle for the mode 

shape estimation of mode 12 at harmonic ratio 0.8 by OMA (left) and AOBMA (right). At the 

illustrated scale, the AOBMA mode shape is indistinguishable from the reference mode 

shape and shows antisymmetric deflections. The OMA estimation (Figure 5-15, left), on the 

other hand, matches these reference deflections well on the right part of the structure (e.g., 

at node 6, Figure 4-1) but fails to do so at the nodes of the left half of the structure. In 

addition, the impact of the rotating excitation on the OMA estimation is visible, resulting in a 

circular motion of the central node illustrated by the ellipsoidal trace line in Figure 5-15 (left). 

This in turn explains a decreased MPC value of the OMA estimation (Figure 5-16). During 

order tracking, each tracked response order is phase-referenced with a sinusoidal reference 

signal of the input order, which is synthesised using the rpm signal and the corresponding 

order number [115], [171]. It appears that OBMA and AOBMA benefit from this phase-

referencing of the output signal, leading to a more accurate mode shape estimation. 

Averaging of OBMA results in post-processing 

This section presents and discusses results obtained from an alternative averaging 

approach. Instead of averaging of order spectra in pre-processing as presented before, the 

modal estimations of each mode obtained from OBMA are averaged across different orders 

in post-processing. In the following, this method is denoted “Post-AOBMA” and averages the 

previously presented results of OBMA estimations from orders 1, 3, 5, 8. In analogy with the 

weighted averaging in AOBMA (Subchapter 5.2.2), a higher weighting of lower orders is also 

implemented in Post-AOBMA by using the inverse of the order number as the weighting 

factor for modal estimations from the corresponding orders. The following plots in Figure 

5-17 to Figure 5-20 show the modal estimation performance of Post-AOBMA. For reference, 

the previously presented results of AOBMA and OBMA(8) are included as well. 
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Figure 5-17: Count of simulation runs with a matched mode estimation by AOBMA and Post-
AOBMA 

In Figure 5-17, Post-AOBMA shows a higher number of simulation runs with matched modes 

compared to AOBMA results for modes 3-4 and for a harmonic ratio of 0.2 in the range of 

modes 8-10. The reason is that Post-AOBMA benefits from the fact that OBMA(1) and 

OBMA(3) more often identify modes 3-4 while OBMA(5) more often identifies modes 8-10 

compared to AOBMA (Figure 5-9). However, this elevated performance of OBMA(1) and 

OBMA(3) is also due to their smaller frequency band and comes at the cost of increased 

spurious modes as discussed with Figure 5-10 (right). This question is further evaluated in 

the last section of this Subchapter 5.4.1. Moreover, in the presented setup, Post-AOBMA has 

the advantage that averaged OBMA results of individual orders are already matched to a set 

of true reference modal parameters. In a real-world application of Post-AOBMA (where true 

modal parameters are unknown) the mode matching should be performed between individual 

OBMA results themselves. While this can be implemented algorithmically (e.g., utilising the 

MACXP), it constitutes an error source for Post-AOBMA results, which is not considered 

here. In contrast to that, this requirement of mode matching between orders does not apply 

to AOBMA because it is based on pre-processing. 

 
Figure 5-18: Relative eigenfrequency errors of 
mode estimations by OBMA(8), AOBMA, Post-

AOBMA (for the legend refer to Figure 5-20) 

Figure 5-19: Relative damping ratio errors of 
mode estimations by OBMA(8), AOBMA, Post-

AOBMA (for the legend refer to Figure 5-20) 
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Figure 5-20: MACX values of mode estimations by OBMA(8), AOBMA, Post-AOBMA 

From Figure 5-18 to Figure 5-20 it is visible that, in the upper frequency range, the results of 

Post-AOBMA are identical to those of OBMA(8), which is due to the lack of other orders’ 

contributions in the frequency range of mode 12 and up (Figure 5-9). For the closely spaced 

modes 3-4, Post-AOBMA shows favourable performance in the estimation of modal 

parameters. However, this performance is likely elevated due to factors discussed in the 

previous paragraph. Leaving aside modes 3-4, AOBMA shows a greater mean estimation 

performance for all modal parameters compared to Post-AOBMA. This is also the case for 

mode numbers above 11, even though both AOBMA and Post-AOBMA are solely based on 

order 8 in this frequency range since order 5 ends at 150Hz. However, this can be related to 

a reduced number of modes identified in this frequency range (Figure 5-9), contributing to a 

higher uncertainty of the results indicated by larger vertical bars, especially visible in Figure 

5-20. Besides that, averaging by AOBMA reduces the variance in the processed spectra, 

potentially leading to a reduced error bias during the modal estimation. It was shown that 

averaging of the frequency spectrum has an impact on modal estimation performance, albeit 

primarily on the variance of modal parameters estimated in (regular) OMA by the pLSCF 

method [198]. 

Comparison of OBMA and AOBMA at a common, narrowed analysis bandwidth 

Due to different frequency ranges of individual orders (Equation (4.4)), the previously 

presented results are obtained not only by different estimation methods but also utilise 

different analysis bandwidths. Great estimation differences of modes 3-4 between OBMA(1), 

OBMA(3) (and consequently Post-AOBMA) on one hand and AOBMA on the other hand 

were observed in the previous sections of this Subchapter 5.4.1. 

Therefore, this section compares the estimation performance of these methods using the 

common analysis bandwidth of 25Hz covering modes 3-4. More precisely, the analysis band 

of AOBMA is reduced to match the frequency range of OBMA(1), i.e., 5Hz-30Hz. The 

analysis band of OBMA(3) is shortened to cover the same bandwidth of 25Hz, resulting in a 

range of 15Hz-40Hz. This alleviates the advantage of Post-OBMA noted in the previous 
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section for a clearer comparison and allows to gauge a potential impact of order averaging 

on the estimation of closely spaced modes. The same stabilisation criteria are used for the 

following results as before (Table 5-1), except for the required minimum number of stable 

poles, which is increased to 10 to avoid overfitting with identifications of spurious modes. 

 
Figure 5-21: Count of simulation runs with a 

matched mode, 25 Hz analysis bandwidth 
(for the legend refer to Figure 5-22) 

Figure 5-22: MACX values of matched mode 
estimations, 25 Hz analysis bandwidth 

  

Figure 5-23: Relative eigenfrequency errors 
of matched mode estimations, 25 Hz 

analysis bandwidth (for the legend refer to 
Figure 5-22) 

Figure 5-24: Relative damping ratio errors of 
matched mode estimations, 25 Hz analysis 

bandwidth (for the legend refer to Figure 5-22) 

As expected from previous discussions (Figure 5-6), OBMA(3) mostly shows a decreased 

performance compared to OBMA(1) in Figure 5-21 to Figure 5-24 because of the increased 

spectrum distortion at higher frequency modulation rates of higher orders. In AOBMA, the 

spread of modal parameter estimations between different harmonic ratios (Figure 5-21 to 

Figure 5-24) appears smaller compared to OBMA(1) and OBMA(3). This indicates a positive 

effect of AOBMA at low harmonic ratios, which show a decreased performance in OBMA(1) 

and OBMA(3), especially at the eigenfrequency (Figure 5-23) and damping ratio (Figure 

5-24) estimations. Overall, AOBMA does not show worse results compared to OBMA(3) and 

partially surpasses the performance of OBMA(1). Based on this, it can be concluded that the 

estimation of the closely spaced modes 3-4 is not negatively affected by order averaging in 

AOBMA compared to OBMA. Instead, the estimation performance benefits from a narrow 

analysis band in this range. 
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5.4.2 Operational run-up of a turbofan casing 

In this subchapter, first, spectra from the unprocessed time response are compared to the 

response spectrum estimate from the proposed AOBMA method. Afterwards, differences in 

modal parameter estimations between OBMA and AOBMA in relation to OMA are presented 

and discussed. 

In the following, rpm, frequency (fnorm), and amplitude values are provided in normalised 

units, which are scaled in relation to their respective maximum values in the analysed 

measurement. 

Figure 5-25 shows a spectrum from the response in radial direction at position 4 (Figure 5-8). 

Ending frequencies of orders 1, 2, 3 are highlighted in the graph with red vertical lines. On 

closer inspection, discontinuities are observed at some of these frequencies. These 

discontinuities can be attributed to the end-of-order effect. The distortion is especially 

pronounced at the ending frequency of order 1 (fnorm = 0.25) and potentially order 2 

(fnorm = 0.5). This stronger impact of the end-of-order effect on frequencies of low orders is in 

agreement with the observations and explanations from the simulated structure (Figure 4-7) 

in Subchapter 4.3. 

 

 

Figure 5-25: Acceleration spectrum (top) and spectrogram (bottom) from operational run-up 
data 

The orders 1, 2, 3 and 4 were tracked from the response data and, according to the 

presented AOBMA method, scaled and averaged, resulting in the spectrum of the same 

channel shown in Figure 5-26. A clear difference in both spectra is visible in the frequency 

range of the first order. Its impact on the spectrum amplitude is reduced and the discontinuity 
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at its ending frequency (fnorm = 0.25) is eliminated in Figure 5-26. The impact of the second 

order’s ending frequency at fnorm = 0.5 is difficult to judge from Figure 5-25 alone, because it 

appears to coincide with a resonance. However, the peak at this frequency is reduced in the 

order-based spectrum in Figure 5-26, indicating that an impact of the end-of-order effect on 

this area is indeed present in Figure 5-25. 

 

Figure 5-26: Acceleration magnitude spectrum from scaled and averaged orders (AOBMA) 

OMA estimated the most modes with a count of 21, followed by AOBMA with 18 modes. In 

OBMA, the orders 4, 3, 2 and 1 determined 16, 15, 7 and 2 modes, respectively. In contrast 

to the simulation data, no tolerance criteria for mode matching are used here, so all modes 

estimated by OBMA and AOBMA are matched and are included in the following graphs. 

Another difference to the simulation study is that OMA estimation results are used as 

reference values since the true modal parameters of the structure are unknown. 

Figure 5-27 to Figure 5-29 show all relative difference values of estimated modal parameters 

in relation to OMA results for individual modes. The results of individual modes are 

summarised in Figure 5-30 to Figure 5-32 into error plots with mean values and confidence 

intervals of the estimation differences over all modes combined. 

Figure 5-29 shows that the estimated mode shape of mode 1 has a much greater correlation 

between OMA and OBMA(1) compared to AOBMA. These mode shape estimations are 

plotted in Figure 5-34 and clear differences between the estimation methods are visible 

although they all indicate an overall ellipsoidal deflection, typical for the first circumferential 

mode of a cylindrical structure. The OBMA(1) mode shape shows symmetry about the 

horizontal axis but a lack thereof about the vertical axis, while the OMA mode shape seems 

to be superposed with rigid body motion with clear displacement components along the 

horizontal axis. In contrast to that, the MACX value indicates consistent results for the mode 

shape of mode 15 between OMA, OBMA(4) and AOBMA in Figure 5-29, which is also 

confirmed by the mode shapes in Figure 5-35. 
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Figure 5-27: Eigenfrequency 
differences (fest - fOMA)/fOMA 

relative to OMA results 

Figure 5-28: Damping ratio 
differences (ξest – ξOMA)/ξOMA 

relative to OMA results 

Figure 5-29: MACX values 
between mode shape results 
from OMA and the specified 

methods 

In Figure 5-30, OBMA(1) shows the smallest mean difference and confidence interval in 

relative eigenfrequency differences compared to OMA. However, this is also promoted by the 

small frequency range of order 1, resulting in only two estimated modes as shown in Figure 

5-27. Apart from that, AOBMA delivers estimated eigenfrequencies and damping ratios, 

which show smaller variance and mean difference compared to OBMA as seen in Figure 

5-30 and Figure 5-31, respectively. 
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Figure 5-30: Mean eigenfrequency differences 

relative to OMA results 

 
Figure 5-31: Mean damping ratio differences 

relative to OMA results 

 
Figure 5-32: Mean MACX values between 
mode shape results from OMA and the 

specified methods 

 
Figure 5-33: Mean MPC values of mode shape 

results from all methods 

 

In Figure 5-32, the lowest average MACX value is obtained from AOBMA. On first sight, this 

contradicts the observations from the simulation study in Figure 5-14, where MACX values 

from AOBMA are among the highest. However, here the reference mode shapes originate 

from (imperfect) OMA estimations while the simulation study uses numerical reference 

parameters from the eigensolution.  

Figure 5-34: Overlayed deflections of mode 1 
estimated by OMA, OBMA(1), AOBMA 

Figure 5-35: Overlayed deflections of mode 15 
estimated by OMA, OBMA(4), AOBMA 

 

As observed in the simulation study, mode shape estimations by OMA were less accurate 

compared to OBMA and AOBMA. Therefore, low MACX values between OBMA/AOBMA and 
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OMA may indicate less accurate estimations by OMA and not the other way around. This 

assumption is also supported by the comparison of the mode shape complexity in Figure 

5-33, where OMA shows mode shape estimations with higher complexity (i.e., lower MPC 

values) compared to OBMA and AOBMA, which is in conjunction with observations from the 

simulation study. 

5.5 Conclusions 

This work introduced the AOBMA method, which extends OBMA by including intermediate 

steps of scaling and (weighted) averaging of tracked orders. To validate the proposed 

method, AOBMA was applied to simulation and real operational data along with OBMA and 

traditional OMA. Based on this, a comparative study of the three methods was performed to 

assess their modal estimation performance. In the simulation study, the harmonic ratio was 

used as an independent variable to estimate the impact of harmonic and random 

contributions in the excitation. The results showed that, with harmonic ratios of 0.6 and up, 

AOBMA identified a similar or higher number of modes in the specified error range (Figure 

5-10). For example, at a harmonic ratio of 0.8, AOBMA correctly identified the greatest 

number of 11.9 modes on average, while OBMA determined an average of 9.5 modes at 

most (from order 8) and OMA determined 9 modes. However, OMA surpassed the order-

based methods in the identification of two very closely spaced modes. 

End-of-order distortions are present but relatively limited in the presented simulation, even at 

high harmonic ratios, as shown in Figure 4-6. This likely explains why no clear impact of 

these distortions and of different harmonic ratios on OMA was observed (Figure 5-10, left). 

However, the spectrum from operational measurements in this paper (Figure 5-25, top) as 

well as previous studies [53]–[55] illustrate that stronger end-of-order distortions are 

common. Since order-based methods are not affected by these distortions, OBMA and 

AOBMA benefit in such cases, even though it was not observed in the simulation study of 

this chapter. 

A benefit of the proposed AOBMA method is the reduction of analysis effort in comparison to 

OBMA, since estimates from individual orders with fractional, partially overlapping frequency 

ranges are combined into a single data source in AOBMA. Hence, AOBMA solves OBMA’s 

limitation of ambiguous results depending on the chosen order as highlighted in Subchapter 

2.2. The issue of high variance of OBMA results depending on the used order is addressed 

by AOBMA, as it achieves a noise reduction through averaging of orders and is able to 

emphasise most significant orders by the application of weighted averaging. As a result, 

AOBMA provided more consistently low error values of eigenfrequencies and damping ratios 

compared to individual OBMA results and approached the performance of OMA. This was 

most visible for the damping ratio estimation performance (Figure 5-13). When averaged 
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across 9 common modes, absolute relative errors from AOBMA estimations were 

substantially lower at 0.03 compared to 0.32 of OBMA(8). This trend was observed in the 

analysis results of simulation (Figure 5-12, Figure 5-13) as well as real operational data 

(Figure 5-30, Figure 5-31). The alternative Post-AOBMA method (i.e. averaging of OBMA 

estimations in post-processing) was examined but does not outperform AOBMA in this study 

assuming that similar frequency analysis bandwidths are used (see Subchapter 5.4.1). Post-

AOBMA requires the additional step of mode matching across different orders but is free of 

the required order scaling and averaging steps of AOBMA. Nevertheless, as Post-AOBMA 

showed an improvement over OBMA results, further research on this method, including 

algorithmic mode-matching and additional case studies, is encouraged. 

The presented conclusions are possible due to the performed comparative simulation study, 

which is based on the dataset presented in Chapter 4. This work is the first to systematically 

evaluate the impact of excitation conditions on OBMA and OMA performance. It thus 

addresses the lack of such studies stated in Subchapter 2.2. The results showed that OBMA 

and AOBMA were still applicable in the presented case at conditions with low relative 

harmonic excitation of 0.2 and 0.4. Furthermore, it was observed, that the main impact of the 

harmonic excitation ratio affected less the accuracy of OBMA and AOBMA estimations but 

rather the number of overall identified modes (Figure 5-10). 

Addressing another gap identified in Subchapter 2.2, this study also focused on 

quantification and comparison of the mode shape estimation performance. In this regard, 

OBMA and AOBMA surpassed OMA in the simulation study (Figure 5-14). I.e., across 8 

identified modes in the same frequency range, AOBMA and OBMA estimated modes at a 

high accuracy with MACX above 0.99 whereas OMA provided a lower average MACX of 

0.86. This observation was also supported by the analysis of real measurements (Figure 

5-33), even though they lead to a less conclusive assessment due to a lack of true reference 

mode shapes from the real structure. Order excitation was identified as the likely origin for 

degraded mode shape estimations in OMA (Figure 5-16). In contrast to that, order tracking in 

OBMA and AOBMA seems to prevent a negative impact of the excitation orders by phase-

referencing. To the best of the authors' knowledge, this work is the first to make this finding, 

thereby extending the existing use cases for OBMA and AOBMA. 

While AOBMA reduces the variance of individual OBMA results, the specific orders used in 

AOBMA still have a major impact on the achieved results, since the orders form the data 

foundation of the method. In future work, additional metrics (apart from relative order 

amplitudes) for the selection of relevant orders and weighting factors for weighted averaging 

in AOBMA should be evaluated. A correlation-based tool such as the Frequency Response 

Assurance Criterion (FRAC) could serve to identify and group orders with similar spectra or 

to create weighting factors depending on the spectrum similarity. This approach can be also 
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useful to determine orders, which meet the assumption of similar force distributions (see 

Subchapter 5.2.2) and are thus especially suitable for averaging. Moreover, a modal model, 

which incorporates the distorted shape of resonances in order spectra (Figure 5-6) could 

further enhance the performance of OBMA and AOBMA, especially in the estimation of 

closely spaced and weakly damped modes. As explained in the ending paragraph of 

Subchapter 5.2.3, the research on AOBMA can be developed by evaluating the impact of 

gyroscopic effects in more detail based on corresponding data. Finally, additional 

independent variables, such as measurement noise or machine acceleration rate from the 

dataset in presented in Chapter 4, can be included in future studies to estimate their impact 

on the compared methods in the future. 

This chapter proposed the new AOBMA method and presented a comparative simulation 

study, providing contributions in the domain of modal analysis of rotating machinery. By 

comparison, the next Chapter 6 focuses on evaluation of rotating machinery measurements 

from the perspective of predictive condition monitoring. The aim is to address the limitation of 

current methods for RUL prediction, which require large amounts of run-to-failure sequences 

as training data. 
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6 Data-efficient estimation of Remaining Useful Life 

(RUL) for machinery with a limited number of run-to-

failure training sequences 

The previous chapter introduced a novel method for OMA of rotating machinery during 

operation at transient acceleration or deceleration conditions. It addresses limitations of 

previous OMA methods discussed in Subchapter 2.1 and Subchapter 2.2, contributing to a 

more comprehensive and accurate estimation of modal parameters of structures under 

excitation from rotating components during acceleration. As highlighted in Chapter 1, modal 

parameters crucial for reducing noise emissions and the risk of premature damage due to 

dynamic stress. Furthermore, modal parameters are used to aid design iterations of 

mechanical components and to optimise numerical models by FEM model updating. With 

regard to condition monitoring, Subchapter 2.4 revealed that modal parameters are mostly 

suitable for the evaluation of the structural condition at a global scale but lack sensitivity for 

operational applications and require further research, especially in the field of predictive 

condition monitoring. 

This is a research area with great relevance to industrial applications as it can serve as a 

foundation for safer, more cost-efficient operation and maintenance. RUL prediction plays an 

important part in this field and has seen significant advances from the introduction of ML 

methods. However, as identified from existing literature in Subchapter 2.4, these methods 

typically require model training with a large number of run-to-failure sequences, which are 

often not feasible to obtain due to the required time and cost investments. Compared to the 

acquisition of these run-to-failure sequences, samples of solely healthy or faulty machinery 

data (hereafter also referred to as binary condition data), are much more readily available 

and producible. This observation is based on Subchapter 2.3, which identified a much 

smaller number of open run-to-failure vibration datasets [77], [78], [80] compared to the 

number of open vibration datasets covering various faults and healthy baseline conditions 

without intermediate life cycle data [76], [79], [81]–[83], [85], [87]–[89]. 

In addition to the labour, hardware and energy cost associated with comprehensive run-to-

failure tests, the environmental impact should be considered. Adverse effects of energy 

consumption, such as greenhouse gas emissions represent an increasing reason for concern 

across industries, including the domains of AI and ML [199]–[201]. At the same time, only a 

minority of current publications in the AI space appear to address the training efficiency of 

the proposed methods [199], [201]. 

These considerations provide the reasoning for the methodology proposed in this chapter. 

Binary (i.e., healthy and faulty) condition data is used to form models, which quantify the 
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current machine deviation from the healthy and faulty state. As this data is easier to obtain 

compared to full run-to-failure sequences, these models can take advantage from such 

additional binary training cases, if available. Alternatively, the healthy and faulty conditions 

are extracted from the start and end section of available run-to-failure training sequences. 

This condition deviation data is then used to calculate a Health Index (HI) value, which in turn 

is processed to detect the occurrence of initial degradation. The available (limited) number of 

run-to-failure training sequences is then processed to generate corresponding HI training 

functions, which are then used to train a RUL prediction model. 

The resulting contributions of the present work are summarised below. 

• A novel methodology for RUL prediction and degradation detection from a limited 

number of run-to-failure training sequences is introduced. It is the first approach 

taking advantage of distinct (healthy and faulty) condition data for training, in addition 

to (limited) run-to-failure training sequences. 

• A novel HI calculation method is proposed, implemented using MD and AE, to model 

the current deviation from the healthy and faulty machine state, followed by the HI 

calculation from the ratio of these modelled condition deviations. In a broader sense, 

this represents a novel feature reduction and data fusion approach for machine 

condition data. 

• Several variants of the proposed methodology (based on MD, AE, LS, LSTM, and 

SVR) are implemented and compared in terms of prediction accuracy, variance, and 

training time requirements on a varied reduced number of training sequences. 

• In contrast to previous publications dealing with RUL prediction from limited training 

data, the proposed methodology is applied to two public benchmark datasets 

(C-MAPSS and FEMTO), indicating its capability to improve model generalisation 

compared to baseline LSTM prediction and providing insights into reduction of 

training duration due to training data reduction. 

The work of this chapter resulted in a journal publication [21] after a peer review process. In 

the following Subchapter 6.1, an overview of the proposed methodology is presented with 

subchapters devoted to details of its main processing steps. The next Subchapter 6.2 and 

Subchapter 6.3 cover two open datasets used for validation and comparison of the proposed 

methodology, including the presentation and discussion of obtained results. Finally, 

Subchapter 6.4 presents the main findings, giving conclusions, as well as current challenges 

and suggestions for future work in the domain of RUL prediction.  
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6.1 Proposed methodology for data-efficient RUL prediction 

This subchapter presents the proposed methodology by first providing an initial outline, which 

is then followed up by subchapters covering details of the involved steps and methods. 

The proposed methodology consists of three main steps, which are indicated in the overview 

graphic in Figure 6-1 with a reference to the corresponding subchapter. First (Subchapter 

6.1.1), the health and the fault condition models are created from binary (i.e., healthy or 

faulty) condition data. A limited number of run-to-failure training sequences is then fed into 

the health and fault models, providing health and fault condition deviation sequences (dh and df ), respectively. In the second step (Subchapter 6.1.2), both values are combined through 

the calculation of an HI value. The HI is then used in a degradation detection step, which 

provides an additional component of monitoring information and can be used to separate 

relevant degradation data from healthy condition data downstream. In the final step 

(Subchapter 6.1.3), the degradation data is processed by a prediction model, which outputs 

the final RUL prediction. 

 

Figure 6-1: Overview graphic of the proposed RUL prediction method 
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The health and the fault model (and thus the HI) are created based on two approaches, i.e., 

MD [173] and LSTM AE NN [202]. For the RUL prediction model, three approaches are used, 

namely quadratic polynomial LS extrapolation (QPoly), SVR [174], and LSTM NN [124]. The 

proposed approaches are presented, and their results are compared in course of this study. 

In addition, a direct RUL prediction based on the dataset features (i.e., without HI calculation) 

is performed as the baseline for the comparison to evaluate the impact of the introduced 

condition deviation and HI features. 

Table 6-1 lists all combinations of methods, which are implemented, validated, and 

compared in this study. Since different variants of the proposed methodology are 

implemented based on different methods, the combined methods, forming the foundation for 

each approach, are given in Table 6-1 as well. 

Table 6-1: Implemented and compared RUL prediction methods 

Abbreviation 
Method for health and fault 

models 
+ Method for RUL prediction 

LSTM (baseline) N/A + LSTM Neural Network 

MD-QPoly (proposed) Mahalanobis Distance + Quadratic Polynomial Least Squares 
Regression 

MD-SVR (proposed) Mahalanobis Distance + Support Vector Regression 

AE-SVR (proposed) LSTM Autoencoder Neural 
Network 

+ Support Vector Regression 

MD-LSTM (proposed) Mahalanobis Distance + LSTM Neural Network 

 

6.1.1 Machine condition deviation 

As the foundation for the HI calculation (addressed in Subchapter 6.1.2), the deviation dh of 

the current machine condition sample x from the completely healthy condition data @XhC on 

one hand and the deviation df from the completely degraded condition data @Xf C on the other 

hand shall be determined in an unsupervised manner. With data-efficiency in mind, data for 

both reference conditions are used for training, while full run-to-failure sequences are not 

required. 

In the present study, two approaches are implemented and later compared for this task: 

LSTM AE NN, and MD. Both methods are utilised to construct two models each. The “health 

model” (providing the deviation dh) is constructed from [XhC while the “fault model” is 

conditioned from @Xf C (providing the deviation df). 
Condition data @XhC and @Xf C can be obtained from dedicated measurements or available run-

to-failure sequences by assuming that the first and last nhf  samples represent the healthy 

and faulty condition, respectively. Then, a run-to-failure sequence @X C with N samples, can 

be subdivided into @XhC, @Xf C, and the intermediate degradation data @Xitm C, the latter of which 
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is not used by the health and fault models. This is described by Equation (6.1), where 〈v�〉 
represents the i-th multivariate data sample of the sequence @X C. 

 @µC = ) @µÅC@µ�=7C�µi� * =
⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎡ ) 〈v�〉⋮〈v²+,〉*
) 〈v²+,W�〉⋮〈vB�²+,��〉*
)〈vB�²+,〉⋮〈vB〉 * ⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎤
 (6.1)

LSTM Autoencoder 

After training of the AE NN with binary condition data @XhC or @Xf C, the desired deviation value dh or df is obtained as the difference between the current condition sample x and its 

corresponding AE reconstruction as described by Equation (6.2). 

 
2Å = v − IÅ(-Å(v)) 2i = v − Ii(-i(v)) 

(6.2) 

To use multiple features for the AE-based condition deviation models, the deviations of 

individual features are combined into a single function by normalisation and averaging. 

Progressions of a raw feature, its AE reconstruction and the reconstruction error are shown 

later in the results subchapter for both the healthy and the faulty condition deviation models 

in Figure 6-12 and Figure 6-13, respectively. 

Mahalanobis Distance 

The MD-based health and fault models are created from Equation (3.48), where the health 

data @XhC and fault data @Xf C are used to calculate the respective covariance matrix [KXX C and 

mean feature vector Oμ Q for the respective health or fault model. The output of Equation 

(3.48) then represents the health deviation dh or fault deviation df, respectively. 

Feature subset optimisation by the Genetic Algorithm (GA) 

In frame of the proposed method, the MD is utilised to quantify the deviation d of current 

machine condition to a reference (healthy or faulty) condition. For this purpose, it is desirable 

to maximise the MD between opposing (i.e., healthy and faulty) condition data @XhC and @Xf C. 
This is achieved by the selection of a data feature subset S, which is optimised towards the 

maximum MD separation dsep defined in Equation (6.3). The equation contains MD values dh(@XhC) between individual healthy samples 〈vÅ〉 and the healthy reference state @XhC, as well 

as the opposing MD values df (@XhC) between individual healthy samples 〈vÅ〉 and the faulty 

reference state data @Xf C. A Genetic Algorithm (GA) is implemented and employed in the 

present study for this optimisation task. 
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In generation 0, an initial population of feature subsets is randomly selected. On one hand, 

the average 2̅Å of MD values is calculated between the reference set @XhC and each of its 

samples 〈vÅ〉. On the other hand, the average 2̅i of MD values is calculated between the 

reference set @Xf C and each of the opposing set’s samples 〈vÅ〉. The objective function of 

averaged MD separation 2̅��g is represented by Equation (6.3), which is then maximised by 

the GA. In each generation, the objective function of each population member (i.e., feature 

subset candidate S ) is evaluated and the 5 highest ranking members are selected for 

crossover to breed a descendent population (i.e., the next generation), assigning or 

dismissing individual features based on the parents' properties. A 30% mutation rate (chance 

of random feature inclusion/reduction into S ) is introduced, and 5 randomly selected 

members are retained into the next generation to avoid convergence on a local optimum. 

 max¢    2̅��g = 2̅Å(@µÅ(V)C) − 2̅i(@µÅ(V)C) (6.3) 

6.1.2 Health Index (HI) calculation 

The HI aims to represent a measure of the relative health condition of the monitored 

machine, where a value of 1 typically indicates the condition of a new or unworn machine 

and a value of 0 indicates a condition of machine failure, a critical fault or a degraded 

condition requiring maintenance. 

With data-efficiency in mind, the goal of the proposed HI generation is to generate HI values 

at any stage of the engine life cycle, utilising solely binary (i.e., healthy and faulty) conditions 

for the constructed model. As such, the proposed method for HI calculation is largely 

unsupervised. 

The variance in condition signatures and degradation progressions of different monitored 

machines leads to varying ranges of the condition deviation output by the fault and health 

model. Despite that, a normalised HI within the interval @0, 1C is obtained by calculating a ratio 

involving the deviation outputs of the health model dh and fault model df  given in Equation 

(6.4). This approach was utilised previously in Subchapter 4 for the quantification of 

harmonic and random vibration contributions by the harmonic ratio (Equation (4.1)). To 

balance the contributions of both the fault and health model, min-max scaling is applied to 

the output of the health and fault model individually based on training data. It should be noted 

that full run-to-failure sequences are not required to determine the scaling parameters, as the 

minimum and maximum deviation output is obtained from available healthy and faulty 

condition data. 

 HA(〈v〉) = 2i(〈v〉)2Å(〈v〉) + 2i(〈v〉) (6.4) 
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The deviation functions df  and dh based on MD are shown later in the results subchapter in 

Figure 6-10 for an exemplary run-to-failure sequence from the C-MAPSS FD001 training 

dataset. 

After application of Equation (6.4), the obtained HI is smoothened by a moving average. The 

range of the smoothened HI obtained from training data @XhC and @Xf C is then used to 

calculate min-max scaling parameters for the HI. A HI resulting from the deviation sequences 

of Figure 6-10 is shown in Figure 6-11. 

Degradation detection 

The determination of the HI can be considered as a feature reduction process to a single 

quantity. The occurrence of the degradation start is detected from the HI by assuming that a 

predefined number of initial HI samples of each sequence represents the healthy machine 

condition. A threshold is determined from 3 standard deviations of these initial healthy HI 

samples. Additionally, a tolerance of 5 samples exceeding this threshold is allowed to lower 

the sensitivity of the triggered degradation detection to outliers. 

As seen from the sequence later in Figure 6-11, a typical progression of the HI has a 

consistently high value at the beginning of the run. This phase represents the healthy 

condition, as it does not indicate a decline of the machine health. Since a degradation trend 

has not yet developed, it is assumed that a machine-specific and meaningful RUL prediction 

cannot be obtained during this phase. A common approach to address this issue is to 

exclude all training samples or relabel those above a certain RUL value to a predefined 

constant value (in case of C-MAPSS, typically between 120 and 130) [127], [138], [203]–

[206]. However, this approach neglects variability between individual machine units. 

In contrast to that, the two-step procedure of unit-based degradation detection followed by 

RUL prediction provides several advantages. On one hand, earlier RUL prediction is 

possible, provided that the specific machine shows an earlier degradation trend. On the other 

hand, non-meaningful RUL predictions (on healthy condition data prior to a degradation 

trend) can be avoided or indicated as such to the monitoring operator. 

6.1.3 Remaining Useful Life (RUL) prediction 

The RUL prediction step is based on a model, which relates the determined reduced features 

(condition deviation and HI) to the actual RUL value. Three different methods for this task are 

presented in the following sections. 

Polynomial Least Squares Regression  

After the degradation point is detected (see Subchapter 6.1.2), thereafter following HI 

samples of each sequence are used to fit a polynomial function using LS. This avoids non-
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meaningful predictions on healthy conditions prior to a degradation trend and simplifies the 

function shape, leading to a closer fit using lower polynomial orders. 

 

Figure 6-2.  Quadratic polynomial fit for RUL prediction on an MD-based HI sequence 
calculated from a C-MAPSS FD001 training sequence at current cycle 140, leading to a 

predicted failure cycle overestimation by 58 cycles 

 

 

Figure 6-3.  Quadratic polynomial fit for RUL prediction on an MD-based HI sequence 
calculated from a C-MAPSS FD001 training sequence at current cycle 160, reducing the 

predicted failure cycle overestimation to 27 cycles 
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A second order (i.e., quadratic) polynomial is fitted in this study. Figure 6-2 and Figure 6-3 

show an exemplary full MD-based HI sequence (see Subchapter 6.1.2) at two different times, 

i.e., cycles, of prediction.  

The polynomial is fitted to the data between the detected degradation start and the most 

recent HI observation at the current cycle tc. Therefore, the current cycle has an impact on 

the resulting RUL prediction. Since more data becomes available in Figure 6-3 (tc=160) 

compared to Figure 6-2 (tc=140) for the polynomial fit during the progression through the 

operating cycles, a better fit is achieved in Figure 6-3, i.e., towards the end of the HI 

sequence, leading to a more accurate prediction. 

The closest polynomial root at a future time value represents the predicted failure cycle tf,pred 
of the corresponding machine. The predicted RUL is then calculated as RULpred = tf,pred – tc. 
Support Vector Regression 

To consider time-dependency of the degradation in the SVR prediction, a lookback is 

introduced using an HI offset of -50 samples from the current sample as an additional input 

feature. Both the offset and current HI samples are fed into the SVR model to predict the 

RUL. As outlined in the theory Subchapter 3.3.3, the SVR produces a hyperplane, relating 

the input features to the predicted output RUL value. Data points from 5 run-to-failure training 

sequences from C-MAPSS FD001 are shown with the resulting 3D plane in Figure 6-4. 

 

Figure 6-4.  Data points of 5 complete C-MAPSS FD001 training sequences and resulting SVR 
plane for RUL prediction 
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The Radial Basis Function (RBF) is used as the SVR kernel and the regularisation parameter p and epsilon-tube parameter ε are optimised as discussed later in Subchapter 6.2.1. 

LSTM Neural Network 

An LSTM NN, as described in Subchapter 3.3.4, is a common choice for RUL prediction 

problems due to the LSTM’s ability to incorporate time-dependency of input features into the 

mapping function to output the desired prediction variable. For the proposed method, three 

inputs are used: the condition deviations from the MD-based fault and health models (see 

Subchapter 6.1.1) with the resulting HI ratio (see Subchapter 6.1.2) are provided as inputs to 

the LSTM model for RUL prediction. The proposed method is referred to as MD-LSTM in the 

following. 

For a baseline comparison with a more traditional approach, the raw original dataset features 

are used as inputs to the LSTM model, without condition deviation and HI functions. In 

accordance with the typical approach of existing literature [127], [138], [203]–[206], the 

effective prediction range is limited to a maximum RUL of 125 by relabelling earlier training 

data to this RUL value. For a direct comparison of the used input features’ impact, this 

training approach is used for both the proposed MD-LSTM method and baseline LSTM 

method. 

The feature matrix of each engine sequence is then subdivided into smaller rolling 

sequences of a chosen window length. These overlapping partial sequences serve as 

samples fed into the model. The used window length is optimised together with other model 

hyperparameters, incl. the number of hidden LSTM layers, as specified later in Subchapter 

6.2.1. On each LSTM layer, a dropout rate of 0.2 is applied to combat overfitting. 

In the following Subchapter 6.2 and Subchapter 6.3, two open datasets are presented and 

used to compare and validate the proposed RUL prediction method. Each dataset 

subchapter is structured into an introduction of the corresponding dataset, model training 

procedure for individual methods, and performance comparison of different methods as a 

function of the number of available run-to-failure training sequences. 

6.2 Application to simulated turbofan engine degradation data 

An open dataset of turbofan engine degradation [207] was developed by NASA through 

simulation with the software tool C-MAPSS (Commercial Modular Aero-Propulsion System 

Simulation). As summarised by Table 6-2 the full dataset package consists of 4 datasets, 

which are referred to as FD001 - FD004 and differ by the number of operating conditions and 

failing engine components, i.e., fault conditions. 
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Table 6-2: Main properties of the C-MAPSS datasets 

Dataset 
Operating 
conditions 

Fault 
conditions 

Training 
sequences  

Test 
sequences 

FD001 1 1 100 100 

FD002 6 1 260 259 

FD003 1 2 100 100 

FD004 6 2 249 248 

 

Additionally, the datasets differ by the number of test sequences and the maximum available 

number of run-to-failure training sequences, each of which covers the life span of an aircraft 

engine starting from an unknown state of initial wear. The provided test sequences are cut 

short before the failure event at RUL values, which should be estimated by RUL prediction. 

Each dataset sample represents one flight-cycle and includes 26 multivariate features. As all 

training sequences reach RUL=0, the target RUL labels are calculated from the flight cycle 

vector t as RUL=abs(max(t )-t ) and subsequently added to the available set of features. All 

dataset features are listed in Table 6-3. 

 

Table 6-3: Features of the C-MAPSS dataset 

Feature ID Description  

0 Engine number 

1 Time (cycles) 

2 Operational setting 1 

3 Operational setting 2 

4 Operational setting 3 

5 Sensor 1 

6 Sensor 2 

… … 

25 Sensor 21 

26 RUL (target output variable) 

 

A colour-coded correlation matrix of all features in C-MAPSS FD001 is shown in Figure 6-5. 

Some features consist of constant values without a meaningful representation of correlation 

values and are therefore omitted from Figure 6-5 as blank entries. Certain features show a 

clear positive or negative correlation with the target RUL variable (feature 26), which 

indicates their potential value in RUL prediction. However, the correlation matrix also shows 

that several features are highly correlated among each other, potentially providing redundant 

information. 
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Figure 6-5: Correlation matrix of C-MAPSS FD001 training dataset features, constant features 
displayed in white 

6.2.1 Model training 

In case of the healthy and faulty condition deviation models (HI generation stage), the first 

and last nfh samples (representing health and fault condition data, respectively) are extracted 

from each sequence of the full training set and used for training. Prior to this, the following 

approach is used for datasets FD002 and FD004 to consider the impact of different operating 

conditions on degradation trend signatures: The samples of each training set are first 

subdivided into 6 subsets based on the 6 operating conditions (see Table 6-2). A separate 

condition deviation model is then calculated and used for each distinct operating condition. 

 

Figure 6-6: MD-based GA optimisation of 5 best scoring feature subset candidates per 
generation, C-MAPSS FD001 training data 
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According to the procedure outlined in Subchapter 6.1.1, a GA is executed on C-MAPSS 

FD001 for 100 generations. As seen in Figure 6-6, the GA converges to a maximum average 

MD separation after approximately 30 generations, providing a final list of highest scoring 

feature subsets. As a result of the optimisation, the features 13, 15, 19 of the C-MAPSS 

dataset are chosen in this study for MD calculation. While separate optimisations for the 

FD002 - FD004 datasets and for individual operating conditions could lead to further 

performance improvements, the stated MD input features identified from FD001 are used 

throughout all C-MAPSS dataset for consistency and were found to provide satisfactory 

results. 

Figure 6-7 shows the MD applied to 7 exemplary run-to-failure training sequences. The merit 

of the MD becomes visible compared to one of the relevant raw input features: in the two 

rightmost sequences, the raw feature 13 does not show a clear degradation trend towards 

the respective failure cycle, whereas the MD of the multivariate input from features 13, 15, 19 

shows a monotonic increase on average with a maximum MD at the lifecycle end. 

 

Figure 6-7: Progression of raw feature 13 and MD (combining features 13, 15, 19) for 7 complete 
C-MAPSS FD001 training sequences 

For the initial model training and search of optimised hyperparameters of the prediction 

model, a reduced set of Ntr,red =20 (out of Ntr =100) complete run-to-failure sequences is 

assumed to be available. 

A randomised grid search of hyperparameters is performed by subdividing the training data 

of the Ntr,red =20 complete sequences into 18 training sequences and 2 validation sequences 

for scoring of hyperparameter sets. Each evaluated set of hyperparameters is repeatedly 

trained and scored 10 times, whereafter the mean validation scores are used to determine 

the final hyperparameter values. 
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To reduce the dimensionality of the hyperparameter search space and computing time, a 

subset of hyperparameters is optimised for each of the implemented models (Table 6-1). 

That is, related hyperparameter optimisation results from a preceding method optimisation 

are retained for other methods. This is illustrated with Figure 6-8, where each method 

(represented by a block) lists its optimised hyperparameters. Arrows indicate which 

hyperparameter results are taken over from one optimisation to a different one. The specific 

search space per hyperparameter and final optimised values are given in Table 6-4. As the 

hyperparameters shown in the last column of Table 6-4 are used for the implemented 

models, these values simultaneously provide the definition of the used NN structures, which 

are also visualised in Figure 6-9. 

 

Figure 6-8: Usage of optimised hyperparameters between implemented methods 

 

As shown in Figure 6-8, the proposed MD-LSTM method combines optimised parameters for 

HI-generation from MD-SVR and the LSTM hyperparameters optimised for the baseline 

LSTM method. By this approach, the direct impact of the proposed feature set reduction on 
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LSTM model performance with limited data can be observed. It should be noted that this 

procedure favours the baseline LSTM method, because a hyperparameter optimisation 

specifically for the proposed MD-LSTM method could further improve its performance. For 

the introduced HI-generation step (in methods MD-SVR, AE-SVR, MD-LSTM), nhf first and 

last samples from each sequence of the full training set are extracted and used. 

 

 

Figure 6-9: Used NN structures: AE condition deviation model (left); LSTM RUL prediction 
model (right) 

 

Table 6-4: C-MAPSS FD001 training hyperparameter search space and final optimisation values 
for implemented RUL prediction methods 

Parameter Search space Final (used) value 

MD-SVR (proposed) 

MD health and fault samples nhf {5, 15, 25, 35, 45} 5 

HI rolling average window length {5, 10, 15, 20} 10 

SVR regularization parameter C {50, 150, 250, 350, 450, 550} 150 

SVR tube tolerance ε {10, 30, 50, 70} 10 
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Parameter Search space Final (used) value 

AE-SVR (proposed) 

AE LSTM health and fault samples nhf {25, 50, 75} 25 

AE LSTM window length {5, 10, 15, 20} 10 

AE LSTM maximum number of epochs  {10, 110, 210, 310} 10 

AE LSTM encoder/decoder hidden layers {0, 1, 2} 0 

AE LSTM cells {5, 20, 35, 50, 65, 80, 95, 110} 80 

LSTM (baseline) 

LSTM window length {5, 20, 35, 50, 65} 35 

LSTM hidden layers {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} 2 

LSTM cells of input layer {50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300} 200 

LSTM cells of 1st hidden layer {50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300} 250 

LSTM cells of 2nd hidden layer {50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300} 150 

 

6.2.2 Health Index (HI) calculation 

Corresponding to the procedure detailed in Subchapter 6.1.1, HI progressions are created by 

MD on one hand and by LSTM AE on the other hand. Results from both methods are 

presented and discussed below. 

Mahalanobis Distance-based HI 

Using Equation (3.48), MD-based models for healthy condition deviation dh and faulty 

condition deviation df are conditioned. The output MD of both models for a complete run-to-

failure validation sequence is plotted in Figure 6-10. 

 
Figure 6-10: Overlaid MD-based health 

deviation dh and fault deviation df for an 
exemplary run-to-failure sequence 

 
Figure 6-11: HI resulting from MD-based health 
and fault deviations in Figure 6-10 after scaling 

and rolling average 
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As per the procedure described in Subchapter 6.1.2, the HI shown in Figure 6-11 is 

determined from the condition deviation functions shown in Figure 6-10. In addition, the flight 

cycle with a starting degradation is determined according to Subchapter 6.1.2 and is also 

highlighted in Figure 6-11. 

LSTM Autoencoder-based HI 

Outputs of the AE-based condition deviation fault and health models are shown in Figure 

6-12 and Figure 6-13, respectively. In addition to early stopping on model convergence, the 

number of epochs is used as an optimised hyperparameter (as shown under AE-SVR in 

Table 6-4). It was observed that limiting the number of epochs aids in preventing the 

adaptation of the model to unseen data, as the purpose of the AE is to provide an accurate 

reconstruction of the reference (healthy or faulty) condition only. Both figures show that the 

AE reconstruction aligns closely to the reference state, while producing a higher 

reconstruction error at the opposing state. As a result, the reconstruction error increases 

towards the faulty condition in Figure 6-12 (health model) and decreases towards the faulty 

condition in Figure 6-13 (fault model), as desired. 

 
Figure 6-12: AE reconstruction for healthy 

condition data of feature 13 

 
Figure 6-13: AE reconstruction for faulty 

condition data of feature 13 

The resulting AE-based health and fault deviation functions are overlaid in Figure 6-14 and 

the corresponding HI is shown in Figure 6-15. Compared to the MD-based deviation and HI 

functions, the AE-based alternatives show a clearer distinction between the healthy and 

faulty conditions. This is visible in the clearer crossing of the AE-based condition deviation 

functions (comparing Figure 6-10 and Figure 6-14) and a lower AE-based HI value at the 

final degradation cycle (comparing Figure 6-11 and Figure 6-15). However, it is important to 

note that the AE-based method requires substantially more computing resources compared 

to the MD-based counterpart. 
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Figure 6-14: Overlaid AE-based health 

deviation dh and fault deviation df for an 
exemplary run-to-failure sequence 

 
Figure 6-15: HI resulting from AE-based health 
and fault deviations in Figure 6-14 after scaling 

and rolling average 

 

6.2.3 RUL prediction results 

Based on condition deviations and HI presented in the previous section, RUL prediction is 

performed with various methods presented previously in Subchapter 6.1.3. The implemented 

method configurations are individually listed in Table 6-1. 

It is reasonable to focus on the pairing of the SVR methods (MD-SVR and AE-SVR) for one 

comparison, and the LSTM-based prediction methods (baseline LSTM and proposed MD-

LSTM) for another comparison. The reason for this is that both SVR methods only differ in 

the used HI-generation approach (either AE or MD-based) and therefore allow a direct 

comparison of those HI-generation methods regarding their impact on RUL prediction 

performance. On the other hand, the LSTM RUL prediction methods give insight into the 

difference of the proposed features (condition deviation and HI) in comparison to a direct 

prediction from raw dataset features. The LS prediction method (MD-QPoly) is treated 

separately, as it is the only presented method, which does not require any training 

sequences and is independent thereof. 

Figure 6-16 and Figure 6-17 show RUL prediction results on 5 validation sequences from 

training with a reduced number of Ntr,red =20 sequences, for MD-SVR and AE-SVR, 

respectively. The merits of degradation detection become apparent as it provides an 

additional binary assessment of each machine's condition and indicates whether a 

meaningful RUL prediction can be expected. The determined pre-degradation (healthy) 

machine condition is highlighted with green in both graphs. Except for the second engine 

sequence in Figure 6-16 and Figure 6-17, the AE-SVR shows a similar or earlier degradation 
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detection compared to MD-SVR. This indicates a clearer degradation trend in favour of the 

AE-based HI method, similar to the observations discussed in the previous section. 

 

Figure 6-16: MD-SVR predictions of RUL based on 20 training sequences for 5 validation 
sequences (i.e., engines) 

 

 

Figure 6-17: AE-SVR predictions of RUL based on 20 training sequences for 5 validation 
sequences (i.e., engines) 

Figure 6-18 compares the RUL prediction performance on the C-MAPSS FD001 dataset for 

all methods listed in Table 6-1. To estimate the impact of a limited number of training 

sequences, comparisons are conducted for an increasing number of training sequences Ntr,red plotted on the horizontal axis of Figure 6-18 as a percentage of the full training set with Ntr =100. The root mean square error (RMSE) is calculated according to Equation (6.5) 
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between the predicted final RUL values RULpred and true final RUL values RULtrue of the test 

dataset with Nte =100 sequences. 

 KEV- = 2∑ «K\[g;�`,� − K\[=;¼�,�¬-B34��� j=�  (6.5)  

For each box-and-whisker entry in Figure 6-18, the specified method (indicated by the 

legend) is trained 30 times with the specified number of training sequences (indicated by the 

horizontal axis) drawn randomly from the full set of Ntr =100 training sequences. Each of the 

trained models is evaluated on the full set of Nte =100 test sequences, providing one RMSE 

value. The repetition provides a more reliable performance assessment and leads to 30 

RMSE test scores per test condition, which make up each individual entry in Figure 6-18. It 

should be also noted that increasing intervals of values on the horizontal axis are used, i.e., 

percentage point intervals of 5 between 0% - 20%; 15 between 20% - 50%; 25 between 50% 

- 100%. This is done for a more detailed comparison in the low data range, because the 

RMSE values shows a higher gradient in this range (left part of Figure 6-18) compared to 

results from high data usage (right part of Figure 6-18). 

 

Figure 6-18: Prediction performance on the C-MAPSS FD001 test dataset over 30 runs per each 
box and whisker (RMSE, lower is better) of MD-QPoly, MD-SVR, AE-SVR, LSTM, MD-LSTM 

(*p<0.05, **p<0.01) 

P-values between both SVR methods (AE-SVR, MD-SVR) and between both LSTM methods 

(LSTM, MD-LSTM) are indicated in Figure 6-18. Low p-values below 0.05 are obtained on 

most comparisons, suggesting statistical significance. However, several result distributions 

(e.g., MD-SVR, AE-SVR, LSTM at Ntr,red =15 training sequences) are skewed, as can be 

seen by the unsymmetrical inter-quartile ranges and whiskers. As such, the underlying 

sample distributions deviate from the normal distribution and p-values should be interpreted 

with care in those cases. 
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The mostly observed positive skewness (with a long tail towards higher RMSE values) is 

likely related to the influence of a few irregular outlier sequences in the full training set (with Ntr =100 sequences), which are randomly drawn into the reduced subset of training 

sequences (e.g., with Ntr,red =15 sequences). Affected training runs result in a higher test 

RMSE. As the number of training sequences is increased (towards the right side of Figure 

6-18), the proportion, and thus impact, of an individual outlier sequence is mitigated by 

remaining training sequences. Therefore, the resulting RMSE scores reach a rather 

symmetrical distribution starting from Ntr,red =35 training sequences as shown by Figure 6-18. 

A general trend in Figure 6-18 shows that the RUL prediction methods benefit from greater 

numbers of training sequences both in terms of increased average prediction accuracies as 

well as a reduced variance of the prediction results. This highlights the importance of the 

presented methodology, employing 30 repeated training/testing runs per experiment. This is 

especially relevant at training cases with reduced numbers of used training sequences, 

which is the focus of this paper. However, Figure 6-18 also shows that even at full (i.e., 

100%) training set utilisation, there is still a significant prediction variance on the NN-based 

compared methods. At the same time, most existing publications using the C MAPSS 

dataset (e.g., [120], [203], [208]) report performance based on a single test evaluation only 

and thus do not account for the variance due to the stochastic nature of the presented NN-

based methods. This omits relevant information on prediction consistency and likely leads to 

biased results since a best run might be reported, which is not representative of an average 

expected performance in real-word applications. 

MD-QPoly is the only method that functions independently from training sequences and only 

requires fault and health condition data for conditioning of the MD-based fault and health 

models. This feature allows MD-QPoly to be utilised without any training data containing run-

to-failure sequences but also leads to a wide dispersion of the RMSE range and highest 

overall RMSE values compared to other methods with available training sequences in Figure 

6-18. This method can be further extended by expert knowledge or run-to-failure training 

data by employing the constrained LS method. For example, the range of estimated 

polynomial coefficients from run-to-failure training sequences can be stored to set coefficient 

boundaries for polynomial fits of HI sequences during the test or operational stage. The RUL 

is then predicted on unseen (i.e., test) data with the function constrains determined from 

training data. 

At the cost of substantially higher computing demand, the previous observations in favour of 

AE-based HI are also reflected in the RUL prediction performance, as AE-SVR shows 

consistently lower overall RMSE values compared to MD-SVR in Figure 6-18. Nevertheless, 

MD-based condition and HI features used in the MD-LSTM method led to improved 

prediction performance of the proposed MD-LSTM method at limited numbers of training 
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sequences below 20% compared to the baseline LSTM approach. This demonstrates that 

the proposed method improves the generalisation ability of the LSTM-based prediction when 

a vastly limited number of training sequences is available. In addition, Figure 6-18 shows that 

the proposed MD-LSTM method also results in the lowest RMSE variance in the low range of 

training sequences among the compared methods. 

At a larger training set above 75%, the LSTM model can take advantage of the higher 

complexity of raw features, outperforming MD-LSTM by a small margin and performing 

similar to AE-SVR. These results suggest that LSTM-based RUL prediction would likely 

further benefit from AE-based HI generation. Such a method (i.e., AE-LSTM) should be 

considered for future work, as it has the potential to further outperform both MD-LSTM and 

the baseline LSTM method across the full range of reduced training sequences. 

Figure 6-19 shows the training durations for individual methods over increasing percentages 

of used training sequences on the horizontal axis. On the vertical axis, average durations 

(over 30 runs) are provided in percentages relative to the traditional approach, which is 

represented by the baseline LSTM method utilising the full training set with 100% of training 

sequences.  Model training is performed on an AMD Ryzen Threadripper 3990X 64-core 

CPU with 256 GB RAM. NN-based methods (AE-SVR, LSTM, MD-LSTM) are trained on an 

NVIDIA RTX A6000 GPU with a batch size of 512 until model convergence (i.e., until no 

improvement in validation loss over the past 10 epochs is gained). 

 

Figure 6-19: Average training durations over 30 runs per each data point of compared methods 
(C-MAPSS FD001), relative to LSTM (baseline) at full training set size of 100% 
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A reduction of the number of training sequences is shown to have a clear impact, reducing 

training durations across all methods. NN training accounts for the majority of the observed 

time requirements, while the conditioning of MD and SVR models are substantially less 

demanding. As such, MD-SVR provides a 91% training time reduction for the full training set 

at a 14% increase in average RUL RMSE compared to the LSTM baseline. Despite a 

reduced number of NN inputs in MD-LSTM compared to LSTM, both methods show a similar 

progression of training time. The AE-SVR duration curve has a lower slope compared to 

LSTM and MD-LSTM due to the different NN architecture inherent to the AE NN model. 

Concluding from the comparison on the C-MAPSS FD001 dataset, the proposed MD-LSTM 

method can be considered as the overall most beneficial for RUL prediction with a limited 

number of training sequences as it provides the lowest overall RMSE scores (along with AE-

SVR) and lowest RMSE variance in the presented case. At the same time, the training time 

demand of MD-LSTM represents a compromise between NN-free methods (MD-QPoly and 

MD-SVR) and the AE-SVR method. 

Based on this result, the proposed MD-LSTM method is compared further on the datasets C-

MAPSS FD002 – FD004 in Figure 6-20 – Figure 6-22. Supplementary to the box and whisker 

plots of the RUL prediction results, the average and standard deviation values of prediction 

RMSE from all C-MAPSS datasets FD001 – FD004 are summarised in numerical form in 

Table 6-5. 

 

Figure 6-20: Prediction performance on the C-MAPSS FD002 test dataset over 30 runs per each 
box and whisker (RMSE, lower is better) of LSTM and MD-LSTM (**p<0.01) 
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Figure 6-21: Prediction performance on the C-MAPSS FD003 test dataset over 30 runs per each 
box and whisker (RMSE, lower is better) of LSTM and MD-LSTM (*p<0.05, **p<0.01) 

 

 

Figure 6-22: Prediction performance on the C-MAPSS FD004 test dataset over 30 runs per each 
box and whisker (RMSE, lower is better) of LSTM and MD-LSTM (**p<0.01) 
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Table 6-5: Prediction performance on C-MAPSS test datasets (RMSE, lower is better) 

 Relative number of run-to-failure training sequences 

 5% 10% 15% 20% 35% 50% 75% 100% 

Method Avg. Std. Avg. Std. Avg. Std. Avg. Std. Avg. Std. Avg. Std. Avg. Std. Avg. Std. 

C-MAPSS FD001 

MD-QPoly 
(proposed) 36.1* 3.9*               

MD-SVR 
(proposed) 28.3 6.2 26.5 7.6 26.5 10.2 22.0 3.3 20.9 4.5 20.0 3.1 19.3 0.6 19.2 <0.1 

AE-SVR 
(proposed) 22.2 4.3 23.8 7.5 22.2 7.2 19.6 4.8 18.3 1.6 18.5 1.9 17.7 1.3 17.2 0.6 

LSTM 
(baseline) 28.1 3.5 24.6 3.1 22.0 3.3 20.8 2.8 19.0 1.8 17.8 1.3 17.4 1.1 16.8 1.0 

MD-LSTM 
(proposed) 24.9 2.7 21.7 2.1 20.5 1.7 19.7 1.5 19.1 1.9 18.2 2.1 18.8 1.6 17.7 1.6 

C-MAPSS FD002 

LSTM 
(baseline) 34.4 2.1 33.2 2.1 32.7 1.6 31.4 1.3 31.0 1.5 30.3 1.3 29.1 1.3 29.5 1.1 

MD-LSTM 
(proposed) 32.2 1.9 31.8 1.9 30.6 1.4 30.9 1.6 30.4 1.2 31.0 2.8 29.6 1.4 29.2 1.0 

C-MAPSS FD003 

LSTM 
(baseline) 30.1 4.9 26.0 3.1 23.3 2.9 21.6 2.1 19.9 1.1 19.5 1.2 18.7 1.2 18.6 1.7 

MD-LSTM 
(proposed) 25.7 2.9 22.7 2.3 21.8 1.2 21.2 1.6 20.3 1.3 19.7 1.1 19.5 1.5 19.6 1.2 

C-MAPSS FD004 

LSTM 
(baseline) 40.6 3.1 37.1 1.6 36.4 1.7 35.7 2.1 34.9 1.8 33.7 1.3 32.5 0.9 33.0 1.1 

MD-LSTM 
(proposed) 32.8 1.3 32.1 1.2 31.7 0.9 31.5 1.2 31.2 0.9 31.5 1.8 30.8 1.3 30.3 1.2 

Avg.: average; Std.: standard deviation; *Results independent of the number of used training sequences 

 

It is visible that the overall performance of both the baseline LSTM and the proposed MD-

LSTM methods is decreased when applied to C MAPSS FD002 – FD004 (leading to higher 

RMSE values in Figure 6-20 – Figure 6-22) compared to the FD001 dataset (Figure 6-18). 

This is explained by a higher data complexity due to an increased number of operating 

and/or failure conditions in the FD002 – FD004 datasets as shown in Table 6-2. Hence, 

FD004 shows the highest absolute RMSE values both for the baseline and proposed RUL 

prediction methods in comparison to datasets FD001 – FD003 (see Table 6-5). At the same 

time, FD004 shows the clearest separation between the performance scores of the baseline 

LSTM and the proposed MD-LSTM methods in Figure 6-22. 

As in previous cases, the greatest difference in favour of the proposed MD-LSTM method is 

visible at highly reduced numbers of available training sequences in Figure 6-22. This is also 

reflected by the values in Table 6-5, where MD-LSTM shows an average RMSE of 32.8 at a 
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training sequence reduction to 5%. This corresponds to a 19.2% prediction improvement in 

relation to the baseline LSTM method with an average RMSE of 40.6. Additionally, MD-

LSTM outperforms the baseline LSTM method at the whole range of reduced FD004 training 

sequences, including the full training set, i.e., at 100% of used training sequences). 

This indicates that the presented approach significantly reduces data complexity of the raw 

FD004 dataset features while preserving relevant degradation information, which is 

represented by the generated condition deviation and HI functions. It should be also noted, 

that, while the full FD004 training set (with Ntr=249) is larger than e.g., FD001 (with Ntr=100), 

it has the lowest ratio of training sequences to operating and fault conditions (i.e., 

249/8 = 31.125) among all C-MAPSS datasets. Hence, the baseline LSTM method would 

likely benefit from a greater number of FD004 training sequences beyond 100%. This is also 

supported by the rather linear trend of decreasing RMSE values displayed by LSTM 

(baseline) in Figure 6-22, which seems further away from reaching convergence at 100% 

compared to other datasets in Figure 6-18, Figure 6-20, and Figure 6-21. At the same time, 

the issue of great training data demand is alleviated by the proposed MD-LSTM method, 

providing improved generalisability, which explains the clear performance increase especially 

on FD004 (Figure 6-22) in favour of MD-LSTM. 

6.3 Application to vibration data of bearing degradation 

A bearing degradation dataset [80] was presented in frame of the IEEE PHM 2012 Data 

Challenge. The dataset was generated by the FEMTO-ST institute utilising a mechanical test 

rig “PROGNOSTIA”. 3 load conditions were applied by the test rig, promoting an accelerated 

degradation of the test bearings. A total of 6 run-to-failure sequences are provided in the 

training set and 11 sequences in the test set. Degradation sequences of the test set are 

truncated to assess the RUL prediction performance of models based on the estimation error 

at the end of those sequences. The dataset contains accelerometer readings, with time 

series of acceleration measured in the vertical and horizontal axes of the test bearings. 

Additional temperature measurements are provided in the dataset as well, but only for 4 out 

of 6 training sequences and 7 out of 11 test sequences. For consistency, only the 

accelerometer channels are considered in this work. The accelerometer measurements are 

provided in segments of 1/10s duration, each obtained in intervals of 10s at a sampling 

frequency of 25.6kHz. 
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Table 6-6: Features of the FEMTO dataset 

Feat. ID Description  Equation 

0 Run number N/A 

1 Time (minutes) N/A 

2 Operating condition number N/A 

3 RMS (H) 21j � v� -B
��� , 

where x is the data sample and N is the number 
of samples in the processed window 

4 RMS (V) 

5 Kurtosis (H) 2∑ (v� − v̅)ÛB���(j − 1)bÛ , 
where v̅ is the mean and σ is the standard 
deviation 

6 Kurtosis (V) 

7 Absolute maximum (H) max(|v|) 

8 Absolute maximum (V) 

9 Crest factor (H) max(|v|)
|1j∑ v� -B���

 
10 Crest factor (V) 

11 Impulse factor (H) max(|v|)1j∑ |v�|B���  
12 Impulse factor (V) 

13 RUL (target output variable) |0 − max(0)|, 
where t is the time vector 

N/A: Not applicable; H: Horizontal direction accelerometer; V: Vertical direction accelerometer 

 

Statistical features, commonly used for vibration condition monitoring [209], are calculated 

from both acceleration signals and arranged into a feature matrix. One segment of 

continuous 1/10s signals is thereby processed to a single statistical value sample. The 

resulting feature set is described in Table 6-6 and serves as the foundation of the following 

experiments. The dataset contains run-to-failure sequences, each obtained at one of 3 

operating conditions. The operating condition is denoted by a number 1 (4000 N, 1800 rpm), 

2 (4200 N, 1650 rpm), or 3 (5000 N, 1500 rpm), which is included as feature 2 as shown in 

Table 6-6. 

Figure 6-23 shows the correlation matrix of all features of the training set. Feature 2 (the 

condition number) shows a blank field, due to its constant value per run-to-failure sequence. 

Most features show a high positive correlation with each other. As expected, the RUL value 

(feature 13) is negatively correlated to the sequence time (feature 1). 
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Figure 6-23: Correlation matrix of FEMTO training dataset features, constant features displayed 
in white 

Analogous to the procedure in the C-MAPSS dataset, features of the FEMTO dataset are 

processed by GA optimisation (see Subchapter 6.1.1) to determine a feature subset 

providing maximum MD separation. Convergence of the 5 best scoring subsets per 

generation is shown in Figure 6-24. The features 4, 7, 8, 9, 12 are determined by this 

procedure and chosen as inputs for the MD calculation. 

 

Figure 6-24: MD-based GA optimisation of 5 best scoring feature subset candidates per 
generation, FEMTO training data 

Figure 6-25 shows a plot of both the acceleration RMS in vertical direction (feature 4) and an 

overlay of the MD-based health condition deviation. The full training set of 6 run-to-failure 

sequences is covered by Figure 6-25. While the resemblance of feature 4 is visible in the 

MD, the MD shows a clearer slope between the start and end of each training sequence, 
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which is a desired outcome. Figure 6-25 also illustrates challenging characteristics of the 

dataset: The shown sequences have a wide range of inconsistent durations, feature values 

and noise levels. 

 

Figure 6-25: Progression of raw feature 4 and MD (combining features 4, 7, 8, 9, 12) for 6 
complete training sequences 

From the observations on the C-MAPSS results, it was found that the MD-LSTM method 

combines satisfying characteristics in terms of prediction variance, and prediction accuracy 

at reduced numbers of training sequences. The MD-LSTM method is therefore applied to the 

FEMTO dataset and compared to the baseline LSTM method in the following. 

A similar procedure to the one in Subchapter 6.2 is used for the hyperparameter search. 

Table 6-7 shows the hyperparameter search space, which is optimised by a random grid 

search. A split of 4 training and 2 validation sequences is used for the hyperparameter 

optimisation. The final hyperparameter values are determined from the best validation score 

of the baseline LSTM method. 

Table 6-7: FEMTO training hyperparameter search space and final optimisation values for 
LSTM    

Parameter Search space Final value 

LSTM window length {5, 35, 65, 95, 125} 95 

LSTM hidden layers {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} 2 

LSTM cells of input layer {50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300} 250 

LSTM cells of 1st hidden layer {50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300} 200 

LSTM cells of 2nd hidden layer {50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300} 250 
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Afterwards, the final model architecture is applied to both the baseline LSTM and the 

proposed MD-LSTM methods. Model training is performed on both methods with an 

increasing number of training sequences (between 1 and 6) and each time evaluated on the 

full test set with 30 repetitions per model training and evaluation run. 

Similar to the C-MAPSS results (e.g., Figure 6-18), an overall trend of decreasing RUL 

prediction RMSE is visible over an increasing number of used training sequences in Figure 

6-26. However, the differences between the compared the baseline LSTM and the proposed 

MD-LSTM methods are less clear here. The results show similar performance with a wider 

RUL dispersion of MD-LSTM up to 4 out of 6 (i.e., 66.7%) training sequences. At 6 (i.e., 

100%) training sequences, however, MD-LSTM outperforms the baseline LSTM method as 

shown in Figure 6-26 and Table 6-8. 

 

Figure 6-26: Prediction performance on the FEMTO test dataset over 30 runs per each box and 
whisker (RMSE, lower is better) of LSTM, MD-LSTM (**p<0.01) 

 

Table 6-8: Prediction performance on the FEMTO test dataset (RMSE, lower is better) 

 Relative number of run-to-failure training sequences 

 16.7% 33.3% 50.0% 66.7% 83.3% 100.0% 

Method Avg. Std. Avg. Std. Avg. Std. Avg. Std. Avg. Std. Avg. Std. 

LSTM (baseline) 70.4 5.9 66.1 6.6 63.2 7.6 63.7 7.0 58.7 5.5 60.5 5.2 

MD-LSTM 
(proposed) 73.7 10.2 69.6 8.8 63.4 10.8 60.5 9.4 58.0 6.9 54.6 5.2 

Avg.: average; Std.: standard deviation 
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Several factors likely contribute to a less conclusive method comparison by the FEMTO 

dataset compared to C-MAPSS. In comparison to the C-MAPSS dataset, a smaller range of 

possible training sequences (6 in contrast to 100) is available in the FEMTO dataset for the 

evaluation of an increasing training sequence count. The number of used features in the 

FEMTO dataset (Table 6-6) is smaller than the number of features in the C-MAPSS dataset 

(Table 6-3), so a greater ratio of feature reduction is achieved by HI generation on the 

C-MAPSS dataset. Moreover, the C-MAPSS dataset is based on 21 sensors, likely 

encapsulating more relevant information for RUL estimation compared to FEMTO features, 

which stem from only two physical quantities (vibration readings in two directions). This is 

also supported by Figure 6-23, which shows that most derived features of the FEMTO 

dataset are mutually correlated. Introduction of additional features and tuning of pre-

processing parameters (such as a window size beyond 1/10s) could provide a more 

informative dataset for RUL prediction. 

6.4 Conclusions 

This paper introduced a methodology for RUL prediction utilising a limited number of run-to-

failure sequences, as well as binary health and fault condition data. The approach can be 

considered a feature reduction and data fusion method, aimed at improving generalisation 

where few training sequences or limited computing resources are available. 

Several configurations of the method were implemented and compared to the baseline LSTM 

method. Using the open C-MAPSS FD001 turbofan degradation dataset, it was shown that 

AE-based HI-generation provides a higher RUL prediction accuracy compared to MD-based 

HI generation, albeit at a substantially higher computing effort. Conversely, it was found that 

the MD-based approach is especially suited for conditions where quick model training is 

required, or computing power is limited. Using the full training set, the training time reduction 

by MD-SVR is substantial at 8.9% of the LSTM baseline method’s training duration (Figure 

6-19). When the number of training sequences is reduced to 5%, the training duration of both 

the baseline LSTM method and the proposed MD-LSTM is 47%-48%, while the MD-SVR 

training duration reduces further to 0.04%. This work therefore has implications on 

considerations for green AI [201], contributing to the development of more efficient and 

environmentally friendly algorithms. The choice between the application of the proposed 

method through either the AE or MD-based approach therefore depends on the prioritisation 

between prediction accuracy or computing time requirements. Nevertheless, the introduced 

MD-based LSTM prediction (MD-LSTM) was able to consistently outperform the baseline 

LSTM approach for training cases using under 20% of training sequences of the full training 

set (Figure 6-18). For example, when comparing the prediction RMSE at a reduction of the 

available number of training sequences to 5%, the greatest impact was seen on the 

C-MAPSS FD004 dataset, where the proposed method showed an average prediction 
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improvement by 19.2% relative to the baseline method. The proposed method therefore 

demonstrated an improved generalisation from a limited number of training sequences, 

addressing the research gap found in Subchapter 2.4. 

A further RUL prediction approach based on LS regression was presented. This method is 

applicable when no training sequences are available and has the lowest computing demand. 

On the flipside, it assumes a polynomial (e.g., quadratic) progression of the HI and showed 

the highest prediction error among the compared methods. 

An additional comparison of baseline LSTM and MD-LSTM on the FEMTO dataset of bearing 

degradation was less conclusive. The results showed largely similar prediction performance 

with greater variance in the MD-LSTM results but also partially improved prediction accuracy 

in favour of MD-LSTM. The reasons are likely related to characteristics of the dataset, such 

as its initially limited size and a high level of inconsistency between training sequences. 

From the obtained findings and literature, the following areas are highlighted as current 

challenges and future work in the research of prognostics and condition monitoring for 

rotating machinery. 

Due to the demonstrated potential of the MD-based HI generation, it is suggested to further 

develop this method to approach the performance of AE-based HI generation while retaining 

the computational efficiency of the MD-based method. This can be approached by an 

optimisation of MD features towards a consistent HI range in addition to a maximisation of 

MD separation. Conversely, AE-based HI generation offers the potential to encapsulate 

complex nonlinear relationships of the processed condition data and may be effective for 

data fusion of complex signal patterns. The reconstruction ability of AE for various signal 

types and signal properties (such as periodic and statistical characteristics) should be 

therefore further investigated. At the same time, techniques to maximise the reconstruction 

error for untrained data should be developed. 

It was shown across all methods that the reduction of training sequences leads to a wider 

spread of prediction performance. In other words, after the random sampling of limited 

training sequences, part of the training runs resulted in a competitive model performance, 

whereas models from different samples of training sequences underperformed. Methods for 

advance assessment of training data (regarding data distribution and quality) should be 

therefore researched. The desired consequence is optimised training efficiency, leading to 

minimised data and energy consumption. 

A segmentation of machine degradation into different sections has the potential to improve 

the prediction performance. In case of the polynomial LS regression method, this can be 

incorporated by fitting a suitable polynomial (in terms of polynomial order and constraints) to 

the identified degradation phase. A common but inflexible approach in NN-based prediction, 
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is to limit the training range of RUL values. Expanding on that, separate models for different 

prediction ranges (e.g., for long-term, mid-term and short-term predictions) should be 

considered. The presented HI-generation approach in combination with clustering can 

contribute to automatically identify relevant degradation phases for further development in 

this area. 
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7 Conclusions and future work 

This chapter concludes the thesis by a summary of the main findings and contributions, 

reflecting on the foundation of the state of the art set out in Chapter 2. Finally, main 

directions of future work in the covered research area are recommended. 

7.1 Conclusions 

This thesis dealt with the structural-mechanical evaluation of rotating machinery under two 

perspectives. The first area of concern addressed in this thesis is OMA of rotating machinery. 

This domain is, on one hand, challenging due to characteristics of the unmeasured excitation 

force and, on the other hand, relevant due to the importance of operational modal 

parameters in the design, test, and validation of developed mechanical systems and 

components. The second main branch of rotating machinery evaluation targeted by this 

thesis is RUL prediction, which falls under the field of predictive condition monitoring. Current 

state-of-the-art ML methods show notable achievements in this field, which has great 

potential for reducing cost while increasing safety across the life span of rotating machinery 

by means such as early fault detection and optimised predictive maintenance procedures. 

Subchapter 2.1 and Subchapter 2.2 provided the foundation for subsequent thesis 

contributions by evaluating the state of the art for OMA of rotating machinery based on 

existing literature. Subchapter 2.3 evaluated openly available vibration datasets with respect 

to their usability for OMA and OBMA applications. The summarised dataset characteristics 

facilitate the selection of most suitable datasets for future research. Finally, Subchapter 2.4 

compared the current state of the art in condition monitoring utilising modal parameters on 

one hand and more generic data-driven approaches based on ML on the other hand. 

The first open simulation dataset of rotating machinery vibration under acceleration 

conditions was introduced in Chapter 4. It addresses the lack of datasets suitable for OMA, 

and thus contributes to further research and development of OMA, OBMA, and other signal 

processing methods under acceleration/deceleration runs. The dataset offers itself as a 

foundation for benchmark and comparison studies of existing and future methods. This is 

additionally facilitated by publication of the simulation source code, allowing for adaptation 

and extension of the dataset for future research. The lack of research regarding the impact of 

different operating conditions on method performance is addressed by the introduced dataset 

with simulations of three varied and quantified parameters, providing a foundation for future 

parametric studies. 

The parametric comparison study in Chapter 5 performed an evaluation of OMA, OBMA, and 

the proposed AOBMA method. A unique feature of this study is the systematic evaluation of 

variations in the excitation force in terms of relative harmonic and random force composition 
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(harmonic ratio), finding an impact of this parameter on the number of modes identified by 

OBMA and AOBMA. The study was the first to find that OBMA and AOBMA outperformed 

OMA in mode shape estimation by achieving significantly higher MACX and MPC values. In 

the comparison across 9 common identified modes, the average MACX value of AOBMA and 

OBMA exceeded 0.99, while the baseline OMA was limited to an average of 0.86. 

The proposed AOBMA method presented in Chapter 5 addresses several limitations of 

OBMA, such as ambiguous results, which can vary substantially depending on the processed 

machine order. AOBMA addressees this limitation by detrending and weighted averaging of 

tracked machine orders, resulting in a single set of resulting modal parameters, which cover 

the combined range of the processed orders. This facilitates the analysis procedure and 

provides clearer results. This was shown in the parametric simulation study, where AOBMA 

was able to correctly identify the greatest number of modes at high harmonic ratios. At a 

harmonic ratio of 0.8, for example, it accurately identified an average of 11.9 modes per 

estimation, while OBMA and baseline OMA followed with 9.5 and 9 modes on average, 

respectively. AOBMA also reduces the amount of uncorrelated noise in the averaged order 

signals, leading to improved accuracy of modal estimates compared to OBMA. As a result, 

AOBMA showed a lower mean absolute relative error of 0.03 for damping ratio estimations 

across the compared modes of the simulation study while OBMA provided an error value of 

0.32, depending on the processed order. 

A novel data-efficient methodology for RUL prediction was presented in Chapter 6. A major 

limitation of current ML-based methods for RUL prediction is that a large number of run-to-

failure sequences are typically required as training data. To address this issue, the proposed 

methodology incorporates data from discrete machine conditions (i.e., binary conditions of 

healthy and faulty states), which are more feasible to obtain compared to large amounts of 

progressive degradation data in the form of run-to-failure sequences. The proposed 

approach provides feature reduction and achieves improved generalisation. This is 

evidenced by lower prediction errors compared to the baseline method when the original 

number of run-to-failure training sequences are reduced below 20% of the original dataset. 

For example, a reduction of training sequences to 5% led to a prediction accuracy 

improvement by 11.4% compared to the baseline LSTM method. In addition, the potential for 

reducing computational time of individual methods depending on the reduction of training 

data was evaluated. The proposed MD-SVR method was proved to be particularly resource-

saving with an average training duration of 8.9% compared to the baseline LSTM method 

when the full training set is utilised. These findings allow to prioritise methods based on 

available data as well as computational or energy resources. The latter factor has increasing 

relevance due to considerations for environmental impact and the emerging field of green AI. 
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7.2 Recommendations for future work 

As the dataset proposed in Chapter 4 is suitable to serve as a foundation for benchmark and 

comparison studies of OMA methods, such future work is encouraged to promote 

reproducibility and comparability of research. The varied operational parameters included in 

the simulation dataset shall furthermore be used in future work to gain deeper insight into the 

performance of methods under a variety of operating conditions. 

In this regard, the comparison study accompanying the proposed AOBMA method in Chapter 

5 utilised one of the three varied simulation parameters from the dataset, namely the varied 

harmonic ratio of the excitation amplitude. Therefore, it would be beneficial to apply the 

remaining introduced parameters (i.e., varied measurement noise levels and machine 

acceleration rates) to the AOBMA method as well as other current and future methods. While 

AOBMA contributes to an improved performance and usability of OBMA, the limitation of 

overestimated damping ratios and the difficulty in identifying close modes compared to 

general OMA remains. Since this is due to the distorted order-spectra, future modal models 

accounting for these distortions and post-processing methods for correction of distorted 

order-spectra would address this issue and are suggested for future research.  

Future research in RUL prediction (and condition monitoring in general) should consider 

contextual data to distinguish between actual fault information of the monitored component 

and independent external factors, such as potential changes in environmental conditions. 

OMA can be used to provide supplementary context information as it is suited to assess 

global structural changes, which are subject to operating and environmental influence, and 

large-scale degradation, in turn influencing the response of localised components. For future 

methods, it is suggested to combine modal parameters and ML approaches based on raw 

data to account for both global and the local machine conditions. This has the potential to 

increase the reliability and accuracy of the developed condition monitoring systems. 
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Appendix A OMA case study of an aluminium plate 

under harmonic excitation 

The described experiment was conducted by Jacobsen et al. [46] and the acquired vibration 

measurements were used for further analysis work below, performed by the author of this 

thesis. The authors of the original experiment present techniques for harmonic identification 

and propose a method for reduction of identified harmonics based on the EFDD method. In 

contrast to that, this appendix uses the experimental data to determine and compare the 

general performance of several available OMA methods. The raw measurements are 

sourced from the examples package of the OMA software Artemis Modal. This appendix 

forms a part of a publication [15] by the thesis author. 

An aluminium plate (Figure A-1a) was instrumented with 16 unidirectional accelerometers 

measuring vibration response normal to its surface. Random tapping on the plate was 

combined with a harmonic input load from a shaker to resemble an influence of rotating 

components. The measurement data has a sampling frequency of 4096 Hz and a duration of 

60 s. 

 

Figure A-1: Experimental setup of the instrumented plate [46] (a), stabilization diagram of the 
plate by the ITD OMA method (b) 

The measured accelerations were analysed by 6 different OMA methods: Enhanced 

Frequency-Domain Decomposition (EFDD), Curve-fit Frequency-Domain Decomposition 

(CFDD), SSI Principal Components (SSI-PC), SSI Unweighted Principal Components (SSI-

UPC), SSI Canonical Variate Analysis (SSI-CVA), multireference Ibrahim Time-Domain (ITD) 

method. As introduced in Subchapter 2.1, EFDD and CFDD are frequency-domain methods; 

Shaker providing harmonic excitation

Instrumented aluminum plate

(a) (b)

Structural mode Structural mode Structural mode

Disturbing harmonic
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SSI-PC, SSI-UPC and SSI-CVA can be attributed to SSI-DATA methods; finally, ITD is an 

algorithm closely related to SSI-COV. 

The ITD stabilization diagram in Figure A-1b clearly shows the first three structural modes. 

The detrimental impact of the input harmonic is also visible as it is identified as a stable 

mode. However, this is not necessarily problematic as long as the analyst is aware of this. 

 

Figure A-2: Eigenfrequencies (top) and damping ratios (bottom) of the plate estimated by 6 
different OMA methods 

Modal parameters of 8 plate modes are estimated by all 6 OMA methods and illustrated in 

Figure A-2. It is visible that each method reports different values for the eigenfrequency and 

damping ratio, although the same structure and dataset were used for each OMA method. 

Analysing the structural response without harmonic excitation leads to the respective 

eigenfrequency and damping ratio of 354 Hz and 0.65 % for the first mode when using EFDD 

[46]. The estimated modal values presented in Figure A-2 do not significantly differ from 

these numbers. Therefore, it can be concluded that the estimation of the first mode is not 

disturbed by the harmonic excitation in neither of the compared OMA methods. This is due to 

the setup with a single harmonic, which has a low amplitude relative to the response of the 

neighbouring first mode as shown by Figure A-1b. 
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Nevertheless, the estimated modal parameters differ overall. The maximum relative 

deviations of the methods per mode are limited to 0.7% in eigenfrequencies (at mode 8) but 

reach 213% for the damping ratios (at mode 7). 
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Appendix B Polyreference Least Squares Complex 

Frequency Domain (pLSCF) method for OMA 

The Polyreference Least Squares Complex Frequency Domain (pLSCF/PolyMax) OMA 

method extends the LSCF method to consider multiple references, thereby increasing the 

method’s theoretical performance to identify closely spaced modes. In contrast to LSCF, the 

method also does not require a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) step, which not only 

adds computational effort but also results in a worse fit of the data to the modal model [210]. 

A detailed theoretical description of the pLSCF EMA method is given in [210]. It operates on 

FRFs as the primary input data. The OMA version of pLSCF is described in [211] and 

requires spectra from operational response measurements instead. On this foundation, this 

appendix describes the main steps of the operational pLSCF algorithm. The content from 

Appendix B.1 was published by the author of this thesis in [16]. 

B.1 Spectrum estimation for data input 

To calculate spectral estimations from the measurements, first the correlation function R is 

determined over the time lags i from the measurement samples y: 

 KLL,� = 1j � ß¶W� ß¶5
B��
¶�±  (B.1) 

When the correlation functions of positive time lags i are multiplied by a window weighting 

function w (to reduce frequency-domain leakage) and the DFT is applied, so-called half-

spectra ���
+  are obtained as shown in Equation (B.2) [211]. L specifies the maximum time lag, 

which is typically much smaller than the total number of measurement samples N to avoid 

high variance that occurs at high time lags in correlation functions. 

 VW(a) = M±K±2 + � M¶K��,¶ exp(−,a¿∆0)6
¶��  (B.2) 

In the same way, the cross spectra between all 8 outputs and a (smaller) set of m reference 

outputs are computed and assembled into an 8 × 9 half spectrum matrix. 

Due to the symmetry of full spectra, all information on the system dynamics is retained by the 

half spectra and a modal decomposition from the matrix of half spectra can be obtained as 

shown in Equation (B.3) [211]. Here, OX�Q  are the mode shape vectors and ⟨Z�⟩  are the 

operational reference factors, which are related to the modal participation factors known from 

EMA. 
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 @VW(a)C = � OX�Q⟨Z�⟩,a − ]� + OX�∗Q⟨Z�∗⟩,a − ]�∗
²

���  (B.3) 

There are different methods to calculate spectra and the previously described spectrum 

estimation is known as the weighted correlogram. An alternative is the modified Welch’s 

periodogram, which estimates spectra directly form the DFT of window-weighted 

measurements without the need of correlation functions. The benefit of the weighted 

correlogram, however, is that an exponential window can be applied to reduce leakage, while 

the modified Welch’s periodogram typically requires a Hann window, leading to a bias of 

modal damping estimates [211]. On the other hand, it has been also observed that spectrum 

estimations by the weighted correlogram method can result in decreased accuracy of the 

identified mode shapes [91], so it can be useful to apply both methods and compare the 

results considering these characteristics. 

B.2 Fitting of the model coefficients and determination of the 

poles 

The matrix of spectrum estimations (using either half-spectra @VW(a)C ∈ ℂB�×B³ or one-sided 

spectra @V(a)C ∈ ℂB�×B³ [91]) is used to fit a Right Matrix-Fraction Description (RMFD) model: 

 �V«ai¬� = �:«ai¬� ∙ �Ñ«ai¬���
 (B.4) 

The RMFD model consists of a numerator matrix @:C ∈ ℂB�×B³  and a denominator matrix @ÑC ∈ ℂB³×B³ of the same dimensions. [B] and [A] are defined as polynomials with the basis 

functions Ω�(a)  (also called the generalized transform variable), with the respective 

polynomial coefficients [βi] and [αi] for increasing degrees i (i=1, …, Np) and with the 

polynomial order Np as shown in Equation (B.5). For discrete frequency lines ai (f=1, …, Nf) 

the basis functions are written as Ωi� , defined in Equation (B.6). 

 @:(a)C = �Ω�«ai¬@��CBÞ
��± , @Ñ(a)C = �Ω�«ai¬@<�CBÞ

��±  (B.5) 

 Ω�«ai¬ = Ωi� = �«¹=,∆=¬� (B.6) 

Considering individual outputs o (o=1, …, No), i.e. rows, of the CSD matrix ⟨Vh(a)⟩ ∈ ℂ�×B³, 

Equation (B.4) can be formulated for individual rows of the numerator matrix ⟨:h⟩ ∈ ℂ�×B³ 

with the common denominator matrix [A]: 

 >V h«ai¬? = >:h«ai¬? ∙ �Ñ«ai¬���
 (B.7) 
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 >:h«ai¬? = �Ω�«ai¬>�h,�?
BÞ
��±  (B.8) 

The coefficients for increasing polynomial term degrees i are composed into the coefficient 

matrices @�hC ∈ ℝBÞW�×B³ and @<C ∈ ℝB³«BÞW�¬×B³ as follows and are further combined into the 

coefficient matrix @eC ∈ ℝ(B�WB³)«BÞW�¬×B³: 

 @�hC =
⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎡ ⟨�h±⟩⟨�h�⟩⋮@�hBÞA⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎤ , @<C = ⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎡ @<±C@<�C⋮B<BÞC⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎤ , @eC =
⎣⎢
⎢⎢
⎡ @�±C@��C⋮��B��@<C ⎦⎥

⎥⎥
⎤
 (B.9) 

Since the goal is to estimate the model coefficients @eC, the CSDs >Vh«ai , e¬? modelled by the 

RMFD are written as a function of these coefficients. The error >�hDE«ai , e¬? between the 

RMFD fit >V h«ai , e¬? and the CSD estimates from measured data >VF h«ai¬? is defined as: 

 
>�hDE«ai , e¬? = Mh«ai¬«>Vh«ai , e¬? − >VFh«ai¬?¬ 

= Mh«ai¬ �>:h«ai , �h¬? ∙ �Ñ«ai ,<¬��� − >VF h«ai¬?� 
(B.10) 

Here, a scalar weighting function Mh«ai¬ ∈ ℝ is introduced, which leads to a weighted least 

squares problem and allows frequency-dependent weighting of individual output channels in 

case of varying measurement noise or variance. 

However, this error function has a nonlinear dependency on the coefficients @eC (denoted by 

the superscript “NL”) due to the matrix multiplication between ⟨:h⟩  and @ÑC��  and their 

contained coefficients. It is therefore approximated into an linear error function >�hE«ai , e¬? ∈ℂ�×B³ by multiplying the nonlinear error function with [A] [210]: 

 

>�hE«ai , e¬? = >�hDE«ai , e¬? ∙ �Ñ«ai ,<¬� = Mh«ai¬«>:h«ai , �h¬? − >VF h«ai¬? ∙ �Ñ«ai ,<¬�¬ 
= Mh«ai¬ �«Ωi� >�h,�? − Ωi� >VFh«ai¬?@<�C¬BÞ

��±  

(B.11) 

The linear error functions are then written in a matrix @-h(e)C ∈ ℂB,×B³ with individual rows 

used for all frequency lines ai [210]: 

 @-h(e)C =
⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎡ >�hE(a�, e)?>�hE(a-, e)?⋮@�hE �aB, , e�A⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎤ = @@µhC @GhCC H@�hC@<C I (B.12) 
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The submatrices @µhC ∈ ℂB,×BÞW� and @GhC ∈ ℂB,×B³«BÞW�¬, where the operator ⊗ is used for 

the Kronecker product, are defined as: 

 @µhC =
⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎡

Mh(a�)>Ω�± Ω�� ⋯ Ω�BÞ?Mh(a-)>Ω-± Ω-� ⋯ Ω-BÞ?⋮Mh �aB,� @ΩB,± ΩB,� ⋯ ΩB,
BÞA⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎥⎤ (B.13) 

 @GhC =
⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎡

−Mh(a�)>Ω�± Ω�� ⋯ Ω�BÞ? ⊗ >VFh(a�)?−Mh(a-)>Ω-± Ω-� ⋯ Ω-BÞ? ⊗ >VFh(a-)?⋮−Mh �aB,� @ΩB,± ΩB,� ⋯ ΩB,
BÞA ⊗ @VFh �aB,�A⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎥⎤ (B.14) 

To derive a (weighted) linear least squares equation, the loss function 8i is defined utilising 

the matrix trace (sum of the matrix entries on the main diagonal) denoted by tr(•): 

 

8i(e) = � tr«@-h(e)C� ∙ @-h(e)C¬B�
h��  

= � tr �@@�hC� @<C�C ∙ J@µhC�@GhC� K ∙ @@µhC @GhCC ∙ H@�hC@<C I�
B�

h��  
= � tr �@@�hC� @<C�C ∙ H @KhC @LhC@LhC� @1hCI ∙ H@�hC@<C I�

B�
h��  

(B.15) 

Here, the model coefficients @eC are assumed to be real-valued, which is enforced by taking 

the real parts for the calculation of the matrix components @KhC ∈ ℝBÞW�×BÞW� , @LhC ∈ℝBÞW�×B³«BÞW�¬ and @1hC ∈ ℝB³«BÞW�¬×B³«BÞW�¬, as specified below: 

 

@KhC = Re«@µhC� ∙ @µhC¬ @LhC = Re«@µhC� ∙ @GhC¬ @1hC = Re«@GhC� ∙ @GhC¬ 

(B.16) 

To find the minimum of the loss function �(e), Equation (B.15), its partial derivatives with 

respect to @�hC and @<C are set to zero: 

 

M8(e)M�h = 2(@KhC@�hC + @LhC@<C) = @0C, ∀Ç = 1,… , jh 
⟹  @�hC = −@KhC��@LhC@<C (B.17) 

 
M8(e)M< = 2 �«@LhC�@�hC + @1hC@<C¬B�

h�� = @0C (B.18) 
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The expression for @�hC  from Equation (B.17) is substituted into Equation (B.18), which 

eliminates the �  coefficients and reduces the number of equations to be solved. This 

provides the so-called reduced normal equations with the matrix @EC ∈ ℝB³«BÞW�¬×B³«BÞW�¬: 

 )2 �«@1hC − @LhC�@KhC��@LhC¬B�
h�� *����������������������@3C

@<C = @EC@<C = @0C (B.19) 

A constraint is introduced to the denominator coefficients @<C to avoid the trivial solution of @<C = @0C. This also resolves the parameter redundancy of the RMFD model, where different 

solutions of @<C  satisfy Equation (B.4) [210], [212]. For this purpose, the denominator 

coefficient matrix @<�C of the lowest polynomial order term is constrained to the (Nr x Nr) 

identity matrix �AB³� , i.e. @<±C = �AB³� . As shown in Equation (B.20), by considering the 

submatrices of @EC and @<C, the submatrix @<�C is obtained, which provides the least squares 

estimate for coefficient matrices of the remaining polynomial terms [157]. 

 

@EC@<C = H@E���C @E��-C@E�-�C @E�--CI J�AB³�@<�C K = @0C 
⟹ @<�C = −@E�--C��@E�-�C 

(B.20) 

The full matrix @<C, containing coefficient matrices of all orders, is then reconstructed as [91]: 

 @<C = J�AB³�@<�C K = J �AB³�−@E�--C��@E�-�CK, (B.21) 

where 

@E�--C = BE«B³W�:«BÞW�¬B³,   B³W�:«BÞW�¬B³¬C,  
@E�-�C = BE«B³W�:«BÞW�¬B³,   �:B³¬C  
Here, the submatrices of @EC are written with the subscript notation �E(PQ:PÂ,   ùQ:ùÂ)�, where R1 

and Rn denote the first and last row (with intermediate rows) taken from @EC  into the 

submatrix, respectively, and similarly C1 and Cn specify the first and last column number 

included into the submatrix. 

A common approach to determine the roots of a polynomial is to solve the eigenvalue 

problem of the polynomial’s companion matrix [213]. With this technique, the companion 

matrix @ÑùC ∈ ℝB³BÞ×B³BÞ  in Equation (B.22) is constructed from the denominator matrix 

coefficients of the pLSCF model [192]. 
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 @ÑùC =
⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎡−@<�C −@<-C ⋯ − B<BÞ��C − B<BÞC�AB³� @0C ⋯ @0C @0C@0C �AB³� ⋯ @0C @0C⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋮@0C @0C ⋯ �AB³� @0C ⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎥⎥
⎤
 (B.22) 

Solving the standard eigenvalue problem of the companion matrix @AC C in Equation (B.22) 

provides NpNo poles R�� of the RMFD model [210]. 

 «@ÑùC − R��@AC¬×Y��Ø = O0Q (B.23) 

Corresponding to the used basis functions as per Equation (B.6), the poles derived from the 

eigensolution are likewise in z-domain and are transformed into the Laplace domain with the 

following relation [91], [192]. 

 R�� = e_���= ⇒ ]�� = ln«R��¬Δ0  (B.24) 

Thereafter, the eigenfrequencies and damping ratios of the estimated dynamic system can 

be derived from poles ]�� as shown earlier using Equations (3.10)-(3.12). The corresponding 

eigenvector ×Y��Ø  of the companion matrix is related to the operational reference vector 〈Z��〉 ∈ ℂ�×B³ as shown in Equation (B.25) [192], [214]. As a result, the operational reference 

vector for the mode f_ is obtained from the last j; rows of ×Y��Ø. 
 ×Y��Ø =

⎩⎪⎨
⎪⎧R�� BÞ��×Z�� �Ø⋮R��×Z�� �Ø×Z�� �Ø ⎭⎪⎬

⎪⎫
 (B.25) 

The mode shapes can be derived from the RMFD model directly, which requires to restore 

the numerator coefficient matrices @�hC  from the estimated @<C  coefficients using the 

relationship in Equation (B.17). However, a more common approach is to apply a second LS-

based calculation to determine the residues and mode shapes from the measured CSD with 

the Least Squares Frequency Domain (LSFD) method. This approach is preferred as it leads 

to a more consistent modal model with greater mode shape estimation accuracy [215]. As 

such, the LSFD method is described in detail in Appendix C. 
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B.3 Implementation variants of pLSCF 

B.3.1 Basis functions in the Laplace or z domain 

Originally, the LSCF method (the single-reference predecessor method to pLSCF) was 

formulated in the Laplace domain with basis functions defined as: 

 Ω�«ai¬ = Ωi� = «,ai¬�
 (B.26) 

Since then, however, the use of the z domain (Equation (B.6)) is typically preferred to the 

Laplace domain (Equation (B.26)) because of its favourable numerical conditioning [91]. The 

reason is that, in the z domain, the polynomials are orthogonal and the frequencies ai are 

wrapped around the unit circle in the complex plane, as seen from Equation (B.6). Although 

the frequency wrapping bears the danger of aliasing of out-of-band modes [191], the benefit 

is that values of the basis function remain bounded to the magnitude of 1. In contrast to that, 

the standard power polynomials in the Laplace domain in Equation (B.26) grow exponentially 

with i, severely limiting the usable model order i and analysed frequency bandwidth (i.e., ai). 

The unbounded growth of the basis functions can be avoided by a normalisation of the 

frequencies to ai ∈ @−1,1C. However, as a result, the basis functions tend to zero at high 

model orders i, also leading to ill-conditioning. A more stable alternative is the use of 

orthogonal polynomials [216]. 

B.3.2 Real or complex-valued polynomial coefficients 

In the presented implementation, real-valued coefficients @eC are assumed and enforced with 

Equation (B.16). A discussion on the choice of real or complex polynomial coefficients in the 

LSCF method is given in [217]. The author describes that complex-valued coefficients are 

preferred because, in that case, the polynomial order can be halved to estimate the same 

number of modes compared to the use of real-valued coefficients. 

In own observations of the pLSCF implementation with complex-valued coefficients, the first 

poles are indeed estimated at lower orders, as shown in Figure B-1 (right). At the same time, 

however, with the complex-valued implementation, the stabilisation of modes can suffer 

(assuming the same stabilisation criteria) and the stabilisation diagrams become less clear 

with more computational poles. Furthermore, higher model orders are less critical when the z 

domain implementation is used, as explained in the previous paragraph. These reasons also 

likely explain why the majority of published pLSCF descriptions appears to implement real-

valued coefficients as shown in Table B-1. 
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Figure B-1: Stabilisation diagrams of pLSCF implementations with real-valued (left) and 

complex-valued (right) polynomial coefficients (unstable poles: ·, stabilised frequency: ⁕, 
stabilised frequency and damping: ●, target frequencies: red vertical lines) 

B.3.3 Order of the constrained coefficient and sign of the basis function 

power 

While in Equation (B.21) a least squares solution is provided for the case where the 

coefficient matrix @<±C of the lowest order is constrained, alternatively, the following equation 

is formulated when the coefficient matrix B<BÞC of the highest order Np is constrained [91]: 

 @<C = )− BE«�:BÞB³,   �:BÞB³¬C�� BE«�:BÞB³,   BÞB³W�:«BÞW�¬B³¬C�AB³� * (B.27) 

In [218] it is shown that, depending on the chosen order (highest or lowest) of the 

constrained coefficient, a solution of the system is found containing either only stable or only 

unstable poles with both solutions being mathematically valid. It is also shown that this 

change of the constrained coefficient is equivalent to a change of the basis functions 

between Ωi�  and Ωi��. This results in a pair-wise combination for which the desired solution of 

only stable physical poles is obtained: 

• Basis function Ωi�  with a constrained coefficient matrix of the lowest order (as 

described in Appendix B.2) 

• Basis function Ωi��  with a constrained coefficient matrix of the highest order (as 

described in this section) 
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In the latter case, the corresponding companion matrix (previously Equation (B.22)) for the 

extraction of poles and operational reference vectors adapts the following form [214]: 

 @ÑùC =
⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎡− B<BÞ��C − B<BÞ�-C ⋯ −@<�C −@<±C�AB³� @0C ⋯ @0C @0C@0C �AB³� ⋯ @0C @0C⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋮@0C @0C ⋯ �AB³� @0C ⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎥⎥
⎤
 (B.28) 

To conclude this appendix, Table B-1 gives an overview of different implementation variants 

of pLSCF found in literature in chronological order. Further evaluations on the sign of the 

basis function exponent (positive or negative) and on the order used for the identity 

parameter constraint can be found in [218]. Verboven [219] discussed the solving of the 

coefficient matrix and the differences resulting from a complex or real coefficient matrix. 

Table B-1: Overview of pLSCF implementation variants in literature 

Reference, 
year 

Basis 
function 
exponent 

Parameter 
identity 

constraint of 
which order 

Weighted Companion matrix 
(types according 

to [220]) 

Toeplitz 
matrices real 
or imaginary 

[212], 2003 Negative Highest Yes N/A Real 

[210], 2004  Positive N/A Yes N/A Real 

[221], 2004  Negative Highest Yes N/A Real 

[222], 2004  Negative N/A N/A Bottom, increasing N/A 

[211], 2007  Positive N/A N/A N/A N/A 

[223], 2010 Negative Highest Yes Top, decreasing Complex 

[157], 2012  Positive Highest No N/A Complex 

[91], 2014  Positive Highest No Top, decreasing Complex 

[91], 2014  Negative Lowest N/A Top, decreasing N/A 

[216], 2015  Positive Lowest N/A Top, increasing N/A 

[192], 2015  N/A Highest N/A Bottom, increasing N/A 

[214], 2016  Negative N/A N/A Top, decreasing N/A 

[224], 2017  Positive Highest Yes Top, decreasing Complex 

[225], 2019  Negative Highest Yes Bottom, increasing Real 

[226], 2019  Negative Highest No Bottom, increasing Real 

N/A: not available, i.e., not specified 
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Appendix C Least Squares Frequency Domain (LSFD) 

method for the determination of mode shapes and 

residues 

This appendix describes the LSFD method, which is a common approach to fit mode shapes 

or residue matrices to measured CSD data once estimations of the system poles (i.e. 

eigenfrequencies and damping ratios) are available. The required pole estimations can stem 

from the pLSCF method described in the previous appendix or other OMA algorithms. 

Although the LSFD method is widely applied in several configurations, there appears to be a 

lack of accessible literature to cover the method and its variations in a comprehensive and 

generalised way (in terms of independent number of references and outputs). This 

shortcoming is addressed by this appendix. For example, the single-reference and multi-

reference formulations of LSFD for the determination of residue matrices are given in [91]. 

However, residual factors, used to model the influence of out-of-band modes are not 

estimated and the multi-reference estimation is only presented for square residue matrices. 

The references [214] and [227] incorporate the estimation of upper and lower out-of-band 

residuals but are limited to a single-reference estimation of residue matrices. The estimation 

of residue matrices (instead of mode shapes) described by the listed references neglects one 

of the major benefits of pLSCF compared to LSCF [210]. That is, operational reference 

vectors (in case of OMA) or modal participation vectors in case of EMA) are estimated from 

pLSCF, which allows to estimate mode shapes directly, without residue estimation and SVD, 

as will be explained further below. 

The LSFD method estimates the pole-residue modal model (also known as the partial 

fraction description) shown in Equation (B.3). The model is expanded below to include 

residual factors in matrices @[KC ∈ ℝB�×B³ and @\KC ∈ ℝB�×B³. @LR C models the contribution, 

that the lower frequency range of modes at frequencies exceeding the analysis band have. 

Similarly, the purpose of @UR C is to express the effect of the upper frequency range of 

modes, which fall below the analysed frequency range. Individual elements of these matrices 

correspond to the respective matrix elements (i.e. CSDs) in @V(a)C ∈ ℂB�×B³  and can be 

considered as slope factors of the spectral contributions of out-of-band modes. The 

proportionality in relation to the frequency axis or value jω depends on the foundational 

physical quantity of the spectra (displacement, velocity, or acceleration) [149] and type of 

spectra (FRF, full or half spectra) [211]. Corresponding to the case of full acceleration 

spectra [211], the model equation below describes @LR C with proportionality to 1 (constant 

value function) and @UR C as the slope of the frequency to the power of four. 
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 @V(a)C = � �×X��Ø>Z��?,a − ]�� + ×X�� ∗Ø>Z�� ∗?,a − ]�� ∗ �B�
���� + @[KC + (,a)Û @\KC (C.1) 

The outer product of the mode shape vector OXQ and operational reference vector ⟨Z⟩ results 

in the residue matrix @KC ∈ ℂB�×B³. As seen in Equation (C.2), each column of [R] contains 

the mode shape vector {v} scaled by an entry of ⟨Z⟩. 
 �K��� = ×X��Ø>Z��? = á X�X-⋮XB�

ã
��
⟨Z� Z- ⋯ ZB³⟩�� = [ X�Z� ⋯ X�ZB³⋮ ⋱ ⋮XB�Z� ⋯ XB�ZB³

\��
 (C.2) 

The pole-residue model can be resembled by the algebraic linear Equation (C.3):  

 @ÚC@K�C = @V ̅C (C.3) 

In case of the single-reference estimation of residue matrix components, the Equation (C.3) 

consists of the matrices @ÚC ∈ ℂB,×-B�W-, @K�C ∈ ℂ-B�W-×B�, and @V ̅C ∈ ℂB,×B� given below. The 

unknown parameters (i.e. elements of the residuals @[KC, @\KC and residue matrices �K�³� for 

a single reference ir and all Nλ modes) are separated in the matrix @K�C. 
 @ÚC =

⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎡

1,a� − ]�
1,a� − ]�∗ ⋯ 1,a� − ]B�

1,a� − ]B�∗ 1 (,a�)Û
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮1,aB, − ]�

1,aB, − ]�∗ ⋯ 1,aB, − ]B�
1,aB, − ]B�∗ 1 (,aB,)Û⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎥⎤ (C.4) 

 @K�C =
⎣⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎡ ⟨X�Z�³ ⋯ XB�Z�³⟩�⟨X�Z�³ ⋯ XB�Z�³⟩�∗⋮⟨X�Z�³ ⋯ XB�Z�³⟩B�⟨X�Z�³ ⋯ XB�Z�³⟩B�∗

>[K(:,�³)� ?>\K�³? ⎦⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎤
 (C.5) 

 @V ̅C = ) ⟨V(:,�³)� (a�)⟩⋮⟨V(:,�³)� (aB,)⟩* (C.6) 

An approximation @K�6¢C is found for the parameters in matrix @K�C using the least squares 

method by taking the pseudo inverse �Ú�� of @ÚC as shown in (C.7). This is equivalent to the 

minimisation of the squared difference between the modelled and measured spectrum 

function matrix @V(a)C for reference ir. 
 

@K�6¢C = «@Ú�C@ÚC¬��@Ú�C������������]^� @V ̅C (C.7) 
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Single vectors for each residue matrix �K��� are obtained in Equation (C.5) because a single 

reference ir is used. Comparing the matrix elements from Equation (C.2) and (C.5) shows 

that row vectors in @K�C correspond to transposed column vectors in �K���. As explained with 

Equation (C.2), these vectors can be readily used as mode shape estimations. 

The structure of the pole-residue model in Equation (C.1) with terms in conjugate pairs is 

also reflected by the conjugate pair entries in @ÚC  and unknown parameter matrix @K�C . 

However, the LS approximation does not mathematically enforce that the resulting 

parameters in @K�C are actual complex conjugates. This eases the restrictions to the solution 

compared to the modal model and thus negatively impacts the model consistency. To 

address this issue, an alternative formulation of the pole-residue model can be used as 

shown in Equation (C.8). It is based on the assumption of hysteresis damping with 

coefficients η≈2ξ and is often more realistic compared to the common assumption of viscous 

damping [214]. 

 @V(a)C = � � ×X��Ø>Z��?a�� - − a- + ,d��a-�B�
���� + @[KC + (,a)Û @\KC (C.8) 

For conciseness, in the following the denominators of the modal model from Equation (C.8) 

are denoted in a short form: 

 2�,,�� = a�� - − a�,- + ,d��a�,- (C.9) 

By constructing Equation (C.8) in the matrix form of Equation (C.3), the matrices @ÚC and @K�C 
are reduced in size and change as follows: 

 ⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎡

12�,� ⋯ 12�,B� 1 (,a�)Û
⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮12B,,� ⋯ 12B,,B� 1 (,aB,)Û⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎥⎤
�����������������������@]C∈ℂ`,×`�ab ⎣⎢⎢

⎢⎢⎡
⟨X�Z�³ ⋯ XB�Z�³⟩�⋮⟨X�Z�³ ⋯ XB�Z�³⟩B�>[K(:,�³)� ?>[K(:,�³)� ? ⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎥⎤
�����������������@P�C∈ℂ`�ab×`�

= ) ⟨V(:,�³)� (a�)⟩⋮⟨V(:,�³)� (aB,)⟩*���������@¢̅C∈ℂ`,×`�
 

(C.10) 

To consider Nr references in the LS fit, the equation matrices are extended to a multi-

reference formulation as follows: 

 

⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎡

�AB³�2�,� ⋯ �AB³�2�,B� �AB³� (,a�)Û�AB³�⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮�AB³�2B,,� ⋯ �AB³�2B,,B� �AB³� (,aB,)Û�AB³�⎦⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎤

�����������������������������@]C∈ℂ`³`,×`³(`�ab) ⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎡

�K�Q��⋮�KB���@[KC�@\KC� ⎦⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎤

�����@P�C∈ℂ`³(`�ab)×`�

= ) @V(a�)C�⋮@V(aB,)C�*���������@¢̅C∈ℂ`³`,×`�
 

(C.11) 
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From modal analysis theory it follows that rank(@K��C) = 1, which is visible in the definition of 

the residue matrix in Equation (C.2). That is, there is one linearly independent vector in the 

row and column space of @K��C. Following this assumption, the first column of the left-singular 

vector matrix @\C from the SVD of @K��C in Equation (C.12) represents the estimated mode 

shape ×X��Ø [91]. 

 @K��C = @\C@ΣC@YC� (C.12) 

However, the least squares solution of Equation (C.11) does not enforce that the estimated 

parameters in @K�C adhere to the assumption of rank(@K��C) = 1. This first improves the fit with 

inconsistent residue matrices but subsequently worsens the same, once the mode shapes 

for the modal model are determined through SVD [91], [211]. Moreover, the assumption also 

does not hold in case of mode multiplicity [212]. 

This issue is resolved with pLSCF because it determines the operational reference vectors in 

addition to system poles as shown with Equation (B.25). The SVD step then avoided by 

adapting the LSFD to utilise the operational reference vectors and to determine mode 

shapes estimates directly. This approach is illustrated below. 

The single reference adaptation of the LSFD method to derive mode shapes directly results 

from Equation (C.10) by placing the operational reference factors Z�³,�� from @K�C into @ÚC as 

shown below: 

 ⎣⎢
⎢⎢
⎡ Z�³,�2�,� ⋯ Z�³,B�2�,B� 1 (,a�)Û

⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮Z�³,�2B,,� ⋯ Z�³,B�2B,,B� 1 (,aB,)Û⎦⎥
⎥⎥
⎤

�����������������������@]C∈ℂ`,×`�ab ⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎡
⟨X� ⋯ XB�⟩�⋮⟨X� ⋯ XB�⟩B�>[K(:,�³)� ?>[K(:,�³)� ? ⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎥⎤
�������������@P�C∈ℂ`�ab×`�

= ) ⟨V(:,�³)� (a�)⟩⋮⟨V(:,�³)� (aB,)⟩*���������@¢̅C∈ℂ`,×`�
 

(C.13) 

The multi-reference implementation is based on the expansion below. It reduces to the 

single-reference variant from Equation (C.13) for Nr=1. 

 

⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎡
⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎡
⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎡

Z�,�2�,,� ⋯ Z�,B�2�,,B�⋮ ⋱ ⋮ZB³,�2�,,� ⋯ ZB³,B�2�,,B� ⎦⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎤ )AB³* (,a�,)Û )AB³*

⎦⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎤

�,��@ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯C�,�-⋮@ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯C�,�B, ⎦⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎤

���������������������������������@]C∈ℂ`³`,×`�ab`³

⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎡
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⎥⎥⎤
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= ) @V(a�)C�⋮@V(aB,)C�*���������@¢̅C∈ℂ`³`,×`�
 

(C.14) 
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Appendix D Supplementary dataset information 

This document describes the file structure of the dataset proposed in Chapter 4 and the 

usage of the open-source code to generate additional simulated time response. The open 

source dataset as well as the content of this appendix are submitted to a data repository [19] 

and are currently under peer review along with the corresponding journal paper submission 

[18].  

D.1 Dataset file structure 

The simulation time responses are provided as arrays stored as MATLAB (.mat) files. The 

folder structure and file contents are given in Table D-2. The data files are subdivided into 

subfolders depending on the varied simulation parameter: 

Table D-1: Simulation parameters with corresponding dataset subfolder names and program 
code variables 

Varied parameter Dataset subfolder Variable name in “ExpParametricSim.m” 

Run-up duration VarDur t_dur 

Harmonic amplitude ratio VarHarm exc_harm_rat_loop 

Measurement noise ratio VarNoise meas_noise_perc_loop 

 

For illustration and visual verification purposes, each of the subfolders contains a subfolder 

“plots” with a power spectral density and a spectrogram plot generated from each data file. 

Table D-2: Dataset folder and file structure 

 Dataset           

  VarDur   VarHarm   VarNoise 

  714_10_4000_0.8_1.mat   714_100_4000_0.0_1.mat   714_100_4000_0.6_1_0.mat  

  714_10_rpm.mat   714_100_4000_0.2_1.mat   714_100_4000_0.6_1_0.5.mat 

  714_10_t.mat   714_100_4000_0.4_1.mat   714_100_4000_0.6_1_1.mat 

  714_20_4000_0.8_1.mat   714_100_4000_0.6_1.mat   714_100_4000_0.6_1_2.mat  

  714_20_rpm.mat   714_100_4000_0.8_1.mat   714_100_4000_0.6_1_4.mat 

  714_20_t.mat   714_100_4000_1.0_1.mat   714_100_4000_0.6_1_8.mat 

  714_40_4000_0.8_1.mat   714_100_rpm.mat   714_100_4000_0.6_1_16.mat 

  714_40_rpm.mat   714_100_t.mat   714_100_rpm.mat 

  714_40_t.mat    plots   714_100_t.mat 

  714_80_4000_0.8_1.mat       plots 

  714_80_rpm.mat       

  714_80_t.mat       

  714_160_4000_0.8_1.mat       

  714_160_rpm.mat       
  714_160_t.mat       
  714_320_4000_0.8_1.mat       
  714_320_rpm.mat       
  714_320_t.mat       

   plots       
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The file names of the model response arrays adhere to the following labelling pattern: 

<approx. sampling frequency (Hz)>_<run duration (s)>_<Excitation RMS sum Σt2 at end of 

run (N)>_<harmonic ratio hrat>_<random sample>_<measurement noise (%)> 

“Random sample” refers to the repetition number of the simulation run with another 

generated sample of the random excitation signal. As a foundation, a single run per 

parameter variation is provided in the published dataset. However, an arbitrary number of 

repetitions can be readily generated with the provided source code in “ExpParametricSim.m” 

by increasing the integer value of the variable “exc_rand_samples”, which can be useful for 

Monte Carlo studies. 

Files storing the simulated model response contain 2D arrays, where each row represents a 

time step, and each column represents the model DOF number. Data values are 

accelerations in m/s2
. Model DOF numbers in X and Y direction are related to the model node 

numbers inode as follows:  

 IcPì = 2 f²h`� − 1 IcP� = 2 f²h`� 

(D.1)

 

Additional data files ending with “_t.mat” and “_rpm.mat” contain 1D arrays of the time (s) 

and rpm values per sample, respectively. 

D.2 Program code for data generation 

The folder “SourceCode” contains two further subfolders “Matlab” and “Abaqus”. These 

subfolders contain program code for the respective software environment (MATLAB and 

Abaqus), which can be used for replication, adaptation, and expansion of the provided 

simulation dataset. 

The following sections give an introduction on the utilisation of these files. 

D.2.1 MATLAB 

The main program routine of the subfolder “Matlab” is in the MATLAB script file 

“ExpParametricSim.m”. The beginning of the file contains user-specified program settings, 

such as the simulation time step frequency (variable “fs_sim”) and target downsampled 

output frequency (variable “fs_target”). Values for the presented simulation parameters of 

the dataset are provided as lists into the variables listed in Table D-1. On execution of 

“ExpParametricSim.m”, simulated time responses, time and rpm vectors are generated and 

stored per default inside the subfolder “sim_output”. 
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The remaining files in the “Matlab” subfolder are dependencies of the main routine and 

provide the system matrices (“SysMatrices.mat”) and functions such as labelling 

(“MapToStr.m”), time integration (“NewmarkResp.m”), and output signal downsampling 

(“FilterDownsample.m”).  

D.2.2 Abaqus 

For the present dataset, the MATLAB routine (described in the previous section) is 

recommended over the Abaqus-based simulation routine described below. The reason is that 

more execution steps and a longer simulation duration are required for an equivalent output. 

Nevertheless, the program code and description for the Abaqus-based approach are 

provided as an alternative to MATLAB and to share an adaptable procedure for other 

parametric simulations with higher complexity, which can require the Abaqus platform. 

The main program routine of the subfolder “Abaqus” is in the Python script file 

“GenerateAbqInps.py”. The beginning of the file contains user-specified program settings, 

which are similar but not equal to the functionality of the previously described MATLAB-

based code. For example, the simulation time step interval is set by the variable “t_incr”, 

but downsampling would require a separate post-processing step after simulating with 

Abaqus and reading in the simulated response data. 

On execution of “GenerateAbqInps.py”, the script generates a series of excitation signals 

based on the user-set parameters, fills them into a prepared Abaqus input file 

(“_template.inp” from the subfolder “generated_abq_inps”), and saves it as a separate 

Abaqus input file for each parameter variation. For this purpose, the template file 

“_template.inp” contains the following placeholder tags, which are automatically replaced by 

script-generated data: 

{job_name}, {fx_name}, {fy_name}, {f_interval}, {max_sim_incr}, {sim_duration}, 

{fx_sequence}, {fy_sequence} 

Per default, “GenerateAbqInps.py” saves the filled Abaqus input files into the subfolder 

“generated_abq_inps” along with a single Windows batch (.bat) file, containing commands to 

execute Abaqus simulation jobs on each of the created Abaqus input files. 

Execution of the batch file starts the Abaqus simulations, each of which generates an 

Abaqus output database (.odb) file with simulation results. An Abaqus script 

(“AbqOdbXYExport.py”) is provided to batch extract the DOF acceleration time response 

from the Abaqus-proprietary .obd files into text-formatted report (.rpt) files. For correct usage 

of “AbqOdbXYExport.py”, please refer to the notes within the file. 
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The described procedure is summarised under steps 2-5 in Table D-3. It can be adapted to 

generate parametric simulations of arbitrary user-defined setups starting from the definition 

of a desired simulation case as an Abaqus project and input file (step 1). 

Table D-3: Execution steps for the conducted parametric simulations with Abaqus  

Step Description 

Execution 

environment Corresponding file 

1 Creation of an Abaqus project and .inp file containing 

the base definitions for geometry, element types and 

properties, force locations, boundary conditions, nodal 

output requests, simulation parameters 

Abaqus CAE N/A 

2 Preparation of a template .inp file with placeholder 

tags for parametrised values 

Text editor _template.inp 

3 Batch generation of input force functions with all 

variations of the parametric variables and generation 

of individual .inp files containing each specific 

variation 

External Python 

script 

GenerateAbqInps.py 

4 Sequential or parallel batch execution of Abaqus 

simulations/jobs defined by the .inp files, each 

resulting in a corresponding .odb (output database) 

file 

OS command 

prompt 

abq_job_8-cpus.bat 

5 Batch extraction of DOF outputs from all .odb files into 

.rpt (report) text files 

Abaqus Python 

script 

AbqOdbXYExport.py 
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